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PREFACE

This report describes a portion of a study of training through
simulation in the U.S. Air Force. It is one of seven technical reports
prepared for the Air Force Human Resources Laboratory, Logistics and
Technical Training Division, under Contract F33615-77-C-0067, Simulator
Training Requirements and Effectiveness Study (STRES). The remaining six
reports are identified in Chapter II of this document. The reports cover
work performed from August 1977 through January 1980.

The work was performed by a team made up of Canyon Research Group, Inc;
Seville Research Corporation; and United Airlines Flight Training Center.
Canyon Researcn Group, Inc. was the prime contractor; Mr. Clarence A.
Semple served as the Program Manager. The Seville Research Corporation
effort was headed by Dr. Paul W. Caro. The United Airlines eff' -t was
headed initially by Mr. Dale L. Seay and subsequently by Mr. Ker,:1 h E.
Allbee.

Mr. Bertram W. Cream was the AFHRL/LR Program Manager. Other key
members of the AFHRL/LR technical team included Dr. Gary. Klein and Dr.
Thomas Eggemeier. A tri-service STRES Advisory Team participated in
guiding and monitoring the work performed during this contract to assure
its operational relevance and utility. Organizations participating in the
Advisory Team were:

Headquarters, USAF
Headquarters, Air Training Command
Headquarters, Military Airlift Command
Headquarters, Aerospace Defense Command
Headquarters, Tactical Air Command
Headquarters, Air Force Systems Command
Headquarters, Strategic Air Command
Tactical Air Warfare Center

*Air Force Manpower and Personnel Center
Air Force Test and Evaluation Center
USAF Aeronautical Systems Division
Air Force Human Resources Laboratory
Air Force Office of Scientific Research
Army Research Institute for the Behavioral and Social Sciences
United States Navy Training Analysis and Evaluation Group

The authors wish to express their gratitude to the hundred of people in
the United States Air Force, Navy, Army, Coast Guard, NASA, FAA and
industry who contributed to this program by participating in interviews and

technical discussions during program data collection.
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I. INTRODUCTION

BACKGRCUND

The U.S. military services have been users of flight training de-
vices and simulators for over half a century. These training media,
known collectively as aircrew training devices (ATDs), include cockpit
familiarization and procedures trainers, part-task trainers, mission
trainers, operational flight traiers, and weapons systems trainers. In
recent years, use of ATDs has increased to the point that the devices
represent major aircrew training resources, and the effectiveness and
efficiency of their design and use are matters of continuing concern.

The STRES Project

In response to this concern, the U.S. Air Force, in cooperation
with the other military services, undertook a programmatic study of fac-
tors involved in ATD design and use. This program was titled Simulator
Training Requirements and Effectiveness Study (STRES). The general
objectives of STRES are to define, describe, collect, analyze, and docu-
ment information bearing on the cost and training effectiveness of
flight simulators. Topic areas covered in the program include fidelity,
instructional support features, simulator utilization, life cycle costs,
and worth of ownership. Products of the program are intended for use by
those who manage and use simulators for training, those who evaluate
simulator requirements, and those who design, procure, and maintain
these devices. In addition, STRES results are intended to assist those
who conduct and manage research on ATDs and ATD training.

The overall plan of The STRES program calls for a four-phase
effort. Phase I, which has been completed by the Air Force, structured
the general problem so that operationally relevant ATD training issues
could be 3ddresea on a priority basis. Phase 11, which is the subject
of this and related reports, was a 29-month effort that involved
collecting, integrating, and presenting available information on the
design, us;, life cycle cost, and worth of ownership of ATOs. Phase
I1, to be conducted in the future, will involve the research activities
necessary to answer important questions about ATDs and training4I effectiveness that cannot be answered with assurance using information
presently available. The research to be conducted in Phase III will be
the responsibility of AFHRL/OT, and the research plans presented in the
present report are topics suggested as input to Phase Ill. Building on
the work done in Phases II and III, Phase IV will be an Air Force effort
to integrate findings and publish new information as it becomes
available.
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Phase II Objectives

Five general technical objectives emerged for Phase 1I of the STRES
program. These were:

1. Develop criteria for matching training requirements with ATD
features and for degree of fidelity required to meet requirements effi-
ciently and effectively; and

2. Define principles of effective and efficient use of ATDs to
accomplish specified training requirements; and

3. Develop criteria for matching instructional support features
with specified training requirements; and

4. Develop models of factors influencing the worth of ownership
and lifc cycle costs of ATDs; and

5. Develop a plan for future Air Force training research and
development regarding ATD features, ATD use, and ATD training
effectiveness where present knowledge or technology is inadequate.

PURPOSE OF THIS REPORT

The purpose of this report is to present the findings of the Phase
II effort with respect to the fifth and final Phase II objective--
development of research plans for future Air Force training R&D
regarding ATD features, ATD use, and ATD training effectiveness where
present knowledge or technology is inadequate.

Context of this Report

This report on future research is one of seven documents published
to report results of the STRES project. The reports are as foliows:

Caro, P.W., Sheinut , J.d., & 6pears, w.u. Aircrew rralninq
Uevices: utiilzatlon. AF *r&-TR-oU-35. wrignt-Patterson
AF6, OH: -ogistics ano Technical Training Uivision, Air
Force Human Resources Laooratory, January i 6±.

Semple, C.A., Hennessy, R.T., Sanoers, M.S., Cross, b.K.,b.eitn,4.H., & Mc___uiey, _.E. Aircrew Training Devices: Fioei_

Features. AFHRL-TR-6U-36. wright-Patterson AFt, uth:
Logistics and Technical Training Division, Air Force Human
Resources LaOoratory, January 198i.

Semple, C.A., Cotton, J.C., & Sullvan, O.J. 4ircrew Trainirg
, evices: instructional Support Features. AFHRL-TH-bu-6.
Wright-Patterson AF8, OH: Logistics ano Technical Training
Division, Air Force Human Resources Laooratory, January 1981.
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Alloee, K.E., & Semple, C.A. Aircrew Training Devices: Life
Cycle Cost ano worth of Ownership. AFHRL-TR-60-34.
Wright-Patterson AF6, UH: Logistics and Tecnnica Training
Division, air Force Human Resources Laooratory, January 1981.

Prophet, A.W., -seInutt, , o., & 6pears, 6.U. iimulator Training
Requirements and Lffectiveness ttuoy tSTRES): Future
Research Pians. AFHRL-TR-8U-37. Wrignt-Patterson 4Fb, uH:
Logistics ano Technical Training uivision, Air Force Human
kesources Laooratory, January 1981.

Spears, w.O., Sheppard, H.J., Housn, M.U., & Kicnetti, C.L.
Simulator Training Requirements ano Effectiveness btuoy

.STRES): Aostract 8ioliography. AFHRL-TR-8U-38.
6right-Patterson AF6, UH: Logistics and Technical Training
Division, Air Force Human Kesources Laooratory, January 1981.

Sempie, C.9 Simuiator Training -equirements ano Effectiveness
zcuoy bTkES): Executive Summary. AFHRL-TR-U-63.

oright-Patterson fF6, UH: Logistics ano Technical Training
Division, Air Force Human Resources Laooratory, January 1961.

The first four reports address the first four objectives of the
Phase II effort. They provide guidance concerning the design and
utilization of ATDs based on the analysis of currently available
technological information. The present report was conceived in
coordination with the first four to address gaps in current ATD
utilization and design technology that restrict the maximization of the
effectiveness and efficiency of ATD training in the Air Force. Thus,
this report supplements the first four reports by providing research
plans relevant to the principal issues for which proper guidance was not
found. For details concerning the literature reviewed and the various
observations made and information gathered during STRES, the reader is4 referred to the other STRES reports. While certain aspects of the
information covered in those reports are summarized and discussed in the
present report, no attempt is made to cover their contents completely.
For ease of reference in the present report, the other STRES reports
will be referred to by abbreviated title (Fidelity, Instructional
Features, Utilization, or Cost). The other STRES reports contain a
variety of references to research needs, both major and minor. For
obvious practical reasons, the research plans presented in the present
report do not provide exhaustive treatment of all gaps in ATD
utilization and design technology. However, they do adress the major
problems ident:fied during Phase II of STRES.

7
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Focus of the Research Plans

The research plans focus on topics that are responsive to Air Force
needs in the simulator desig- and utilization ar,,as, but only on needs
that are amenafle to solution through the ccnduct of experimental
training research. Thus, the plans do not address certain critical
issues that are inappropriate for experimental training research,
for example, certain management i.seC and problems, nor oo they address
issues that are primarily engineering in nature. However, many such
issues are discussed in the other STRES reports. More specifically, the
focus of the plans was restricted to research that addressed information
needs for relating aircrew training effectiveness and efficiency to (1)
ATD fidelity factors, (2) ATD instructional support features, and (3)
ATO utilization factors. In all such research areas identified, cost
factors represent an underlying concern, even though cost itself is not
a direct experimental topic. This focus was further sharpened in terms
of a set of "high value" operetional tasks and issues specified in the
contract Statement of W-,-k (SOW) for which ATD training was believed to
offer potential benefits, and for which information was lacking (or at
least not integrated) regdr, -) ATD design, use, and worth. The SOW
h.gh value tasks are:

a Individual and formati.,n takeoff and landing;

* Close formation flight and trail formation, both close and
extended;

* Aerobatics;

# Spin, stall, and unusual attitude recognition, prevention, and
recovery;

* Low-level, terrain-following flight;

# Air refueling;

e Air-to-air combat (both guns and missiles); and

e Air-to-ground weapons delivery.

REPORT ORGANIZATION

This report consists of three chapters and four appendices. The
first chapter is this introduction. In addition to the background
section, Chapter I also contains a discussion of certain basic con-
siderations that underlay the selection of research topics for the
detailed research plans.

8
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Chapter II describes the approach that was employed to develop the
research plans. Chapt-r III presents an integrative overview of the
-esearch topics that were selected as subjects for detailed research
plans.

The appendices list the sites visited by the STRES team, as well as
present the research topics that were suggested during Phase II.
Detailed descriptions of the content of each appendix and the approach
used to generete its content are presented in Chapter II.

BASIC CONSIDERATIONS

The details of the research plans developed have been influenced by
a number of considerations. Obviously, the basic purposes described in
the contract work statement have been primary, but varying emphases have
been provided by the evolutionary development of the STRES effort
itself. While such interactive influence was expected and presumed, the
nature of such influence is worth delineation as background for relating
the research plan to (I) the general STRES findings and (2) the ongoing
simulation research programs of various agencies.

Research and Future Impact

The development of the research plan necessarily involved the
establishment of priorities among potential research topics. Such
priorities are required because the resources that will be available to
support research will be limited, and the resources available to support
the development of the research plan itself were also limited.
Therefore, a principal concern has been the identification of topics
that will offer the greatest potential for the enhancement of future Air
Force simulation programs.

The research topics that have been considered for possible
inclusion in the research plan can be categorized, generally, as either
reiating to simulator utilization or to simulator technology. Of these
two categories of future research, that related to simulator utiliza-
tion, i.e., to aspects of simulator training programs or to the learning
and transfer-of-training processes, is judged by the STRES team to offer
more overall potential for significant program enhancement over the next
5-10 years. This is not to say, of course, that research related to the
simulator hardware/software technology areas is not needed; It is
emphatically needed, and the research topics described later in this
document reflect this. However, the findings reported in the other
STRES documents support the conclusion that, in terms of significant
impact on future Air Force simulation programs, the greatest potential
gain in benefits overall would seem to lie in improved utilization prac-
tices. Hence, this leads to emphasis on the utilization research area.
The rationale for this assertion is described in following paragraphs.

9
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It is obvious that devices of great poIetitial capability can be
misused so as to produce li'tle or no training benefit, and that rela-
tively unsophisticated devices can produce considerable training benefit
if utilized in well designed device training programs. These facts have
received increaring attention from simulation training researchers in
recent years. At one level, this concern has dealt with a series of
issues that are essentially of a management nature. For example, the
extent to which managers requir, ,ear specification of training
objectives, systematic procedures for the design of simulator training
programs, adherence to program requirements, training for instructor
personnel, proper maintenance of hardware/software, appropriate
integration of simulators with other media, and similar "common sense"
training management rocedures, all relate to how effectively the
simulator is utilized.' Underlying such management procedures, however,
are a number of significant training technolop questions that must be
answered if utilization pr es are to be enhanced. It is the seeking
of answers to these qoiestiL.., that defines the nature of required utili-
zation research. Such questiwns relate to development of better
understanding of humar i ,rning in the simulator context, the cues
required for effective simuli,)r training, the nature of mediational
processes, the use of feedback, ane similar concerns that wittingly or
unwittingly underlie simulator utilizatien.

Overview of Status of Simulation ii USAF

The STRES effort has provided an extensive opportunity to examine
Air Force simulator programs in terms of the equipment and systems
available currently or to be available in the next decade, the personnel
involved with simulation, and current operational simulator training
programs. It has also allowed the opportunity to examine those factors
against the backdrop of future Air Force training needs and against
simulator research accomplished and planned for the future by both Air
Force and non-Air Force agencies. The reader is referred to the other
STRES reports for more extensive treatment of these subjects, but, as
background for the research program described in the present report, the
following summarization of STRES findings is offered with respect to
utilization, simulation technology, currently planned research programs,
and future simulator training needs.

1The procedural guidance outlined in the instructional systems
development (ISD) methodology embraced by all the services provides a
sound structure for identifying functional requirements and decision
points that are basic to sound training development and management.
However, ISO requires an underlying knowledge of human learning, a
requirement that is becoming increasingly evident to training developers
and managers alike. Thus, the research needed is not so much to better
the ISO methodology as to develop the supporting technology and infor-
mation base on which ISD rests.

10
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Utilization. Examination of Air Force operational simulator
utilization practices reveals a number of areas of need for research on
improved utilization practices. As is noted in the STRES Utilization
report, personnel responsible for Air Force ATD training activities
generally did not appear to understand the complexity or nature of the
training transfer process, tending to view it as a simple, almost
mechanical outcome that is primarily dependent on stimulus and response
fidelity. Most operational simulator training programs observed
reflected the "aircraft" or "inflight training" model of instruction
and, consequently, reflected little application of the learning-related
principles on which simulation is (or should be) based. It is clear
that this situation leaves significant room for the enhancement of
future training effectiveness through better application of learning
process information. This situation reflects, in part, inadequacies of
dissemination of that which is known with reference to effective V
simulator utilization. While a good deal is presently known about
effective simulator utilization, the situation also reflects certain
inadequacies in our understanding of transfer, mediation, feedback, and
similar learning-related factors that underlie simulation. Stated
differently, there are still significant gaps in the technology and data
bases that support simulator training.

As a result, the research program that follows reflects very
strongly this concern with learning and other factors related to utili-
zation. It may be observed that the emphases already emerging in the
simulation research programs of the Air Force and the other services
reflect very strongly a concern with increasing the effectiveness of
operational applications of simulation in military flight training
programs, particularly at the unit level.

Simulation technology. The Air Force has in hand or in procurement
ATDs that represent highly advanced simulator technology. This tech-
nology is adequate to provide needed training capability in many areas.
But, the utilization technology base must be expanded if the training
potential of existing ATD technology is to be realized. However, there
are other significant areas of ATD technology need in addition to utili-
zation. Clearly, the increasing application of simulation to the
various areas of visual task learning carries with it the need for
significant visual technology developments. Many of these needs are
being met by projects that are presently underway or are provided for in
existing Air Force research plans. However, additional explorations of
visual cue requirements for specific tasks are recommended here.
Similarly, it is the position of the STRES team that certain research on
motion cues and motion-force cueing mechanisms is required.

While there exist many instructional support features (ISF) on
current simulators, the most needed research related to ISF would seem
to be more of the utilization variety, e.g., how to use ISF more effec-
tively with reference to instructional process control through feedback

w --



and guidance, than of the simulation hardware/software type. However,
there are a number of other training-related aspects of ATD design that
warrant attention. For example, the general design of the instructor-
operator station (lOS), the nature of information displays (e.g., visual
system displays) for the instructor, and system requirements related to
performance measurement systems are ATD technology areas in which future
research should be beneficial.

Current research programs. As has been noted, there already exists
in Air Force and other service research plans an increasing emphasis on
research dealing with operational applications of simulation. Most past
simulator research has focused on initial skill acquisition training in
undergraduate pilot training (UPT) and aircraft transition training at
the combat crew training (CCT) level, but the emphasis is moving toward
research on operational combat skills and the needs of units in the con-
tinuation training (CT) area. One consequence of this change in empha-
sis has been the highlighting of complex visual simulation needs such as
in the air-to-air combat area.

This emphasis on operational training is evident in the current
simulation research plans for all the services, and it reflects their
general concern with making ATD operational utilization more beneficial
to units. It appears to the STRES team that utilization benefits will
be further enhanced by an additional emphasis on learning process
research, as previously described. Thus, the current service research
program emphases in simulation technology (e.g., visual, motion, and
performance measurement) and on operational training seem highly
appropriate to the USAF simulation research needs as sensed by the STRES
team, but such efforts should be supported by additional research on the
learring process as it relates to simulation and simulator training.

Future simulation programs. The Air Force has initiated a series
of major simulator procurement programs which represent a substantial
investment. These programs will be aimed, largely, at the training
needs of operational units. Thus, in examining the nature of future Air
Force simulation programs, it is apparent that the major "frontier" will
be in the use of simulation to support combat skills training at the CT
level. The principal value of future simulation will not be so much to
replace aircraft time, though this will continue to be of concern, but
as a means of training critical combat skills that can only or best be
trained through simulation approaches.

As a result of this CT emphasis, the major areas of simulation
technology need will be those related to tactical skills, e.g., visual
and motion system technology, performance measurement and combat skills
assessment technology. However, as noted, full realization of training
benefits from advances in these simulation technology areas will require
advances in the training technology that is basic to both simulator
design and use.

12



Technology Transfer

The research proposed here involves a program of experimental
studies, many of which are programmatic in nature. Most programmatic
research efforts involve a variety of specific projects that are
structured to allow progress toward an overall goal of development of an
information data base sufficient to allow effective application across a
variety of situations. In the case of simulation research, or research
on training generally, the actual applications to Air Force operational
training problems typically will be made by personnel who, by and large,
are not professional training technologists, education researchers, or
education specialists; application will be largely in the hands of
pilots.

In order for such "lay" applications of the various simulation and
training technologies to be effective, the following conditions must be
met. First, the technology base must be sound and derive from well con-
ceived and well conducted research. Second, the technology must be
stated in a form capable of successful implementation by nontech-
nological personnel, i.e., the technology must be transferable for
application. One aspect of such transfer involves the development of a
data or information base sufficient to support applications. However,
even if these conditions are met, there exists a final condition or
need; there must be some mechanism to effect the actual transfer.

One mechanism that can be most useful in the transfer process is
the use of carefully developed demonstration programs. In fact, for
this particular situation, it may reasonably be contended that demon-
stration is essential to effective technology transfer.

One of the principal and most pervasive problems noted in opera-
tional simulator training programs observed by the STRES team was the

* persistent use of the "aircraft training model" with its emphasis on
physical and stimulus fidelity (as opposed to cue fidelity and
mediation). Effective utilization of simulation often involves proce-
dures that are at variance with the "aircraft training model," and, for
this reason, the actual use made of an ATD under the aircraft model may
be relatively ineffective. The demonstration program can make these
differences in utilization models understood by applications personnel
and can provide convincing evidence concerning the advantages of the
"simulator training model." Such evidence is critical to acceptance and
proper implementation of training practices and procedures that may be
outside the flight experience or expectancies of the typical pilot.

Recent AFHRL studies of the efficacy of simulation1 in the teaching
of air-to-ground weapons delivery skills for A-10 pilots illustrate the

'1 1It is of interest to note that this simulation exhibited a number

of areas of simulator-aircraft variance in terms of physical and
stimulus/response fidelity.
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advantages of a demonstration, both for increasing user acceptance of
simulation and for making manifest the details of the training tech-
nology involved. This particular demonstration was carried out in the
context of an experimental research study, a fact which illustrates that
a demonstration need not be outside the bounds of a research program.
In any event, the potential of demonstration as a part of the technology
transfer process is considerable. It is felt that with reference to
more effective implementation of simulator training in the Air Force, it
is a critical factor, one worthy of attention.

'1
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II. APPROACH

The approach employed to develop the research plans consisted of
five major activities. These were: (1) the identification of data base
needs and generation of potential research topics that addressed those
needs; (2) comparison of the potential research topics with existing
research plans of simulator research organizations to eliminate topics
that duplicated or overlapped with the existing plans; (3) assessment of
the relative priority of the remaining potential research topics; (4)
review by the Air Force of the topics and their assessed priorities; and
(5) selection of high priority topics for detailed consideration and
preparation of research plans for those topics.

GENERATION OF THE LISTING OF POTENTIAL RESEARCH TOPICS

The objectives of the first activity were to determine major gaps
that existed in the state of knowledge with respect to ATDs, i.e., the
identification of data base needs, and to develop a listing of potential
research topics that addressed those needs. As discussed in Chapter I,
the identification process was focused in terms of the needs to whfch
the STRES project was responsive and toward which future Air Force
research could be addressed.

Sources of Information Concerning Data Base Needs

Information concerning data base needs was derived from three major
sources. These were: (1) the technical literature; (2) site visit
observations and interviews with personnel involved in aircrew training,
ATD design and production, ATD procurement, and ATD training research
and development; and (3) the analyses conducted as part of Phase II.

Literature review. To provide information for the entire Phase II
effort, extensive computer and manual searches were made of the tech-
nical literature. More than 400 documents were identified during these
searches as being useful for STRES purposes. These documents were
reviewed to determine the current state of knowledge concerning ATDI design and utilization. At this stage of the study, gaps were iden-
tified through analysis of training problems and ATD design issues
reported in the documents. Furthermore, research was identified that
was incomplete or inadequate for current data base needs.

In addition to this general review, evaluative abstracts were pre-
pared for 200 of the articles as part of the overall Phase II effort.
(These abstracts are published in a separate report). The abstracting
process was particularly useful in the identification of data base
needs, because it provided an opportunity for the in-depth analysis of
research issues and of the adequacy with which they had been studied.

15
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Site visits. A major aspect of the overall Phase II data collec-
tion effort involved site visits to a number of aircrew training, ATD
manufacturing, ATD procurement, and aviation training R&D organizations.
Organizations visited are shown in Appendix A.

The information sought during interviews varied with the type of
site visited and with the responsibilities of individuals comprising
each interview team. Personnel interviewed included those actively
involved in ATD training and its management; persons involved in ATD
procurement, testing, and support; command personnel; industry
representatives; and persons actively involved with ATD research and
development. The structure for these contacts was provided by interview
guides. Copies of the guides used, as well as discussions of the infor-
mation gathered, appear in the first four of the STRES reports.

As part of each interview, respondents were asked to identify ATD
training or ATD design problems that they believed should be addressed.
Personnel at simulator research organizations were also queried con-
cerning their current research programs and plans for future research,
and the facilities they had available or would have available in the
near future for ATD research.

STRES project analyses. Analyses that were conducted to support
the preparation of the Fidelity, Instructional Features, Utilization,
and Cost reports also served in the identification of data deficiencies
These analyses focused on the assessment of the information collected
through the literature review and site visits and the development of
general guidance for the design and use of ATDs. As part of the analy-
ses, ATD desigr, and utilization questions were identified for which
guidance could not currentl,, be specified with a high degree of con-
fidence.

Procedures for Initial Prepar, tion of Research Topics

Based on their interpretation of the information collected or
generated from the above sources, STRES team members were asked to
record their ideas for potential research throughout the course of Phase
II data collection and analysis activities. At the end of these activi-
ties, potential research topics were solicited from each member of the
STRES team. Emphasis was placed on the generation of topics that would
address critical Air Force ATD training problems and that would be
feasible to conduct in the near future with existing research facili-ties.

The initial collection of potential research topics yielded some

130 items. To facilitate their review, the topics were organized
according to the content of the proposed research (e.g., ATD design
questions, training methods and techniques, instructor management, and
performance measurement).
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COMPARISON WITH EXISTING RESEARCH PLANS

Since it would be of little utility to develop detailed research
plans for topics that duplicated or overlapped with research already
planned by ATD research o-ganizations, the potential research topics
generated by STRES team numbers were compared to projects planned by
agencies conducting ATD research within the topical focus of STRES.

Collection of Information ?oncerning Existing Research Plans

Agencies whose research plans were considered to be of interest
included the Air Force Human Resources Laboratory, the Air Force Office
of Scientific Research, tiie Naval Training Equipment Center, the Navy's
Training Analysis and Evaluation Group, the Fort Rucker Field Unit of
the Army Research Institute for the Behavioral and Social Sciences, the
Army's Project Manager fbor Training Devices, the Federal Aviation
Administration, and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration's
Langley Research Center. Several of these agencies were visited by
STRES team members during the Phase II data collection effort (see
Appendix A). Documents were obtained, where available, that described
current research projects and plans, such as five year plans and work
unit summaries.1  In addition, when necessary, personnel at these
organizations were interviewed concerning their projects and plans in
order to clarify the nature of their research. Since the Phase II
effort was 29 months long, these personnel were also recontacted
throughout the effort by telephone and mail to identify changes in plans
that had occurred during Phase II.

IFormal five-year planning documents were available to the STRES
team from only the Air Force and the Army Research Institute for the
Behavioral and Social Sciences. Citations for the latest such documents
relevant to the STRES effort are given below. For those agencies for
which the project team had no formal plan documents, information was

,4 sought through discussions with research personnel and through review of
less formal items such as work unit summaries, memoranda, and letters.

The formal documents used were:

aFive-Year Plan for R&D in Aircrew Performance. Arlington,

V US. Army-Research Institute for the Behavioral and
Social Sciences, 1978.

bAir Force Aircrew Training Devices Master Plan. Wright-

Patterson AFB, OH: Deputy for Development Planning,
Aeronautical Systems Division, March 1978.

ic
SCFlying Training Research Plan 1978-1982. Brooks AFB, TX:

Air Force Human Resources Laboratory, March 1978.

dLetter, Commander AFHRL(FT) to AFHRL/XR, Subject, AFHRL/FT

FY 81-85 Research and Technology Plan. 30 July 1979.
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Procedures for Comparing Topics with Plans

To facilitate their coordinated review, each of the potential
research topics generated by the STRES team was annotated with respect
to the ongoing or planned projects, if any, that were similar to the
research topic. If a topic appeared to overlap substantially with an
already planned project, then the points of similarity and difference
were also noted in the annotation.

This annotated topic list was then reviewed by the senior members
of the STRES team. During this review, each topic was analyzed and
discussed with respect to its similarity to existing plans or to other
topics that had been suggested. Topics that overlapped or duplicated
existing plans were eliminated from consideration for expansion into
detailed research plans.

These topics were retained for purposes of discussion and inclusion
in the present report. They appear in Appendix D, which lists all
topics, whether developed into detailed research plans or not. However,
potential research topics that were redundant with topics suggested by
other STRES team members were reduced into a single topic that included
all aspects of the research that was suggested originally.

The topics that survived this review served as input to the next
activity.

PRELIMINARY ASSESSMENT OF PRIORITY

Given the impracticality of conducting research on all of these
topics during Phase III of STRES, the potential research topics were
classified with respect to toeir priority for research. This classifi-
cation then served as a prliary factor in the selection of topics as
subjects for detailed researchi plans. The following paragraphs discuss
the steps that were employed i.1 the classification procedure.

Initial Review of the Topics

The list of remaining potential research topics, with information
pertaining to the source of the topics, rationale, and expected impact,
was circulated among selected members of the STRES team for their
review. To provide a standard basis for review of the topics and also
for communication between reviewers concerning the topics, the STRES
team members were asked to rate the topics on three dimensions. These
dimensions were: (1) the priority that the members felt the Air Force
should give to the research topic based on the magnitude and criticality
of the operational training problems that the research would address;
(2) research feasibility in terms of the amenability of the problem to a
research approach and also the extent to which operational constraints
would restrict the research; and (3) delay of payoff for the research in
terms of the amount of time expected to elapse before the results of the
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research would impact on Air Force training programs. The listing of
high value tasks and issues, previously mentioned, provided a background
for this review of the topics. That information was integrated by the
team members with their experiences over the course of the STRES
project.

Analysis of the Initial Review

The STRES team members who reviewed the topics were then convened
as a group to discuss the topics and their ratings of them. The group
discussion was employed as a preliminary to the final classification of
the topics. It allowed full exchange of information concerning the
topics and elaboration of the rationale for their submission. As a
result of the group discussion, certain of the topics were rewritten in
ways that better reflected the group's consensus view of the topic, and
some new topics were generated that the group felt better addressed
significant problems. Largely, these revisions were matters of elimi-
nating redundancies. This pruning and revision of the topics resulted
ir a listing of 111 topical items that served as input to the next step.

Classification of the Topics

Following the group discussion, the STRES team members were asked
to review the list of 111 potential research topics, as modified in the
previous step, and independently to classify the topics into one of
three categories. These categories were: (1) a high priority category
for those topics believed to warrant development into detailed research
plans because of the magnitude of their potential impact on critical Air
Force ATD training problems; (2) a secondary priority category for
topics deemed to be significant issues for research, but of lesser
impact than those in the first group; and (3) an exclusion category for
those topics judged not to warrant research because they were either
fundamentally not issues requiring experimental research (e.g., certain
management issues), were not amenable to research, were issues for which
additional research was not required, or were Judged to be of little
operational impact or concern to the Air Force.

Review of the Classification

The STRES tear, members who classified the topics were convened
again for a group discussion of the classifications they had made. Each
topic, along with its assigned classifications, was reviewed individ-
ually. When there was a diversity of opinion, the reasons for the

S4 divergence were discussed, and members were allowed to modify their
classification as warranted by the discussion.

Following the discussion of all topics, a tally was made of the
classifications assigned to each topic. This tally was then employed to
place each topic into one of three groups. These groups were: (1)
topics that had been recommended by at least one team member for inclu-
sion in the high priority listing; (2) topics that were classified by
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-it or more members in the secondary category and that had not been
classified by anyone in the high priority category; and (3) topics that
.,I ber.n classified by all participants in the exclusion category.
These t'iree groupings were Then provided to the Air Force for prelimi-
.,,f review and comment.

.'0d'.'ATION OF TOPIC LISTINGS WITH THE AIR FORCE

To obtain an independent review of the topics and their assigned
2ass;ficitions, the list of 111 potential research topics, classified

,i, .he three groups discussed above, was submitted to representatives
t e kir Force for review and comment (the full list of topics pro-

ti e Air Force is presented in Appendix D). This review was
. i i <sned in two phases. The first consisted of a briefing of AFHRL
- by STKE'ES team members at a meeting held at the Flying Training

T' Divislcn of the AFHRL AFHRL/FT).1 Each topic and the classifica-
.ic.r assigned it by tiie STRES team was reviewed individually during the

, . . R, .asons for the classifications were presented, and the
:? .i cations were discussed by the assembled personnel in both sup-
x crtive ano exceptive terms, as appropriate. In the second phase, the
A1 , lisiciFg was reviewed over a one month period, and written comments
e' then sibmitted through the AFHRL Contracting Officer's Technical
c. rsertative (COTR) to the STRES project team for integration as addi-

Avd, information.

It is worth noting at this point that these inputs were provided as
i -rne,,onal and not directive in nature. It is virtually inevitable

that 7here will be areas of disagreement across agencies and individuals
.1 ar.v assessment of the te'ative importance and criticality of research
prcJect needs such as in the present case. However, the Air Force took
a fim posfton that the ultimate output of Step 5 of STRES should be a
r :1ear'ch plan that represented the integrated experience and views of
the SIRES proje-ct team in an independent manner. Air Force views
2pyressed in these coordination activities, then, were viewed as addi-
ior 11 data for consideration by the team, but not as directive
uie. Thus, the research plan described in this document does
-?present such an independent assessment by the STRES project team and,

as such, may be at variance with some of the coordination comments
received.

In turn, the Air Force will view the plans submitted here as an
Input for its consideration with reference to Phase Ill of the STRES
project. Final priorities in that regard will be established by the Air
Force and will be based on the relationships between the topics
described in this report and the official research plans for AFhRL that
exist now or will exist in the future. Official plans necessarily
change as service needs and policies change, so priorities (as even-
tually established by the Air Force) for the topics presented in this
report, may change also. For this reason, the rationale underlying each

INow the Operations Training Division (AFHRL/OT).
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of the topics and plans presented here is given so that the rationale
can be examined for its continuing validity in light of future changes.

RESEARCH PLAN PREPARATION

The first part of this final Step 5 activity consisted of the
selection of topics for expansion into detailed research plans. To pro-
vide a comprehensive basis for the selection process, a final listing of
topics was prepared that included the following information for each
topic: (1) the comments made by AFHRL either at the briefing or in
written reply; (2) the comments by STRES Advisory Team members; (3) the
classification of the topic into one of the three levels of priority by
STRES team members; and (4) the number of STRES team members who had
classified the topic originally into the highest priority grouping.

Based on this information, the topics were grouped into a final set
of four categories. The categories employed are: (1) topics that are
of critical importance to the improvement of current ATD training or to
the development of future ATD training programs; (2) topics that are
important with respect to their impact in ATD training, but which should
be of a lesser priority than topics in the first group with respect to
competition for scarce R&D funding; (3) topics that could provide infor-
mation that would be potentially useful in the improvement of ATD
training, but whose pctential impact is significantly less than that
possible with topics in the first two categories; and (4) topics that
should not or could not be addressed through experimental research.

Topics in the first group became the subjects of detailed research
plans. These plans, which are presented in Appendix B, include the
following information: (1) statement of the problem; (2) suggested
experimental methodology; (3) comments concerning types and numbers of
subjects; (4) data collection plans and data analysis procedures; (5)
tacilities and recommended locations for the research; (6) projected
schedules for accomplis,nent of the research; and (7) manpower require-
ments.

Topics in the second group are also the subjects of research plans,
but the plans for these topics are of lesser detail than those for the
first group. ThesL plans are presented in Appendix C.

Topics in the third group are included in the Appendix D listing of
research topics submitted to the Air Force for coordination purposes.
Topics in the fourth group, the exclusion category, are also noted in
Appendix D.
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III. OVERVIEW

INTRODUCTION

The detailed research plans for some 21 topics judged of ttighest
priority are contained in Appendix B. The topic are interrelated in _. i
variety of ways and do not represent isolated research fragments with rv
integrative unity. Further, the program presented here should not be
viewed in isolation from research activities already planned or
programmed in the AFHRL/OT simulation research plan. Rather, tre rpsent
program and the topical areas that comprise it represent those Z.-eas of
incremental emphasis that the STRES team feels, based on its c'llectiv.
experiences, will provide a more comprehensive research and t-chroiogybase for future Air Force simulator procurement and utilization programs.

A research program can be viewed as compriseo of a ser>.s f pro-
jects that.provide the necessary enublhng mechanisms or knowledge ase to
achieve one or more general objectives. In the present case those
general objectives relate to the eventual implementation )f sinflatoi
training programs in the Air Force that are both training nd cost
effective, A majcr emphasis in those future simulator training pr,grams
ill be the trainine of advanced combat skills, particularly in the 7-n-

tinuation training (CT) context. More specifically, then, the goals of
tne simulator rese~rch program can be viewed as the provision of the
technology base nec-s:,aiy to effectivc training support for the W:,ii
variety of operatior.0 1 aircraft the Air Force will employ in the 1980s
and beyond. Some cf the research piojects presented here will support
all or mt aitcraft systems (e.g., performance measurement research,
visual -ystcns research), wYHi)e others may be more restricted in, their
appl ication.

For purposes cf discussion, the prijects are classified into two
major groupings--simulation technology ard utilization technology.
Within each of these groupings, several major research thrust areas are
identif'ied. The ir;dividual projects described in Appendix B are distrib-
uted over these major thrust areas. Table I provides an overview o- the
thrusts and projects in each of the two ,ajor technology areavs. It

4+ should be noted that the order of listing in'\Table 1 is for convenience
of exposition and does not imply anything concerning relative priorities
among these tipics.
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TABLE 1. DETAILED RESEARCH PLAN TOPICS

I. UTILIZATION TECHNOLOGY

A. Instructional Process

I. Feedback and guidance in ATD instruction

B. Evaluation/Measurement and Instructional Process Control

1. Evaluation of sttudent performance
2. Evaluation of crew performance

C. ATD Instructor Factors

1. Instrui-tor training
2. Instructor evaluation

D. Locus of Control in ATD Instruction

I. Self-instruction in ATDs

E. Skill/Task Oriented Research

1. Advanced cognitive skills
2. Tactics development and dLsemination
3. Crew training
4. Extended team training
5. Operational training programs
6. Operational tasks

I. SIMULATION TECHNOLOGY

A. Models for ATD Design

1. Model for predicting ATD training effectiveness
2. ATDs in proficiency evaluation

B. Visual Cues

1. Visual cue requirements
2. Scene content
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TABLE I (Continued)

C. Motion-Force Cues

1. Motion-force cile requirements
2. Motion-force cueing mechanisms

D. Instructional Functions

1. Displays of the external visual scene
2. Instructor location
3. Remote display terminals

It should be noted in examining the projects listed in Table t
the overall emphasis is on utilization. Even those projects catcqo,*i-Zd
as "Simulation Technology" have a strong underlay of concern wit"
utilization. As has been noted previously, current AFHRL/OT rescarcr.
planning reflects a need for reseorch targeting operational utilizaiion
needs, and the projects presented here, with their basic orlert~tioi
toward learning process research, along with those described in cur ent
AFHRL plans, will allow significant enhancement of future Air Fork
simulator training. The present projects treat leerning and
instructional process factors that are critical to effective arid effi-
cient training.

The following discussion explains the rationale for the selection of
the various topics. Also, some of the ac-.oss-topic. relationships are
treated, as woil as relationships between the topics and various aspects
of Air Force *,,nulaton and training reqairements.

UTILIZATION TECHNOLOGY

Observations made during STRES concerning current simulator utili-
zation practices suggest that considerable improvement could result if
simulator devices and training programs were developed on the basis of
learning task analysis rather than from an operational task analysis.
By this is meant that the emphasis should be on analysis of ieni g
problems and how the ATD and its training program can best address .iose
problems. Thus, the focus would be placed more heavily on cue-respo'-e

4 discriminations and generalizations that comprise skills, and on

*' 1Though not included here as a primary research topic, research to
develop a learning task analysis methodology was suggested as a research
topic (see Appendix C).
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instructional process factors such as diagnosis, feedback. guidance, and
mediation. These issues are common to all training situations, not just
to the use of ATDs. Thus, there are broad benefits to be gained from
casting future research in a more general context than one that is
narrowly constricted to ATD questions. However, sight should not be lost
of the unique aspects of ATD utilization problems.

It is of some interest to note that, while a fundamental aspect of
the rationale for developing simulators is to allow facilitative manage-
ment of the learning process variables without the restrictive
constraints of the "real world," there often seems to be an almost
complete absence of attention to such variables in the design of the ATDs
themselves and of the programs for their utilization. The concern is
usually with real world fidelity and the operational task, rather than
with instructional facility and the learning task.

The ISD methodology, which, at least nominally, underlies the devel-
opment of Air Force training media and programs, provides an appropriate
framework for directing attention to instructional process concerns and
does provide for some learning analysis functions. However, it provides
only general guidance concerning how to apply such analyses. General
guidance that feedback, for example, is necessary to learning is not
sufficient to the needs of either the device designer or of the device
training program developer. What is needed is a specific information
base covering factors such as how to provide feedback, when to provide
it, how to handle the task spe.ifics of feedback, and similar
instructional management factors. As ioted, it is in the facilitation o:
the manipulation and management of suc;i learning process factors that te
real essence and reason for simulation lie. Yet, in most devices ind
programs such factors are seemingly ignored.

The utilization research suggested here is aimed at extending cer-
tain aspects of the learning analysis methodology and other instructional
factors as they relate to simulation. One major thrust, then, deals with
instructional process factors. Another concerns the role of measurement
and evaluation as factors in controlling or managing the instructional
process. The ATD instructor represents another major variable in the
quality of utilization, so there is a researcih thrust concerned with
instructor-related factors. The locus of control of instruction

1 'It should be noted that in spite of the official acceptance of ISD
by the Air Force for a number of years, none of the continuation training

-4 simulator programs observed in STRES had been developed on the basis of
substantial ISD input. Further, the actual role of ISD or systematic
learning analysis in determining the requirements for or design of ATDs
must be viewed as minimal. In practice it has been difficult to initiate
ISD efforts sufficiently in advance for them to influence training
hardware design efforts.
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(i.e., trainee, device, or instructor) is still another concern treated.
Finally, though not so directly concerned with instructional processes
per se, there is a thrust of research concerned with specific operational
tasks, skills, or programs. This latter thrust is applications-oriented
in a more specific manner than are the others mentioned. While these
applications-oriented projects are not demonstrations, in the sense
discussed previously with reference to technology transfer problems, they
will have some demonstration value in addition to their research value.
Their principal function is as prototype studies in programmatic
research. The prototypical study may then be repeated for other opera-
tional tasks, as appropriate.

Instructional Process

One project is described in Appendix B dealing directly with
instructional process variables. While there are numerous other aspects
of instructional processes on which beneficial research could be
conducted,1 the one judged to have sufficient priority for- inclusion is
research on Feedback and guidance as they affect simulator training of
aircrew skills and supporting mediation processes. In addition, these
factors are integral in many of the other research topics recommended.
The potential instructional process topics not included were omitted for
a variety of reasons. Some are treated in research that is already
planned or are part of other research topics treated here. Some are
nonexperimental in nature, while for others the existing knowledge base
would seem sufficient for effective application.

The intent is that instructional process research be conducted in
the context of analysis of the learning task, as discussed earlier, as
opposed to the operational task. Obviously, the intent is not to ignore
the operational task--it is the beginning point of analysis and of
training requirements development--but, rather, to ensure extension of
analysis beyond it to the learning task. A knowledge base on feedback,
guidance, and mediation is essential if ATD design and ATD training
programs are to be grounded in learning analysis. It is through manipu-
lat on of these process variables that simulation can make perhaps its
most powerful contribution to effective training, a point that is both
explicit and implicit in a number of the recommended research projects.
Thus, research in the instructional process area is a key aspect of the

.1 overall program described here.

Examples might include: part- vs. whole-task training; integration
of separately learned tasks; effects of level of learning or
overlearning; interaction of trainee factors with learning; adaptive
training; and effects of alternative organization or sequencing of
media/training tasks.
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Evaluation/Measurement and Instructional Process Control

he general area of performance measurement and evaluation is of
pervasive importance in training. Currently planned AFHRL/OT research
reflects its cri.ticdlity. One of the major technical goals of that
program is the development of sensitive, accurate, and reliable quan-
titative measures of aircrew performance in order to provide means for
evaluating aircrew skills, training methods, courses and devices. The
results of the STRES effort underscore the need for such research.
However, the results also suggest a need to extend the emphasis in
measurement/evaluation research to include examination of the role of
measurement as a controlling or pacing mechanism in the instructional
process.

Consequently, the topics proposed in this thrust area deal with
evaluation and instructional process control for individual training and
for crew training situations. The emphasis on learning factors pre-
viously stated is basic to definition of these two research topics. The
research proposed would treat the role of measurement in managing
instruction (e.g., pacing, sequencing, etc.) and in the handling of fac-
tors such as feedback and guidance (e.g., when, what kind, how much,
contingencies, etc.). In addition, the use of measurement for system
quality control is also an aspect of this process management concern.

Unquestionably, a major factor in the instructor's management and
delivery of instruction is his evaluation of trainee performonce, what-
ever the basis for that evaluation. Research is required to identify
,ore precisely those aspects to which the instructor should be reactive
for instructional managempnt and to develop techniques for their
measurement/evaluation. While something is known of such factors with
regard to individual training, relatively little information exists con-
cerning such factors in crew training. The two projects proposed here
will seek to provide a methodology and data base that will allow better
instructional process control in ATD training.

ATD Instructor Factors

The training of ATD instructors is a significant factor in tie
effectiveness of any ATD program. The STRES observation that most ATD
instructors function in terms of the "aircraft training model," along
with the fact that ATD instructor training is often more oriented toward
simulator operation than simulator use, suggest a clear need for more
attention to the instructor as a training system process factor. In
particular, improving the ability of the instructor to utilize fully and
effectively the capabilities of simulation to manage instructional pro-
cess functions is crucial to improving the effectiveness of ATD instruc-
tion. Consequently, instructor factors are an area of emphasis in the
proposed program.
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There has been a start on ATD instructor training research, but more
work is required if the instructor's role is to be expanded to that of a
real training system manager and dynamic interactive system element.
Information needs, required skills and knowledge, student learning
problem diagnostic skills, ability to use measurement indices for
learning process control, and similar learning-oriented factors would be
the areas of concern in such research.

Two research projects are described for this area in Appendix B.
One concerns ATD instructor training--functional needs, role definition,
training program design, evaluation of alternative training methods,
etc.--while the other deals with the development of measures of instruc-
tor performance. Performance measures are required to serve as criteria
in alternative methods evaluation studies, but they would also serve, or
provide a basis for, another ATD system function need discussed in the
STRES Utilization report, i.e., the evaluation of job performance of ATD
instructors.

In a very real sense, the ATD instructor is the key effector
;iechanism in increasing the effectiveness of ATD programs. He is the
principal interface between the utilization and simulation technologies
and the learner. He can be an instructional force multiplier, or he can
vitiate instructional effectiveness. The instructional outcome of ATD
training is dependent in large degree on the manner in which the
instructor subsystem is designed and implemented. Thus, this thrust is a
critical concern.

Locus of Control in ATD Instruction

One consequence of the shift In emphasis of ATD research from UPT to
the CT setting is a change in both the nature or level of skills involved

* and in the nature of the trainee. The UPT training environment generally
provides carefully controlled individual learning experiences for the
trainee under the control and scrutiny of an instructor. This is also
true to a considerable extent of the Combat Crew Training (CCT)
environment as well. As the pilot progresses up the skill and experience
continua, there is a decreasing degree of direct instructor control of
the learning experiences and a move toward combat-scenario oriented
training. The locus and nature of instr;ctional control shifts from
instructor to trainee. While a considerable amount is known about
instructor control of instruction, relatively little is known about the
trainee as the locus of control.

The ATD presents still another dimension to locus of control in
terms of the potential of the device itself as a controller. The con-
siderable research that has been done on automated training and adaptive
training in ATDs provides some data concerning this aspect of locus .of

control.
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The matter of locus of instructional control assumes a real opera-
tional importance in terms of its relationship to the manner in which
ATDs currently being procured will be used. During the various site
visits made by the STRES team a substantial amount of self-instruction
was observed in operational units. Since the bulk of the devices being
procured are aimed at continuation training at operational units and a
continuing shortage of instructor resources may be predicted, it may be
expected that the amount of self-instructional use of those devices will
be substantial.

In view of these considerations, the development of a systematic
knowledge base concerning the efficacy of self-instruction as a function
of task type, trainee type, level of skill, and similar factors is
recommended. Such research will allow more effective employment of
instructional resources in ATD programs.

Skill/Task Oriented Research

While the preceding utilization research projects are generally
instructional-process oriented, another major thrust related to utiliza-
tion deals with research on specific tasks or types of training. Such
projects are related to a number of currently planned AFHRL/OT efforts
concerned with operational training, particularly in the tactical area.

As has been noted before, the shift of ATO concern to the CT area
has resulted in increasing attention to the training of higher order
skills. One aspect of such is the cognitive skills area. The potential
of ATOs for cognitive skills training is considerable, and a project is
recommended to enable better exploitation of this potential as it relates
to tactical requirements.

Another area of ATD pouential that offers considerable promise is
the use of PTDs in the development and dissemination of tactics. The
emerging capabilities for free-play, two-sided air combat in ATDs, for
simulation of the electronic environment of ECM and EW, and for simula-
tion of various threats such as SAMs, all present a means for developing,
evaluating, and disseminating tactics that may be more advantageous than
airborne tactics development and dissemination. The ATD, in combination
with ACMI facilities and appropriately designed flight scenarios, should
allow significant gains in tactical skills and readiness if the research
to exploit ATD capabilities in this area is carried out.

Projects are also suggested with reference to improved crew training
in ATDs and extended team training. This latter term refers to the TD
training of pilots or crews in an extended interactive simulation context
with other related personnel and systems (e.g., FACS, c, jund controllers,
and ground force elements). The potential gains in effectiveness and
cost savings from such system-interactive ATD training should be con-
siderable if the research is done to support effective program develop-
ment.
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Extended team training might also be construed to include studies in
which two or more simulation devices remote from one another might be
linked together. While such efforts might prove fruitful in the future,
the use here of the term "extended team training" is not intended
necessarily to denote such integrative activities. The concern here is
more with identifying extended team training needs of the full opera-
tional combat system and with developing means for meeting such needs
through any simulation approach.

Finally, projects are suggested related to methodology for the
development of full operational ATD training programs and for training
methods studies related to specific types of operational tasks such as
air-to-ground weapons delivery.

The projects suggested in this applications thrust area are similar
in emphasis to the current direction of the planned AFHRL/OT ATO projects
in operational training and support of the operational commands. The
projects suggested here serve to underscore such emphasis as responsive I
to Air Force needs as perceived by the STRES team and will aid in
securing the greatest return from the utilization of future Air Force
simulation resources.

SIMULATION TECHNOLOGY

While the preceding discussion has highlighted the criticality of
research needs in the utilization technology area, particularly with
reference to instructional processes, there are also critical needs -n
the simulation technology area. Many of these needs have already been
identified within the planned programs of AFHRL and other research agen-

cies such as NTEC, I  TAEG,2  and ARI, 3  but additional effort is
required. Some of the projects suggested here deal with content that is
included in such programs, but witn a different emphasis. Other projects
suggesteo here represent additional thrusts or emphases not found in the
agency programs. The topics developed here build on the plans of the
various simulation .research agencies, and together they represent a
oalanced approach.

Many of the current or planned agency efforts in the simulator
technology and engineering areas ire aimed at providing the basic
hardware/software mechanisms necessary to increasing, or potentially
increasing, training effectiveness and capability. Examples of such
efforts include investigations of alternative force cueing systems, the
development of voice recognition and synthesis systems, and the develop-
ment of wide-angle visual systems. Additional visual technology efforts
are aimed at areas such as edge capability increases and circle
generation capability for CIG systems, improved image display quality,
and improved data base generation techniques, all of which will provide
benefits in the visual training area. Such engineering R&D is necessary

iNaval Training Equipment Center.
2Naval Training Analyses and Evaluation Group.

3Army Research Institute.
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and encouraged to provide the mechanisms for implementing effective
training in the future.

Research in these areas that is underway or already planned at
AFHRL/OT, particularly in the visual technology area, reflects an
increased emphasis on utility for operational training needs at the com-
bat unit level. Examples of such operational emphasis include the
programs related to A-10, F-16, and C-5 systems. In fact, operational
command training program support and tactical combat aircrew research and
development are two of the thrust areas already planned by AFHRL/OT for
the FY 81-85 time period.

The simulation technology program presented in the present document

contains projects in four major research areas. The emphasis in each of
these four thrusts is on development of information to allow the design
of more training effective simulator systems. The areas have some com-
monality with those already planned at AFHRL/OT in terms of simulation
content, but they represent an additional and needed emphasis on the
learning process understructure to system design.

Models for ATD Design

The first thrust presented involves two projects--one of broad con-

ceptual significance, and the other of somewhat more specific scope.
Both deal with development of improved guidance for ATD design, i.e.,
guidance that will make ATDs responsive to training and aircrew perfor-
mance requirements in a more deliberate and informed way.

It is clear that the design of the ATD establishes certain limits or
boundaries for the manner and extent to which the ATD training program
can exploit principles that will enhance learning. While the need to
extend our knowledge of the instructional process has been discussed in
connection with utilization technology, there exists a companion need for
better means of implementing that which is known into the details of ATD
design in such fashion that training effectiveness is enhanced or
maximized. In recognition of this need, a project is recommended here to
develop and validate a model for relating training effectiveness to
device design features. Such a model will have obvious utility for the
development and evaluation of ATD design alternatives, and it would

4I provide guidance for designers that was based in training effectiveness.
In addition, though not its primary purpose, it could provide guidance
for simulation research and could have utility for enhancing operational
utilization of existing devices. The model would build on existing data
as well as that to be generated in the research on instructional process
variables previously described.

It might be argued that development of such a model would better be

classified along with the utilization technology projects already
discussed. However, it is included here because the focus is on devel-
opment of a model for use primarily as a tool in the simulator design
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process. A principal problem with the hardware and software designs of
many ATDs is the apparent lack of any sound learning-based design
guidance. The development of a model such as described here would pro-
vide such guida'ce.

The second project is concerned with design requirements related to
ATD use for proficiency evaluation. Assessment of combat skill profi-
ciency is a somewhat different matter than the assessment of training
performance. As a consequence, there are differences in -the functional
requirements for such measurement, and these differences should be
reflected in ATD design if ATDs are to be used for such purposes. This
is not to suggest that there are no commonalities between ATD training-
related assessment requirements and those for assessing operational
proficiency; the commonalities are considerable. However, if ATDs are
to be useful in providing operational combat proficiency assessments--
and the practicalities of readiness assessment would support the desir-
ability of using ATDs for such purpose--the functional requirements for
such evaluation must be identified, system characteristics and design
considerations developed, and validation studies conducted.

Visual Cues

Visual technology research is a major area of activity and research
need. The increasing emphasis on tactical skills training brings with it
a corresponding increase in concern with visual simulation technology.
The AFHRL/OT program, using the ASPT and SAAC devices, is already
embarked on an extensive visual technology research effort, one that will
be intensified even more as a function of the increased attention being
given to tactical task training. The two projects recommended here would
extend the visual research already planned at AFHRL/OT into different
aspects of visual scene information.

One project deals with an examination of visual cue requirements as
a function of task factors. The critical aspect of representing the
visual world is to represent the cues, i.e., the information necessary to
learning and performance that fii erved from a given set of visual
stimuli, rather than to replicate the physical stimuli. The cue is the
behaviorally critical factor, not the stimulus per se. Further, the
stimulus-cue-behavior factors must be viewed in the context of their
relation to transfer to the operational situation. Visual cue analysis4! and empirical validation research will provide a critical and necessary
guide to visual technology and engineering development, as well as a

4 guide to the effective use of visual systems.

The second project deals with visual scene content. There are
obvious limits to scene content that are imposed by the visual technology
used (e.g., CIG, camera-model, etc.). At the same time, there are scene

content necessities that derive from the task to be taught (e.g., air-to-
ground, low level navigation, etc.). Further, the scene content
requirements and limitations must be viewed in terms of the cue
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requirements previously discussed. A given cue (e.g., surface extension

or depth) may be produced by several scene content alternatives (e.g.,
grid, relative size of familiar objects, surface texture). These content
alternatives may carry quite different concomitant cue consequences.
Therefore, content determination must be based on a broad and systematic
look at task and cue structure.

Motion-Force Cues

A considerable body of research exists concerning motion-force cues

and their utility for ATD instruction. However, there are divergent
views as to the meaning of that research. One reason for this divergence
is the relative emphasis in motion research on the stimulus (as opposed
to the learning/performance cue orientation). Motion should be
approached from the perspective of behavioral cue analysis rather than
sensory stimulus replication. Further, the concern should be with the
overall cue structure for a given behavior or task, e.g., questions
related to the task specifics of disturbance motion vs. maneuver motion.

Another major aspect of motion-force cueing concern is that of
alternative mechanisms for providing such cues. The provision of plat-
fo-m motion can be expensive, and it is not feasible to provide certain
sustained motion-force stimuli through platform motion. As a con-
sequence, there is considerable interest in alternative motion-force
cueing mechanisms, particularly with reference to the use of simulation
in air conbat maneuvering tasks. Efforts are already underway cc cerning
the deve'opmeiit -f alternative motion-force cueing systems.

iwo projects are recouirended here in the motion-force cueing area.
They wilh provide a needed complement to current efforts dnd will reflect
a tas -5ei;&Joral emphasis rather than a stimulus emphasis. One project
deal,  t, eterminfn mot)on-force cueing requirements for various

skIlls. w-ii e the other deals with alternative mechanisms for providing
sL h cues. Thc two efforts arE companion pieces, and there should be a
.c~intinc cr.ss-feed -f information between ?-nem,

I rInstrjc ti.na" nctior,-

A of- 3.- 0 AT) designi interes- Concer,,- trse features of t..
d ,,ices av~ei ez'f~ali'Y at supportirg the i -trot _
one ri;z -i that an te~ture of an ATD has t' -a pur'pose, certai
of the ha rect reevace to the Provision of trainee

feeib:i:, r~',tor'ino an evalL'tion of perfomanze, and to enhancinp the
AT i s abi ity tL, zarry ou, hi; firction-. Such features -n 3
reate L hc ef e:tiveness or .2_f i c iE ,- y of the trinin oerations.

as sti'c..oral support features (ISF)

One oF tree SiIS reports deals with ISF and the state of the art an.
practice.
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It is in the ISF area that one would expect to see T' e cli.si>-'
recognition of learning process considerations in ATD design. Ii !,
features such as "freeze" ard "playback" can be viewed as ael b r .,
departures from the fidelity orientation so prevalent in sir.,t
design. As noted, the intent of such features is to allow deli'b .r
intervention in and manipulation of the behavioral and learnin~g pro-
cesses. Unfortunately, however, the design and utilization of suct.
features does not seem typically to reflect any systematic beha.,€,ral ard
learning analysis. In fact, many ISF, some of which are ccstly, e
unused in practice due to inappropriate design and/or to lack c,:
understanding of and training for their use by instructiona per. znt*e °

For most ATD training, the instructor is conceived as the controee
of the training system in the overall sense, and as the manager (-f the
training process and of the minute-to-minute flow of instructi'.1lia
events. Stated differently, he is a major aspect of the -,:vierf&ce
betweer the trainee and the instructional system. For these rea,ors, t*,e
design of the instructor/operator station (1OS), vich would inctide mr~t
of the ISF, is a critical factor in the effectiveness and effV-;e,. ,,y o-'
the ATD as a training system. While 'OS design was sugge-tr . thc-
STRES team as a research topic, it is not rep!esented 'n A-,-, C4 "
because of the exist,.,.*e of onging researrh projects or IC f 3..n
within the AFHRL st uctufre, includino th' ISF work previously iwc''',,
However, the STREI t'an underscores the importance of ?K
research, because, to -. cansi.erable de.rpe, it determines the nri:Ar, a,'.i
extent of learning pr, t,.s representaticr. in ATD design an3, ul ii - l- y ,
in ATh utilization.

three pe ,fic priects are re,o. , . .;-u ir the instructir i
ticns thrust p)rtion of Lhw prese nt r, -ogran . These, alonj .ith fle

i.tr ctcc r:-oc-ss rc- -crch d"e , isly discussed, shc Vd r v,,
i~npc rart -ipp. e:nent tco -I ready p; 0nn2d I JS ar I1SF researc. "; . tti,
Ar .H,L T he f4 -*-t proc t lea' vi tn recJa: rements and men i, s t .r

di pi extr -cocpit 'su al en L infc:Tat on to the ATD inst cr
The gro'*in; c ncer.- with visca, s atio.. aod t ain inq problems tnt
t een Jesci'bed, a' : yi ti ;- oje: ted future vi su(i systc-,n pr,cur(- en"'.,,
m a Kes thi an a. e: of cr tIca! design cricerrn- oL only c,;-e h"e

subLtanti ,9! pra:ti.. an , t .. siea..:c,-:s, there is the fund.mertJ"l
cons-deration of wr t ._ reqLairi- an desir-A Nith refererce t e the
instructor's execuzing "is visual instructional fLAct ons. Therc<- -, a
Droject is rcor, Finded tc detEr- 0 re trc nture of ,vhat 3 Ie

"ispa,t " and the instruct oaial _ fIect1veness t vario,,s n r quk Or

systeom t. displaying ;ucJ. v'sul r. ormat i.cr

Th.r -econd project car.erns ti,z? physicC: location ,of the i,'
Ao.i-n, -'e d,,sign and cost impact. Df thi je; .-Jo- s consid~r( ib'-. The i
location if the instructr det,-T,rines aic-;v espects of his ,;a, r of

interactir:g with the trainee, and It -Ise Jetermines many .s[;cts of

the i-,iirmation t,,3t can be pravided the , ... This mattc aper
of -.fsiderable concern w th rpfeinct, to ATDs desig, I For
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air-to-air combat training. This research should be closely coordinated
with that just described concerning display of visual scene information
to the instructor.

Remote display terminals for post-flight feedback and debriefing
purposes are the subject of the third project. While most existing ATDs
have at least some means for post-flight feedback (e.g., hardcopy traces
and print-outs), their ability to recreate the dynamics of the training
session is usually limited. Further, dynamic replay makes the ATD un-
available for use by another trainee during the replay period.

The literature on human learning, as well as experience with
specific training and evaluation systems such as ACMI, would indicate
that post-flight feedback should be an extremely significant part of the
training value of ATDs, particularly in combat scenario training such as
air-to-air encounters. As the capability of simulators to provide such
complex training increases, the question of providing post-flight
feedback becomes more critical. Consequently, a project is recommended
to examine the utility, functional requirements, and design implications
for remote display terminals.

COMMENTARY

The projects in Appendix B comprise the research program recommended
by the STRES team. Those project. share the common orientation of
providing, in conjunction with projects already planned, the technolog-
base to allow significant increases ii the effectiveness and efficienr.y
of future Air Force ATD training. It is likely that available resources
will not permit the conduct of all the projects, even though they are al1

judged to be of high priority. It is recognized that research program
thrusts change over time just as do operational needs. Thus, the p-ogram
recommended here, which represents a "snapshot picture" of research needs
as perceived at this time by the STRES team, should be examined by the
Air Force and modified as indicated by different perspectives and changes
in events. However, it is felt that the thrusts and emphases of this
program represent critical areas of need that must be addressed.

The shift in focus of simulator research and applications to the
operational combat skills areas is reflective of the growing role of
simulation in Air Force training and readiness plans. While the state of
the art in both simulation and utilization technologies is relatively
advanced with reference to areas such as UPT, transition training,
instrument training, and procedures training (though there is room yet
for significant progress), the shift in emphasis to the operational
skills area brings many significant challenges to those technologies.
Correspondingly, there are engineering challenges that derive from this
shift, and they will require R&D support. Further, there are aeromedical
questions that warrant investigation in relation to training simulation
(e.g., the post-flight psychophysiological effects of SAAC training
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ses:Ions). Thus, full realization of the potential future benefits from
ATD usage in the Air Force will require a broad coordinated research
effort. Tne program recommended here would be a significant part of such
effort.
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APPENDIX A

SITES VISITED BY STRES TEAM
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The various sites visited by the STRES team are listed in Tables
A-1 and A-2. Table A-1 lists those sites where visits were made to ATD
training facilities and organizations. The sites at which visits were
made to agencies and organizations not actively involved in the direct
conduct of ATD training are listed in Table A-2. The latter visits were
generally to agencies involved in training device research, procurement,
test, management, support, or manufacturing a:tivities.

TABLE A-i. TRAINING SITES INCLUDED IN PROGRAM SURVEYS

Sites and Units Topics of Interest

Altus AFB, OK (MAC) C-5 transition training
443rd MilItary Airlift Wing

Castle AFB, CA (GAC) KC-135/B-52 transition
93rd Bomb Wing training

Denver, CO DC-10/8-737/B-747 transi-
United Airlines tion and continuation
Flight Training Center training

Eglin AFB, FL F-4 continuation training
33rd Tactical Fighter Wing

Fort Rucker, AL UH-1 and CH-47 under-
U.S. Army Aviation Center graduate and transition

training

Langley AFB, VA (TAC) F-15 continuation training
1st Tactical Fighter Wing

Mobile, AL HH-3/HH-52 transition and
U.S. Coast Guard Aviation continuation training
Training Center

NAS, Cecil Field, FL A-7E transition and
VP-174 and Light Attack continuation training
Air Wing One

NAS, Jacksonville, FL P-3C transition and
VP-38 and Patrol Wing Eleven continuation training

Plattsburgh AFB, NY (SAC) FB-111 transition training
380th Bomb Wing

Reese AFB, TX (ATC) T-37/T-38 undergraduate
64th Flying Training Wing pilot training

Tinker AFB, OK (TAC) E-3A transition and
552nd Airborne Warning continuation training
and Control Wing
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TABLE A-2. SITES VISITED FOR MANAGEMENT, RESEARCH,
DEVELOPMENT, ENGINEERING AND COST SURVEYS

Sites and Agencies Topics of Interest

Washington, DC Management of Air Force ATD
Pentagon resources, and life cycle costs
Headquarters, USAF

Randolph AFB, TX Management of the use of ATDs in
Headquarters, ATC undergraduate pilot training, and

life cycle costs

Langley AFB, VA Management of the use of ATDs in
Headquarters, TAC fighter aircrew training, devel-

opment of ATD requirements, and
life cycle costs

Eglin AFB, FL (TAC) Procurement, development and
Tactical Air Warfare Center evaluation of ATDs

Luke AFB, AZ (TAC) Development of training and ATD
4444th Operational Training requirements
Development Squadron

Williams AFB, AZ ATD research
Air Force Human Resources
Laboratory (AFHRL/FT)

Wright-Patterson AFB, OH ATD research
Air Force Human Resources
Laboratory (AFHRL/AS)

Fort Rucker, AL ATD research
US Army Research Institute for
the Behavioral and Social Sciences

Langley, VA ATD research
NASA Langley Research Center

St. Louis, MO ATD design and research
McDonnel Douglas Corp.

Binghamton, NY ATD design, procurement and
Singer-Link Corp. evaluation

Orlando, FL ATD research and life cycle costs
Navy Training Analysis and
Evaluation Group
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TABLE A-2. Continued

Sites and Agencies -- Topics of InterestE

Orlando, FL ATD research and life cycle costs
Naval Training Equipment Center

San Diego, CA ATD research and life cycle costs
Navy Personnel Research
and Development Center

Orlando, FL ATD research and life cycle costs
US Army Project Manager for
Training Devices (PM TRADE)

Hill AFB, UT (AFLC) ATD life cycle costs

Hollomon AFB, NM (AFTEC) ATD life cycle costs

Luke AFB, AZ (TAC) ATD life cycle costs

Offutt AFB, NE (SAC) ATD life cycle costs

Scott AFB, IL (MAC) ATD life cycle costs

Travis AFB, CA (MAC) ATO life cycle costs

Williams AFB, AZ (ATD) ATD life cycle costs

Wright-Patterson AFB, OH (ASD) ATD engineering and life cycle
costs
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APPENDIX B

DETAILED RESEARCH PLANS
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INTRODUCTION

The topics listed in this appendix comprise the research program
recommended by the STRES team. The detailed research plans that are
provided for each topic contain the following information: (1) statement
of the problem; (2) research overview; (3) analytic requirements; (4)
experimental method (this section is divided into two parts that deal
with considerations for experimental control, and procedures); (5)
subjects; (6) data collection and analysis plans; (7) facilities; and (8)
schedule and contractor personnel requirements.

Comments Concerning the Research Plans

The general structure of the plans that follow is based on the eight
informational subsections stated. However, to provide a general overview
of the manner in which several factors are treated in the various plans,
the following discussion is offered.

Measuring instruments. All of the experimental designs require

administration of measuring instruments. The validity of the results of
each empirical effort depends on the adequacy of these measures. At
present, adequate measures, by and large, have not been identified. For
this reason, the pre-empirical analytic efforts for most of the studies
include the development of appropriate measures, and it is not possible
to specify the nature of the measures until the analytic effort is
compl eted.

As a result, adequate measures must be identified on an ad hoc basis
for the particular tasks involved in each study. -Because of th-sope of
each effort, it is not possible at this time to anticipate precisely the
apprcpriate measures to use. Whatever the measures may be, however, they
should have demonstrable reliability and validity, and be usable under
tshe conditions characteristic of the study involved. Reliability is
generally enhanced as the objectivity of measures increases, and to the
extent standard conditions for obtaining them are achieved. Validity--
e";uring that measures ottained reflect the information desired--is the
crucial issue, however, and in a number of instances it may be necessary
to al back on expert juigmental evaluations of performance. In such
cases, -eliminary try-uts of the measures should establish inter-rater
reiiab ities pre-tCr thar .75 and conditions, criteria, and procedures
for ,,,ino. dgmenzs sr oild e adapted as necessary until acceptable.4

:-, r s of ;ub, ect-. Min-,Fum numbers of subjects (or degrees of
freedom; are identifiej for all empirical studies. These numbers are
arbitrary to some extent, but *t gene-ally would not be wise to decrease
them. The followin- is a brief description of what is involved in
deciding how many subjects are needed.
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First, one essential question concerns "degrees of freedom" (df).
Although a technical concept, df can be handled simply and directly or
present purposes: the larger-the df, the less chance that sampling

fluctuations will confuse interpretatTons of group differences, or dif-
ferences between observations on a single group obtained under two or
more experimental conditions.

A second essertial question in deciding the number of subjects
needed in a study concerns the magnitude of the experimental effect,
i.e., group differences, relative to the differences among subjects
within groups. If groups are very homogeneous, if one subject in a group
is highly similar tc any other in the group insofar as the behavior of
interest is concerned, then small group differences can be statistically
significant. If subjects within groups are quite variable, even
substantial group differences may not be distinguishable unless a large
number of df are available.

It is in view of the inter-related issues of possible group dif-
ferences, similarity of subjects, and available df, that all recommended
Ns and df are somewhat arbitrary. But as poinfte-a out, it would not be
wise to-ecrease them.

In a few proposed studies, correlational analyses are recommended.
In these cases, stability of statistical data describing each group is
the central concern, so Ns generally must be substantially larger than
those needed for comparisons of group means. In these cases, the larger
the N the better, because the purpose is not to identify a difference of
practical importance, but a statistical description characteristic of a
group. Correlation coefficients are notoriously unstable from sample to
sample unless Ns are substantial. Even Ns of 50 should be considered
quite small. IT multiple regression analyss are involved, Ns would have
to be on the order of 1,000 if only one study is to be run. One way
around this problem of large Ns is to cross-validate findings in one
experiment by repeating the study with a new sample. Such a procedure is
recommended in one proposed research design.

Facility requirements. Each of the research plans has a discussion
of the facilities that would be required to conduct the research
described. In some cases, specific research devices are mentioned, such
as ASPT, SAAC, and the like, while in other cases reference is made to
use of existing operational devices that support current UPT, CCT, or CT
training programs.

For each study requiring use of a simulation device or facility, an
estimate is provided of the number of hours of device time required to
support the research as outlined. These projected facility requirements
are stated in terms of the tasks within the plan that they support, and
in terms of the calendar time over which the device time will be distri-
buted, e.g., 100 hours over a period of six months. The intent of these
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facility requirements forecasts is to provide Air Force resource mana-
gers with information that will allow an assessment of facility sched-
uling and availability impact for these plans when considered along with
other Air Force plans. It should be noted, however, that in many of the
instances involving operational training programs, the simulator time
requirements shown here would not be in addition to existing training
time loads, but would substitute for or tradeoff against already
programmed time:,

Some of the N]ans presented here might require that a given device
be reconfigured or N.odified to support the research. Such modifications
may require engineering support and time over and above that cited for
the research itself. Since the future configuration of a particular
device cannot be foreseen at this point (e.g., the ASPT might have a
variety of possible specific cockpit configurations), no time allowance
is forecast for engineering changes in the various plans presented.
However, such needs must be considered at the time specific action is
initiated to implement any of the present project plans.

Schedule and personnel requirements. The final section of each plan
presents a projected schedul e' of calendar time to conduct the research
described and an estimate of t'e level of contractor professional effort
(in person-years) required. These projections are given separately for
the various tasks that are described for a given research project. For
each such task, the schedule shows a start and finish time in terms of
.nonths after contract (MAC). Start times can be interpreted as meaning
the beginning of the MAC indicated, whereas finish times refer to the end
of the MAC indicated. For example', if the schedule shows Task III of a
given project as starting 9 MAC and finishing 18 MAC, this denotes a
start early in the 9th MAC and a fini\sh toward the end of the 18th MAC.

RESEARCH TOPIC LISTING

The topics listed below are in this appendix. Page numbers are
included to facilitate locating each plan.

Utilization Technology Page

1. Techniques for providing feedback and guidance ... ...... 51

2. Assessment of trainee performance ... ............ ... 56
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1. TECHNIQUES FOR PROVIDING FEEDBACK AND GUIDANCE

PROBLEM

The adequacy of feedback and guidance provided during practice is a
major determinant of training efficiency. A distinct advantage of ATD
training is that instructors have more opportunities and, because of
instructional support features (ISF), often more effective ways to pro-
vide feedback and guidance than they would have in aircraft. However,
instructors in many ATD programs do not fully exploit either the oppor-
tunities or the ISF. Further, it often appears that the design of ATDs
and their features reflects less knowledge of the role of feedback and
guidance in the training process than would be desired.

Tnp proolem is that the consioeraoie oooy of Knowleuge concerning
feeoDacK ano guloance has not oeen formulateu as applieo principles tnat
coulo oe ueo oiscriminatively oy nonspecialists in learning tecnnoiogy.
Tne formulations tnat navp oeen attempteo were oeriveo from specific
learning contexts, usually iaDoratories. The resulting principles are
often inconsistent, contraoictury, or simply inappiicaule in troe varieu
context of training.

Thus, ATD instructors must depend on their own experience for
intuitive guides in employing feedback and guidance. Intuition is often
a poor guide; and when it is insightful it is still lacking in the
comprehensiveness and specificity that well formulated applied principles
for using feedback and guidance could provide.

Optimum use of ATDs in training will require that these two most
basic contributions that can be made by instructors be understood by
them. The first step is to formulate the principles governing use of
feedback and guidance in a way that ATD instructors with a practical
minimum of training can understand. Then, not only would they be more
alert to opportunities and contingencies for employing these influences,

V but better use--and probably improved future designs--of ISF would
result.

The purpose of the research proposed here is (1) to formulate prin-
ciples for using feedback and guidance in ATD instruction; (2) to tes
the adequacy of the formulations by how well instructors can follow them;
and (3) to determine empirically the adequacy of the principles through
the effects of their use on student learning. The original effort would
focus on one particular set of subtasks to be trained, preferably those
involved in a high-value task such as approach and landing. A decision
matrix would be constructed identifying cue-response discriminations to
be made, options for using feedback and guidance, and contingencies for
their use. The ATD targeted by the analysis, and used in the empirical
test, should have a variety of state-of-the-art ISF.
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RESEARCH OVERVIEW

The study would consist of the five major tasks shown below.

Task 1: Construction of a decision matrix identifying cue-response
discriminations to be made, options for using feedback and
guidance, and contingencies for their use; development of
a scenario for testing instructors, use of feedback and
guidance.

Task 2: Development and conduct of an experimental ATD instructor
training program designed to teach the principles and use
of the feedback/guidance decision matrix.

Task 3: Use of a test scenario to compare the instructional per-
formance of instructors who receive the experimental
training with that of instructors who do not.

Task 4: Assessment of the differences between the performance of
students who receive training from ATD instructors
employing the decision matrix and that of students who are
taught by ATD instructors using conventional techniques.

Task 5: Final data analysis and preparation of the final report.

ANALYTIC REQUIREMENTS

Three types of efforts would be pursued at the outset: (1) analyses
of subtasks involved in overall task performance in terms of required cue
and response discriminations; (2) compilation of principles governing the
use of feedback and guidance as presently formulated (some excellent
literature sources for "abstract" principles now exist); and (3) analyses
of contingencies for using feedback and guidance that relate to the
status of cue-response discriminations by the student. The first effort
would go beyond usual task analyses that focus only on correct cues for
exercising a response, and the nature of the correct response. It would
be necessary to specify how cue recognition can be learned and to
anticipate sources of difficulty (e.g., interference from similar cues,
deficient subordinate skills such as cross-checking inst,-uments rapidly)
so that possible bases for inabilities to discriminate could be
specified. Similarly, the nature of evolution of responses from typical
crude beginnings to finely tuned skill patterns should be understood so
that an instructor could know not only what an action should be, but how
a student progresses to skill perfection. It is through such knowledge
that the learning principles referred to in the second effort can be made
operationally meaningful, and that the contingencies for applying
principles can be identified. For example, it is necessary to know
whether or not a student's skills are evolving in an optimum way for
learning, and if not, the nature of the desirable and undesirable
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aspects. Positive and negative feedback could then be provided according
tc specific i7eeds, and guidance could focus on the skill elements that go
astral

E.ther an existing or a newly prepared training regimen for teaching
the skills involved would then be analyzed, so that a decision matrix
could be coietructed to apply across all component skills, but with
branching as needed for separate skills. (The branching would be of
special benefit for optimum ISF use.) If it is necessary for experi-
mental and control groups to be at different training sites, the skills
selected would be such that they would normally be taught at all sites
used.

EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

Considerations fur Experimental Control

Experimental controls must be ddequate to allow answers to two
questions: (1) Can the principles, as extrapolated in the decision
matrix, be understood by instructors with a practical minimum of
training? (2) Does use of the principle,, as formulated, enhance skill
acquisition in the simulator and, if feasible to test, transfer of ATD
skills to aircraft? For the first question, comparable groups of
instructors with and without training ir the principles would be tested
in a standardized scenario depicting various stages and problems of stu-
dent learning. For the second question, a standardized training regimen
would be followed by comparable groups of students, taught by comparable
groups of instructors except for prior training on the principles and use
of the decision matrix. Care would be taken that instructors in one
group did not interact wih those in the other. All personnel involved
in implementing the experiment would be trained to fulfill their roles in
a standardized manner.

Procedure

If feasible, subjects, whether instructors or students, would be
assigned randomly to groups. if conditions require that experimental and
control groups be at different training sites, baseline data would be
collected on any variables likely to affect the dependent variables. For4 the first test, one group of instructors would be trained for their
responsibility in the usual manner. A second group would be trained
according to a plan developed during the experiment that was designed to
teach the principles and use of the decision matrix. Both groups would
be tested using a standard scenario as above. At standardized points in
the scenario, all subjects would be queried as to needed instructor

I" interventions (4 .e., provision of feedback and guidance) and reasons for
the actions selected. Measures r;vcaling functional knowledge and use of
principles of providing feedback and guidance would be obtained at each
decision point. In addition, instructors would be encouraged in a
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standardized manner to identify occasions for intervention on their own,
and measures would indicate adequacy of recognition of problems as well
as functional knowledge. (Measures would have to allow for alternative
proper uses of principles.)

For the second test, separate groups of aircrew trainee subjects
with usual variations in experience levels would be taught using a stan-
dardized regimen. Some of the student groups would be taught by
instructors with usual or standard instructor preparation, while other
groups would be taught by instructors who had the special training and
who had demonstrated a good functional knowledge of the principles and
use of the decision matrix.

All students would transition to an aircraft following ATD training.

SUBJECTS

All instructors (and students) used as subjects should be drawn from

pools typical of those providing (or undergoing) the training. Twenty
instructors should be used for the first experimental test, 10 in each
group. Data revealing rate and level of achievement would be collected
for at least 3 students taught by each of at least 5 instructors from
each original group.

DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS

Measures revealing inst-uctors ' functional knowledge and use of

principles of feedback and guidance would be obtained as indicated
earlier. Measures of student proficiency on separate skills would be
obtained so as to reveal rate of learning in the ATDs and level of
achievement at the end of device training. If feasible, measures would
also be obtained for determining original level of proficiency when
transitioning to the aircraft, and rate of progress to full proficiency
in the aircraft. Analyses of variance would compare instructor groups,
and measures on students, separately by experience levels.

FACILITIES

The ATD employed in this study should have a variety of state-of-

the-art ISF. The research could be conducted using an operational ATD
such as the UPT-iFS or a laboratory simulator such as the ASPT. The
simulator that is selected for this study would be employed for a total
of approximately 395 hours. It would be employed in Task 1 for a totel
of approximately 15 hours distributed over 4 months, in Task 2 for a

r' total of approximately 100 hours distributed over 3 months, in Task 3 for
a total o' apiroximately 40 hours distribited over 6 months, and in Task
4 for a tptal of approximately 24; hours distributed over i1 months.
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SCHEDL'LE AN) CONTRACTOR PERSONNEL REQUIREMENTS

Approximtely 22 calendar months and 3.50 person-years of pro-
fessioral contract labor would be required for the study. The calendar
time and level of effort required for each task and the total study are
as follows:

Schedule
(Contract Months)

Task Task Number of
Task start finish person-years

1. Construction of the decision
matrix and development of
test scenarios. 1 6 1.00

2. Development and conduct of
instructor training. 5 7 0.20

3. Evaluation of instructor
performance using test
scenarios. 8 13 0.50

4. Evaluation of instructor
instructor performance using
student performance. 8 18 1.00

5. Data analysis and report
preparation. 18 22 0.80

Total person-years 3.50
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2. ASSESSMENT OF TRAINEE PERFORMANCE

PROBLEM

Assessments of trainee performance are needed to evaluate trainees
and training programs. In addition, assessments that pinpoint the nature
of trainees' learning problems are necessary to adapt training practices
to the correction of problems, i.e., to manage and control the learning
process. Because ATD instructional support features and the conditions
of ATU practice can be designed to optimize these learning process
control adaptations, it is necessary that reliable, valid, and usable
assessments be available to instructors and trainees when needed if ATD
training efficiency is to be maximized.

Over the past three decades, considerable effort has been made to
develop measures and assessment techniques for evaluating aircrew, espe-
cially pilot, performance. However, almost all of the measures until
recently focused on aircraft performance. Furthermore, the emphasis in
the past, and now, has been primarily on developing objective measures so
that their reliability (consistency) could be improved. Relatively
little attention has been given the more critical problem of validity:
Do the measures tell us what we need to know?

The failure to identify a nucleus of objective, valid measures that
can be used readily in the control of ATD instruction and in ATD rescarch
is evident from a variety of cuirrent practices. At one extreme, root
mean squared error is often t[.' only objective measure used. The
information it provides typi-ally lacks the specificity of detail and
timeliness needed to guide ATD instruction in process. Also, it i
clearly irrelevant to many assessment needs.

At the other extreme, -ome research projects dealing with ATD
learning have u-,ed up to 500 different measures, and 100-200 are common
In some quarters. Various researchers' satisfaction with their findings
notwithstanding, practically nothing has really been learned from such
efforts, because the multivariate techniques of analysis were often
applied inappropriately, and they did not begin to answer the basic
question: Which, if any, of these measures tell us what we need to know?

Recent efforts in automated performance measurement ia ATDs and in
aircraft point to a possible siqnificant breakthrough in measurement
technology. We are learning promising new techniques of measuring. We
should now find out what to measure for what purpo.ses.

The goal of the research outlined below is to identify a nucleus of
measures that are valid for defined purposes and usable in directing ATD
instruction. It is recognized that validity is a highly specific con-
cept, that a measure valid for one purpose, such as pinpointing a
discrimination learning problem, may be useless for another, such as
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evaluating proficiency. Also, a measure valid for diagnosing dif-
ficulties in performing one task may be inapplicable or even misleading
when used for another task.

RESEARCH OVERVIEW

The study would consist of the three major tasks shown below.

Task 1: Selection of tasks for study and development of a can-
didate set of measures of trainee performance.

Task 2: Conduct of ATD training and collection of data using the
candidate set of measures.

Ta-k 3: Analysis of the data to determine the validity and util-
ity of the measures, and preparation of the final
report.

ANALYTIC REQUIREMENIS

The analytic effort would have two major thrusts: (1) to identify
measures likely to reveal the quality of performance; and (21 to identify
measures of value in pinpoirting training problems so that timely
constructive intervention during training can occur. For both thrusts,
existing automated performance measurement technology would be surveyed
for possible means for instrumenting measures, but the analyses of
measurement requirements and development of techniques should not be
limited by existing technology. Extensive and intensive reviews of the
literature would be completed, and a set of tasks would be identified as
a prototype for developing candidate measures. Instructors and students
involved in training these tasks would be interviewed to identify
training problems and assessment needs. However, neither instructors nor
students generally would be able to conceive of the problems and needs in
terms of basic discrimination learning processes, so a learning analysis
would be completed to relate problems and instructors' informational
needs to underlying issues of discrimination and generalization.

The learning analysis would go beyond usual task analyses that focus $
only on correct cues for exercising a response, and the nature of thecorrect response. It would be necessary to specify how cue recognition

can be learned and to anticipate sources of difficulty (e.g., inter-
ference from similar cues, deficient subordinate skills such as cross-
checking instruments rapidly) so that possible bases for inabilities to
discriminate could be specified. Similarly, the nature of evolution of
responses from typical crude beginnings to finely tuned skill patternseQ
should be understood so that an instructor could know not only what an
action should be, but how a student progresses to skill perfection. It

F is through such knowledge that the contingencies for instructor
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intervention can be identified, and thus th,. tyres of information needed
in a measure. For example, an instructor should be able to determine
whether or not a student's skills are evolvirg in an optimum way for
learning, and if not, the nature of the cesirable and undesirable
aspects. He could then adap. positive and negative feedback to specific
needs, and guidance could focus on the skill elements that measures have
revealed to go astray.

Analyses of this sort would provide an a priori basis for validating
measures that pinpoint training problems. The issue would be simply, was
the measure sensitive to indications of a learning problem, and specific
enough to identif.) the underlying cue, processing, or response
discrimination difficulty? Validation of proficiency measures would rely
heavily on expert judgment as explained below.

The product of the anelytic effort would be a list of candidate
measures, techniques for obtaining them, and likely purposes that they
could fulfill, particularly in 4instructional process control.

EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

Considerations for Experimental *2.ontrol

The empirical portion of the research would focus on the validation
of the measures and on their usability for assessing students and
directing instruction. In either case, measures should be obtained
through standardized procedures that are feasible operationally.
"Standardized" would have to be a somewhat inclusive description of pro-
cedures for obtaining measures to guide moment-to-moment instructional
decisions, for if not automated, they must be applicable when and as
needed. The task would be to define classes of procedures and conditions
within which validities would be more or less invariant.

ATD task performances of aircrew personnel with a wide range of
4, proficiency in the tasks would be used to establish validity for profi-
* ciency assessment. Validity or usability for diagnostic purposes would

be determined in a separate effort utilizing the measures during standard
training scenarios with typical trainee personnel serving as subjects.
Instructor personnel would be trained to obtain the measures as
specified, including criterion data. Instructors would be trained how to

V use measures for instructional decisions. They would also have to be
proficient in principles governing use of feedback and guidance.

Procedure

For the variable proficiency group of subjects, tasks would be per-

formed in the ATD under standardized conditions, and measures would be
obtained as specified. In addition, criterion data would be collected to
establish quality of overall performance and proficiency on the various
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tasks. (The criterion would generally be subjective evaluations, because
at present expert judgment is the best basis for determining aircrew
proficiency. Enough independent judges would be used, however, to assure
high reliability of average evaluations.)

The training group would undergo a standardized training regimen to
learn the tasks. Measures would be obtained as specified in a standard-
ized format, with additional measures instigated by the instructor if
desired for decisions regarding his intervention during practice.

SUBJECTS

At least 100 aircrew trainee subjects would be needed in the
variable proficiency group used to validate the measures for proficiency I
assessment, and at least 12 in the training group during the instruc-
tional utility study. The former group should vary, as stated above, in
proficiency on the tasks used. At a facility where students are at dif-
ferent levels at any one time, all students could be tested for profi-
ciency purposes during the same period. The training group should be
typical of the range of students normally beginning training on the
tasks, and they should be tested for diagnostic purposes throughout their
training. Instructors in the latter case would be those normally
assigned ATD instructing duties.

COLLECTION AND ANALYSES OF DATA

The variable proficiency subjects would be randomly divided into two
groups of equal size. Canonical correlational analyses would be run for
each group, adapted as needed to identify interrelations of clusters of
predictor and criterion measures. Optimum, relatively small groups of
predictors would be formulated as regression equations to predict
particular criterion values and clusters for each subgroup. Each
equatior would then be cross-validated on the alternate group to identify
the stable predictors.

Instructors of the student group would be queried via questionnaires
and interviews as to the value and feasibility of measures for guiding
instructional decisions. Students would be queried also, focusing on
their perceptions of training problems and the value of instructors'
interventions. These data would be collated so as to guide needed
revisions in the contents of the measures and procedures for obtainingthem.

I.. FACILITIES

Facility requirements would be driven by the need for an automated
performance measurement system that can be employed to obtain the
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selected measures. A laboratory ATD such as the ASPT or SAAC should be
used due to the probable need for engineering development of the
measurement system. The simulator that is selected for this study would
be employed for a total of ap <ximately 235 hours. It would be employed
in Task 1 for a total of approximately 15 hours distributed over 6
months, and in Task 2 for a total of approximately 220 hours distributed
over 8 mnonths.

SCHEDULE AND CONTRACTOR PERSONNEL REQUIREMENTS

If an existing automated performance system can be modified and
employed for the study, approximately 20 calendar months and 3.00 person-
years of professional contract labor would be required. The calendar
time and level of effort required for each task and the total study are
as follows:

Sct.dul e
(Contract Months)

Task Task Number of
Task start finish person-years

1. Selection of tasks and
development of measures. 1 8 1.30

2. Conduct of training and
collection of data. 9 16 0.70

3. Data analysis and report
preparation. 15 20 1.00

Total person-years 3.00
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3. ASSESSMENT OF CREW PERFORMANCE

PROBLEM

The effectiveness and efficiency of overall performance as an
aircrew depends upon more than the competence of individual crew members
in their separate jobs. They must do their jobs well, but they must also
function as a team. Actions must be timed and coordinated, often
precisely. Responsibilities must be assumed as situations and conditions
require. Multiple supporting roles must be filled, including substitute
roles. Communications among crew members must be clear, accurate, and
adequate for the need. Withal, harmonious relations among the crew
should be maintained.

The use of ATDs for team training will steadily increase. To
exploit the specialized instructional opportunities ATDs can provide,
team process measures, evaluative and diagnostic, will be necessary so
that instructional strategies and practices can be evaluated and correc-
tive training prescribed. Assessments of crew performance at present are
based almost entirely on subjective judgments. A reliable, objective,
demonstrably valid, and usable method for measuring team performance is
needed. The measure would allow for the prerequisite condition of
individual competence, while describing team performance as a whole. It
would also permit diagnostic analyses to pinpoint areas of deficiencies
to be corrected through training.

The primary purpose of the research outlined here would be (1) to
develop methods for measuring overall aircrew performance that would
provide the diagnostic and evaluative information needed for directing

* and controlling crew instruction in ATDs; and (2) to validate the
, measures empirically. In the process of developing and validating these

measures, a prototype scheme for evaluating crew proficiency would be
developed as well.

RESEARCH OVERVIEW

The study would consist of the three major tasks shown below.

1' Task 1: Selection of tasks for study and development of a can-
-4 didate set of measures of crew performance.

Task 2: Conduct of ATD training and collection of data using the
candidate set of measures.

Task 3: Analysis of the data to determine the validity and util-
ity of the data, and preparation of the final report.
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ANALYTIC REQUIREMENTS

The primary analytic tasks are (1) to identify the dimensions or
parameters of aircrew performance; (2) to analyze team performance in
terms of learning processes; (3) to identify types of information needed
to direct and control the learning; and (4) to develop measures to pro-
vide the information when needed. Literature reviews and intensive
interviews of aircrews would be necessary to define the scope, needs, and
peculiarities of various aircrew constituents. In all likelihood,
aircrew team performance can best be described as dynamic systems.
Hence, the literature review would include in-depth analyses of systems
functioning that depend heavily on personnel roles. These systems anal-
yses would not only aid in identifying formulations of team dimensions
and parameters, but would permit capitalizing on measurement methodolo-
gies that have been developed for various systems.

A preliminary measurement scheme would be developed for assessments
of an aircrew with a fairly wide range of teamwork and instructional
requirements so that the adaptability of the scheme to assessing a
variety of types of aircrews could be assured. An ATD program for
training crews to be used in the study would also be developed. Here,
too, existing literature on training as related to systems requirements
would probably be very helpful, for training must focus on the interac-
tive aspects of roles, not just on the peculiarities of individual
responsibilities.

EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

Considerations for Experimental Control

Experimental controls would have to be adequate for two types of
validation: (1) instructor assessments of adequacy of measures for
instructional decisions and evaluations; and (2) improvement in measures
as crews improve during training. The first type of validation would be
the primary concern, but the second would identify measures that reflect
crew proficiency, and hence that would have potential in aircrew eval-
uations. All personnel involved in implementing the study and obtaining
measures would be trained to fulfill their roles in a standardized
manner.

Procedure

Aircrews would be trained according to the program developed during
the analytic effort. Measures of aircrew performance would be obtained
as specified by the scheme developed during the analytic effort.
Measures would be obtained periodically beginning with the earliest
stages of training as a crew and continuing through the end of training.
Through questionnaires and standardized interviews, instructors would
assess the value of the information obtained for instructional decisions
and evaluations.
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SUBJECTS

Subjects would be from the same type of aircrew, but varying in
proficiency as required for the several types of data. At least 8 stu-
dent aircrews should be used, and at least 4 instructors.

DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS

Data would be collected as specified, either routinely or at the
initiation of the instructor. Plots of measures over time for the crews
used in the second type of validation would reveal how individual
measures changed with improved performance. Instructor assessments would
be collated and summarized. Information obtained from each type of
effort would be used to revise the measurement scheme so as to increase
validity, reliability, and usefulness.

FACILITIES

The study would be conducted in a CCT or CT unit in which crew
training is conducted and the training resources of the unit would be
employed in the investigation. The ATD would be employed for a total of

approximately 335 hours. It would be used in Task 1 for a total of
approximately 15 hours distributed over 6 months, and in Task 2 for a
total of approximately 320 hours distributed over 8 months.

SCHEDULE AND CONTRACTOR PERSONNEL REQUIREMENTS

A total of 24 calendar months and 6.00 person-years of professional
contract labor would be required. The calendar time and level of effort
required for each task and the total study are as follows:

Schedule
(Contract Months)

Task Task Number of

Task start finish person-years

1. Selection of tasks and
development of measures. 1 9 3.00

2. Conduct of training and
collection of data. 10 17 1.50

• 3. Data analysis and report
preparation. 16 24 1.50

Total person-years 6.00
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4. TRAINING PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS FOR ATD INSTRUCTORS

PROBLEM

The most important variables in any training situation are the abil-
ity and motivation of the students. Given just a minimum of guidance and
an understanding of performance requirements, qualified students can
usually progress with practice. For this reason, studies of instructor
variables and differing training practices have often failed to find
significant effects.

Nevertheless, it is obvious that instructors and training practices
make a difference, especially in efficiency. It was apparent during the
STRES effort that instructors, by and large, failed to exploit either
practices or ATD capabilities in certain ways that would have promoted
training efficiency. They were not aware of the complexity of discrimi-
nation and generalization processes that underlie aircrew skills nor of
how feedback and guidance can be used, or misused, in teaching these
processes. Potentials of ATDs in this regard were often missed because
of the assumption that _only an inflight training model should be used in
device training. Thus the only credential generally felt to be required
to teach in ATOs was aircraft certification in the skills to be taught.

As a result, ATD utilization practices were determined primarily by
fidelity criteria applied task by task. If a student could not do the
same things in the same way in a device that he would in an aircraft, and
experience the same cues and effects, the device was usually considered
of little training value. With this focus, most instructional support
features would be perceived to have no significant role if their use
reduced realism.

Even so, a number of instructors had become aware, usually during
instructor training programs, of the value of well implemented feedback
and guidance. But, they often expressed bewilderment regarding
conflicting "principles" for employing these factors. And in no case was
an understanding of the role of mediational processes in training
apparent. If mediation were understood, device fidelity would be less an
overriding concern, and instructional efficiency could be improved in all

ATDs.
While the most serious problems related to ATD instructors appeared

to be their lack of knowledge of learning processes and how to control
them, it was also found that instructors often were unaware of many
aspects of ATD use, and of the training program and how their roles
related to it. At some centers, ATD instructors had undergone no formal
preparation for teact ng at all.

The purpose of the research outlined below is to develop an exemplar

training program for ATD instructors and to identify ATD instructor
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training requirements. In addition to providing an understanding of the
ATD training program and their roles in it, the instructor training would
enable ATD instructors better to control the learning process. They
would learn to (1) recognize contingencies for using feedback and
guidance and for the pacing of practice; (2) exploit mediational
capabilities of students; and (3) use ATD capabilities fully to maximize
training effectiveness and efficiency. In doing so, instructors would
also acquire ancillary skills needed to understand task performance in
terms of underlying cue-response discriminations. As a result,
instructor management of learning would facilitate both ATD training and
transfer of ATD skills to aircraft performance by students.

RESEARCH OVERVIEW

The study would consist of the five major tasks shown below.

Task 1: Development of an exemplar program for training ATD
instructors, and preparation of an interim report.

Task 2: Conduct of ATD instructor training.

Task 3: Use of a test scenario to compare the performance of
instructors who have received the experimental training
with that of instructors who have not.

Task 4: Conduct of ATD training and collection of student perfor-
mance data.

Task 5: Analysis of the data to determine differences in the per-
formance of students of instructors who have received the
experimental training from that of students whose
instructors have not; and preparation of the final report.

ANALYTIC REQUIREMENTS

This research would be primarily an analytic effort. It would
involve determining the trainin9 needs of instructors from interviews
with them, observations of training practices, analyses of training
problems, and reviews of training literature. Research on learning would
also be reviewed. Existing summaries of uses of practice, feedback, and

Aguidance would probably be adequate for identifying general principles of
their use. However, research on discrimination and generalization
processes would have to be integrated thoroughly, because contingencies
for varied uses of feedback and guidance arise from these processes, and
instructors must understand the contingencies to adapt feedback and
guidance effectively. In addition, a heretofore ignored area, the
formulation of principles concerning mediation in skill training, would
have to be explored fully.
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The product of the analytic effort would be an interim report
describing a complete exemplar program encompassing all facets of ATD
instructor roles. The major emphasis would be on preparing them to teach
specified types of skills in ATDs with certain ranges of capabilities,
but training would also include the understanding of instructor duties
and the overall training program as a whole. The training in principles
regarding practice, feedback, guidance, and mediation would be applicable
to training any ATD instructor (or non-ATD for that matter), because the
contingencies for their use could be translated to apply to any
discrimination and generalization problem.

EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

Considerations for Experimental Control

The purposes of the empirical part of the research would be to
demonstrate that instructors trained as specified would reveal an under-
standing of the program, and that they would be able to use their
understanding of learning processes in day-to-day training of students in
ATDs. For the first purpose, instructor subjects could serve as their
own controls using pre- and post-training testing to assess achievement;
or a separate control group of otherwise comparable instructors without
the special training could be used. (If the latter, experimental and
control groups would be at different training sites.) A concurrent
control group would be necessary for the second purpose, and again
control instructors would not be at the same site(s) where experimental
subjects would teach. To obtain sufficient numbers of subjects, the
effort would probably extend over a number of months, with only a limited
number of subjects availablE at any one time. Therefore, experimental
and control instructors woulr. be "paired" in the sense that subgroups of
beginning instructors in one group would be pre- and post-tested at the
same times as those in the other group.

Achievement of the first purpose would be demonstrated by written
tests and evaluations Dy observers. Standardized scenarios depicting
student performance on selected tasks would be presented to obtain one
group of measures for the second purpose. These scenarios would either
be simulated by computer or performed by specially trained personnel. A
second group of measures would be obtained while actual students were
being taught. The training regimen for this part would be standardized
at all sites, and pre-training measures likely to be needed for
covariance analyses would be obtained on all students to be taught by
experimental and control instructors. All personnel involved in imple-
menting the experiment and obtaining measures would be trained to fulfill

r' their roles in a standardized manner.
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Procedure

Random assignments to groups would be impractical, so all instruc-
tors would be pre-tested on knowledge of the program, and on teaching
knowledge using the standardized scenario. Experimental instructors
would then undergo training while the control instructors fulfilled their
regular duties, including completing usual training if applicable. As
the experimental instructors completed training, they and "paired"
control instructors would again be tested using the standard scenario.

All instructors would then participate in ATD training of students
typical of those initiating practice on the skills selected for use in
the experiment. Observations would be made of instructor performances as
required to obtain measures for assessing functional use of instructional
principles. Measures of student performance would also be obtained that
would reflect rate of ATD learning and level of proficiency at the end of
ATD training.

SUBJECTS

All instructors serving as subjects should be typical of those first

entering instructional roles. The students trained by experimental and
control instructors should be typical of those beginning training on the
skills being taught. The number of instructors should be sufficient to
provide at least 14 inter-subject degrees of freedom for experimental and
control comparisons; and if instructors serve as their own controls, at
least 12 instructors should be used in the .xperimental group. The
number of students should be adequate for eacl instructor to train at
least 3 during the test.

DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS

Data would be collected as explained above. Analyses would focus on
(1) pre- to post-test improvement of experimental instructors, using
control data for comparison if available; (2) experimental and control
comparison on functional use of instructional principles; and (3) con-
parisons of rates of ATD learning and final proficiency levels of stu-
dents taught by the two groups of instructors. Analyses of variance
would be used, with repeated measures and covariance adjustments as
needed.

FACILITIES

The study would be conducted in a selected CCT or CT unit and the
training resources of this unit would be employed for the investigation.
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The ATD would be used for a total of 520 hours. It would be employed in
Task 1 for a total of approximately 15 hours distributed over 6 months,
in Task 2 for a total of approximately 120 hours distributed over 8
months, in Task 3 for a total of approximately 25 hours distributed over
8 months, and in Task 4 for a total of approximately 360 hours
distributed over 10 months.

SCHEDULE AND CONTRACTOR PERSONNEL REQUIREMENTS

The research would take 30 calendar months and 6.00 person-years of
professional contract labor. The calendar time and level of effort
required for each task and for the total study are as follows:

Schedule
(Contract Months)

Task Task Number of
Task start finish person-years

1. Development of instructor
training, and interim report
preparation. 1 12 2.00

2. Conduct of instructor
training. 13 20 0.75

3. Evaluation of instructors
using a test scenario. 14 21 0.75

4. Evaluation of instructor5
using measures of student
performance. 15 24 0.75

5. Data analysis and final report
preparation. 22 30 1.75

Total person-years 6.00

6
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5. TECHNIQUES FOR EVALUATING THE PROFICIENCY OF ATD INSTRUCTORS

PROBLEM

An adequate means of evaluating the proficiency of ATD instructors
is required to provide a basis for (1) diagnosis of student traininq
problems due to ineffective instruction; (2) instructor job ratings bas.
on teaching performance; (3) instructor incentive systems; (4)
proficiency advancement of instructors undergoing instructor training;
and (5) correcting or controlling for instructor effects in research on
ATD learning.

At present, any data used for these purposes are collected infor-
mally and ansystematically, if at all. Some criteria used to evaluate
ATD instructors are even counterproductive. For example, in some
instances when teaching effectiveness has beer, judged by the rate of
progress of students through ATD programs, some instructors have
a )arently advanced students with inadequate regard to their actual
progress in acquiring skills. When job evaluations have been based
largely or entirely on performance of collateral, nonteaching duties,
some ATD irstructors have, as an apparent consequence, failed to devote
the effort to ATD instruction needed for adequate training.

Evaluati:ig instructional proficiency is rife with pitfalls, and no
generally satisfactory scheme for doing so has been developed, either in
or outside the military. Oie has only to look at public education for
examples of this difficulty. Nevertheless, it is a problem that should
be faced. Even partial solutions woule be better than no solutions at
all.

The problem is that there are many ways to teach effectively and
efficiently, and there are many kinds of persons who can be good
instructors if relatively free to adapt teaching practices to the roles
they choose to play. One requirement for any teacher using any method,
however, is that he be aware of what he is doing, why he is doing it, and
how well it works. He must also be motivated to succeed as a teacher,
willing to assess the effects of his actions on students and adapt his
methods accordingly. Finally, students must profit from the instructor's

The purpose of the research outlined below is to develop and vali-
date techniques for evaluating ATD instructors based on the requirements
just delineated. Some basic measures would be subjective, some objec-
tive. In either case, measures must be reliable, valid, and practical to
use, and safeguards against misinterpretation must be provided.
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CPRtCH OVERVIEW

sit'y wculd consist of the three major tasks shown below.

Development of a candidate set of measures of instructor
proficiency.

T--sk L: Conduct of ATD training and use of the candidate measures
to collect data concerning instructor performance.

.nalvsis of the data to determine the validity and utility
-3f the measures, and preparation of the final report.

"iC REQUIREMENTS

T-.ch,iqjes of measurement must derive from the manifestations of the
u litles tz' he measured. They must also adapt to the constraints of the

l tions ,4nder which observations are made. The analytic effort would
'6 co develop the techriques according to these two criteria.

The fdctors of concern in teaching qualities of concern include an
), .us .-wareress of all aspects of the training program; the amount,

I: , and nature of feedback and guidance provided during ATO training;
:d r:;:conftion of the contingencies for their use. Recognition of the
- gent value of these influences on iearning, and actions taken

-rdingly, reveal to a g-eat extent the instructor's knowledge of what
.; JolnC and why. Subsequent progress, or lack thereof, by the

d rf-,eis the effects of his ictiogs and provides contingencies for
. -', intervention. Follow-up actions by the instructor would be
icat've of his sensitivity to these effects, their meanings, and

ici~d oLrses of actions.

5tuden-s wculd be a source for t,o kinds of data. Objective
.: ,er, ts of their progress in ATD trahiing would be the most important
, of data. In addition, their analyses of the ATD training received,

- choreo to problems encountered and effectiveness of trainirg methods
for overcoming them, could be very useful data.

The analytic effort would examirne these possibilities as a minimum,4 using whatever resources that were likely to suggest measuring tech-
niques. The product of the analyses would be a proposed measuring pro-

J cedure to be validated in the emnirical part of the study. The nature of
c-itrrion data would also be specified, as would the procedures for
ceriving evaluations from the measures.
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EX 'IRI!MENTAL METHOD

Considerations for Experi;iental Control

As in any validation effort, criterion variance is necessary if the
discriminative capacity of measures is to be established. In the present
case, optimum ranges (for validation purposes only) of instructor
proficiency probably would not be available. The military justifia) '
eschews obviously poor instructors. Nevertheless, it was observed during
the STRES study that ATD instructor preficiency does vary appreciably.
in the validation of the e-valuation procedures, the available range of
proficiency should be represented as fully as possible.

Instructors used for the validation study would likely be teaching
in a variety of programs, using a variety of ATDs in varying states of
good and ill repair. Also, the number of instructors needed to validate
focasures may require that data be collected at given locations over a
period of time so that more than one group of instructors can be used.
TIerefore, students who provide data should be subclassified for data
purposes according to time, program, skills taught, devices used, and
target aircraft, as well as to their levels of experience and/or entering
competence.

All personnel involved in implementing the validation study and
obtaining measures would be trained to fulfill their roles in a standard-
ized manner.

Procedure

Prospective and criterion measures would be obtained as specified by
the analytic effort. While procedures for obtaining these measures would
be standardized, the instructional conditions and practices would
generally be those normally characterizing instruction in the various
settings.

SUBJECTS

At least 50 ATD instructors should eventually be used in the vali-
dation. They shoul represent a wide range of instructor competence and
experience, and should be teaching in a number of different programs. At
least 2 students per instructor should be used, randomly drawn from the
students currently undergoing training by the instructor.

DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS

Data would be collected as specified. Depending on the number of
instructors involved at various times, tentative analyses would be
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• c.e for subgroups, and/or for all data once they have been
cted. The analyses would have four main thrusts. First, interre-
i:. of instructor performance measures obtained during instruction

1,.ess measures) and those obtained frcm students (subjects' process
!-Iective product measures) would be determined. Second, both pro-

St -rd process measures would be related to any additional criterion
r, ".res obtained. Third, because various student measures represent

indicators of and criteria for irstructor proficiency, multivariate
-n. yses wuald determine within all data as a group the structural rela-

th, re'veal degree of proficiency. Fourth, from these analyses,
es, :iaiy the third one, patterns of data that could be used for eval-

. .Jdriments would be identified. This last step would seek patterns
sed to the extent possible of measures that could be obtained

,.,:.,!.-usively, reliably, and without contamination by deliberate role
pr ying of instructors when being tested.

FACIL TI.S

The various training units selected for the study would supply the
ADs and other required resources. The ATDs would be used for a combined
.o l 1-f approximately 1,520 hours. They would be employed in Task 1 for
tctc} of approximately 20 hours distributed over 6 months, and in Task

2 )r a total of approximately 1,500 hours distributed over 8 months. It
important to note that the actual amount of ATD use in Task 2 will

j.; ,d ci the ATO training sy'labi in the units selected. Additionally,
'n- .udy would not add substantially to the use of ATDs in these units
IC, they would be employe( for routine training during Task 2.

1 ,:DUIE AND CONTRACTOR PERSONNEL REQUIREMENIS

The research would require 18 calendar months and approximately 4.00
,;ersr ar's of professional contract labor. The calendar time and level
of effvrt required for each task and the total study are as follows:

Schedule
(Contract Months)

Task Task Number of
lask _ start finish person-years

I. Development of measures. 1 8 1.50

2. Conduct of training and

collection of data. 8 15 1.50

" 3. Data analysis and report
preparation. 14 18 1.00

Total person-years 4.00
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6. TECHNIQUES FOR THE USE OF SELF-INSTRUCTION IN AIL,)

PROBLEM

The use of ATIs in continuation training (CT) is expected tc.
increase considerably. Unlike the bulk of students now undergoing AT!)
training, CT aircrews will have had considerable experience *n aircraft.
To a great extent, they will be able to discriminate task-intrin,'c
feedback and to recognize the kinds of guidance needed to foster .kil
development and improvement. They will be able to analyze le riin,
problems, bringing mediational tools to bear that were acquircd through
experience. Thus, they will be able to, profit from :,elf-instructioo in
ATDs in ways not possible for less experienced aircrews. Considering the
vol ne of ATDs being procured to support CT, the effectiveness of their
use in self-instruction is a matter of some practical concern.

For self-instruction to be ,ptimal, it is necessary to d-sign
training programs that capitalize on these abilities of CT aircre" per
sonnel, and to provide ATD capabilities necessary for skill deeiV ent
The training programs must anticipate where the aircrwmna /xc:-
augmented and supplemental feedback and additional guidance. -.ey -.st
also provide for differences in prior achievement levels of air2:.ews, and
for the varying types of skills needed for performance of differeyit
tasks. These requirements must be fulfilled, either throuyh. d(,tomated
ATD capabilities or throunh other instructional media.

Necessary ATD c litie - are of -7o general types. Fir.st, (oel-
ity must be sufff ri t for realistic task performance and feedbacK,
particularly with reference to psychomottor skills. In some instances,
the eyperfence of 'he aircrewman will permit substitution of meoiation
fo, ,hysical fi - ty for such skills. Brt, regardless o,' such
mediationtAl abilities of aircrew personnel, much of CT trainirg irvol-.!es
the psychomotor skills and precise control coordinations required in high
performance aircrait, and thus the ATDs will require considerab e dynamic
fidelity. A second capability that will be advaritagecus is the provision
of guidance via automated demonstrations, and augmented and supolemental
feedback. Such capability will surely be needed in some fomi. For
example, some pilots with several years of experience reportel diring
STRES interviews that even automated demonstrations of maneuvers lesigned
for UPT training were valuable as standards for performance durin. skillsmaintenance training. Also, hardc:opy printouts of performance -ecords

helped in analyzing sources of Gifficulties.

As training programs and ATDs are designed for self-lnstructin ir a
broad rarge of CT skills, a number of such automated instructional
support features will likely be necessary. If self-instruction isto be

., effective and efficient, a programmatic research effort will be necissary
to determine craininq and ATD requirements.
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The purpose of the research outlined below is to develop a prototyp-
ical methodology for a programmatic effort by demon:trating (1) how the
problem should be approached, and (2) how the merits cf self-instruction
should be validated and shortcomings identified. A comprehensive initial
study of some aspects of the problem would reduce the difficulty and
amount of effort required in subsequent studies.

RESEARCH OVERVIEW

The study would consist of the three major tasks shown below.

Task 1: Selection of tasks for study and developmei. of (a) an
exemplar self-instructed training program, and (b) devel-
opment of measures needed to validate the program.

Task 2: Conduct of self-instructed and instructor-directed
training for the same set of tasks and collection of data
concerning ATD training effectiveness and efficiency.

Task 3: Analysis of the data and preparation of the final report.

ANALYTIC REQUIREMENTS

The analytic efforts would focus rin task characteristics, student
characteristics, and required ATD cara ilities. Task charaCteristics
would be analyzed in terms of underlyirg requirements for cue an,,
response d;scriminations, and forms of guidance and intrinsic, augmente.,
and supplemental feedback needed to perform the task, to maintain it, and
to teach It. Student characteristics would be analyzed in terms--oT
variations in needs for guidance and feedback, with a strong emphasis on
their medational capabilities as related to levels and types of expe-
riences. Also, personal characteristics such as degree of field
dependency would be considered. ATD capabilities would be analyzed in
terms of requirements as defined by the analyses of task and student
characte'istics.

The product of the analytic efforts would be an exemplar self-
instruction program for training a set of tasks in ATDs with specific
alternitive capabilities. Types of students to be served would also be
specifed. Preferably, the validation of the program would involve
students at different levels of proficiency so that insights might be
gainec regarding the value of the program for other than CT. Measures
neede( to validate the program would also be identified, and procedures
for oltaining them specified.

'-7
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EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

Considerations for Experimental Control

The purpose of the empirical part of the research, woul i be t, vi- 
date the exemplar program and identify problems in seif-inst-u(.I ,. -.
Depending on the skills involved, the validation woulc be baseu on on
demonstrated improvement in skill performance under self-instructi ,,; o,
(2) achievement under self-instruction that was at least equ'valen. tj
achievement involving instructor-controlled training. In either v l;<ia-
tion case, the self-instructional program would be the same and staidlrd-
ized. The alternative instructor-directed program would be formaiiz-6
(if necessary) to ensure all students trained in it underwent a regifleci
not atypical of what usually occurs. (A historical control group could
be used in place of the concurrent group, but comparisons would be.
restricted to whatever achievement data happened t- be available for
them.) The range of aircrew characteristics typical of perccnnei
undergoing the training would be represented in all grojps.

All personnel involved in implementing the validation striy a,%.
obtaining measures would be trained to fulfill their roles in a staday;--
ized manner.

Procedure

If a concurrent control group is used, subjects would be assionco
r3ndomly to it and to the self-instructional group. The self-instructed
group would undergo training as specific,, and proficiency and ather
measures would be ,otained as planrnLd The cont-ol group wou.1 be
trained as explaired ..bove, with similar easures ob 0dned f .r cowncurrent
control subji*cts. All sub ,cts woul 1 be asked via questionnaircs and
interviews to critique their in_;truction.

SUBJECTS

If the self-instructed group -re to serve as their own controls, it
least 15 subjects ould be used for a single homogeneous group. 'f sti-
dent characteristics are vriable enough to justify subgroups, nufil,,ers (f
subjects shculd be sufficient to provide at least 18 inter-sahiect
degrees of treed,,q for any subgroup comparison. If a control c.r.:p i;
used, at least 18 inter-subject degrees of freedom should be avai able
for any control -experimental group comparison.

DATA CiLl.ECTION AND ANALYSIS
'Masures woulJ be obtained as stateo above, with the addit( of

pretraining baseline proficiency measures "or self-instructed s'b..;cts if
a co'pirablo centrol group is not avaidable. Analyses would focus, aF
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appropriate, on improvements beyond baseline performance, comparisons of
rate of ATD learning between groups, and final ATD proficiency level
achieved. Analyses for separate skills would reveal where self-
instruction was and was not effective. Data from students' critiques
would be collated and related to specific features of the alternative
models of instruction in ways that revealed the appropriateness and
validity of the conclusions of the analytic effort.

FACILITIES

The study would be conducted in a CT unit and the training resources
of the unit would be employed in the research. The ATD would be used for
a total of approximately 105 hours. It would be employed in Task 1 for a
total of approximately 15 hours distributed over 6 months, and in Task 2
for a total of approximately 90 hours distributed over 6 months.

SCHEDULE AND CONTRACTOR PERSONNEL REQUIREMENTS

Approximately 18 calendar months and 3.00 person-years of pro-
fessional contract labor would be required for the study. The calendar
time and level of effort required for each task and the total study are
as follows:

Schedu)e
(Contract Minths)

Task Task Number of
Tisk start finish person-years

I. Selection of tasks and
, development of training. 1 9 1.50

2. Conduct of training and
collection of data. 10 15 0.75

3. Data analysis and report
preparation. 14 18 0.75

Total person-years 3.00

'7
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7. TRAINING AND EVALUATION OF ADVANCED COGNITIVE SKILLS

PROBLEM

Many of the instructors interviewed during STRES felt that advanced
cognitive skills, often referred to as "headwork," "air sense," or
"tactical situation awareness," were the most difficult skills to teach
and that deficiencies in these skills underlay the most common and crit-
ical problems of aircrew performance. ATDs were usually not employed in
attempts to train these skills. In some instances, formal training for
advanced cognitive skills was simply not provided at all, even in the
aircraft. On-the-job experiences in the aircraft, impromptu discussions,
and other informal experiences were considered to be the main sources of
training for these skills. 1

In recognition of this problem, research projects have recently been
initiated by Air Force, Navy, NASA, and FAA research agencies to address
issues associated with the training and evaluation of advanced cognitive
skills. While a large number of specific research questions can be
formulated concerning this problem area, some major issues are common to
all problems of teaching cognitive skills. These include:

1. Development of a taxonomy for advanced cognitive skills and of

methods for describing them as objectives for training;

2. Development of methods for measuring and evaluating these
skills;

3. Determination of moderating factors that impact on the training
of these skills such as task differences, student charac-
teristics, and the effects of different types of stress;

4. Determination of effective and efficient methods of employing
ATDs for training these skills; and

5. Development of paradigms for evaluating the effectiveness and
efficiency of instruction in the skills.

The many facets of teaching aircrew cognitive skills in general, and
individual ones in particular, will require programmatic efforts to
ensure training effectiveness and efficiency. Nevertheless, a single
intensive study to determine the utility of ATDs for teaching these
skills would have implications for most if not all such training
problems. To ensure generality of the results of the study, a skill
involving varying degrees of complexity and cognitive requirements should

e' be targeted so that ATD utilization could be planned, and evaluated, for
a variety of skill requirements.
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The research outlined below would develop and evaluate an ATD
training program for the E-3A Weapons Directors (WD) crew position that
focuses on teaching advanced cognitive skills associated with the task of
directing air intercepts. WD training at a CT level was selected for
this research because (1) the WDs perform a variety of tasks, many with
extremely high cognitive loadings; and (2) the proposed research would
parallel current HRL research directed toward the analysis of air inter-
cept training for pilots.

RESEARCH OVERVIEW

The study would consist of the three major tasks shown below.

Task 1: Selection of tasks for study and development of (a)
supplemental ATD training focused on the advanced cogni-
tive skills, and (b) measures of trainee proficiency on
the selected tasks.

Task 2: Conduct of ATD and flight training and collection of data
describing trainee proficiency.

Task 3: Analysis of the data and preparation of the final report.

ANALYTIC REQUIREMENTS

A set of WD tasks would be selected for training that included a
range of cognitive complexity and of types of cognitive skills required.
ISD analyses would be performed as applicable followed by a learning
analysis focusing on learning to perform under stressful conditions when
contingencies for actions arc constantly changing. The learning analysis
would give special attention to the cue pattern discriminations required,
the types of interferences among cues and responses that occur, and
techniquf- for teaching the discrimination of cues and actions that would
minimize their vulnerability to interference, especially that arising
from stress itself.

The learning analysis would also identify alternative training pro-
cedures and conditions fir various skills, and the skills amenable to ATD
instruction would be targeted for an ATD training regimen. The regimen
would inclide part-task segments as needed, but would emphasize realistic
scenarios to be used both for training and evaluation of performance.

.4 While this regimen is under development, parallel efforts would be

directed to devising procedures and instruments for assesc-ing proficiency
of WD performance. One purpose is to measure cognitive functioning in
the complexity of requirements and pressures of operational performance,
so the procedures must be usable in realistic settings as well as in more
restricted training contexts. The measures would cover all significant
aspects of the skills to be taught in the ATD, and in
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addition would include where practical related skills omitted from the
ATD regimen.

EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

Considerations for Experimental Control

The purpose of the empirical part of the research would be to
demonstrate the value of the ATD training for developing the cognitive
skills involved, and to pinpoint any shortcomings needing correction. A
control group would not be necessary provided there were other bases for
inferring that desired learning did in fact occur in the ATD, and that it
transfers to operational performance. (In view of the fact that formal
training programs for many cognitive skills do not exist, considerable
attention should be directed to identifying rate of learning variables
and conditions for testing that permit experimental subjects to be used
as their own "controls.")

To enhance possibilities of generalization of the analytic proce-
dures and findings, and the results of the validation, subjects used in
the empirical test should represent the full range of WDs that need
further training and/or experience to gain full proficiency.

Procedure

Subjects would undergo pretesting, if needed, to establish baseline
performance, including aircraft performance of related tasks omitted from
the ATD syllabus. They would then receive the prescribed training in the
ATD. Performance would be measured as needed to reveal rate of ATD
learning and level of proficiency at the end of ATD training. To the
extent feasible, all ATD trained tasks and related tasks omitted from the

* ATD syllabus would then be performed an-dssessed in the aircraft.

SUBJECTS

Subjects would be drawn from a pool representative of all WDs who
would be expected either to undergo formal training for the tasks
involved, or whose needed improvement in task performance would normally
occur through operational experience. At least 15 subjects should be
used, with the number increased as needed for multiple groups of prior
experience/competence levels so as to provide at least 18 inter-subject
degrees of freedom for any group comparisons.

DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS

Measures would be obtained as stated above. Analyses would focus on
rate of learning and level of proficiency attained by the various groups
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in the ATD, using progress beyond baseline measures as dependent
variables. Measures of aircraft proficiency following ATD training would
similarly be compared to baseline measures in the aircraft for all
groups, and on related tasks omitted from the ATD syllabus as well as on
tasks included in it. If multiple groups are used, a repeated measures
analysis of variance would be used to determine the differential efficacy
of the ATD training for various experience/competence levels.

FACILITIES

The E-3A CCT would provide the ATD and other resources required for
the study. The ATD would be employed for a total of approximately 200
hours in this study. It would be employed in Task 1 for a total of
approximately 20 hours distributed over 4 months, and in Task 2 for a
total of 180 hours distributed over 6 months.

SCHEDULE AND CONTRACTOR PERSONNEL REQUIREMENTS

The study would require approximately 16 calendar months and 3.50
person-years of professional contract labor. The calendar time and level
of effort required for each task and the total study are as follows:

Schedule
(Contract Months)

Task Task Number of
Task start finish person-years

1. Selection of tasks and
development of training aad
measures. 1 6 2.00

2. Conduct of training and
collection of data. 7 12 0.75

3. Data analysis and report
preparation. 11 16 0.75

Total person-years 3.50
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8. USE OF ATDs FOR TACTICS DEVELOPMENT AND DISSEMINATION

PROBLEM

A major frontier for the use of simulation is to support combat
skills training at the CT level. In these operational units there is a
unique merger between training and the development of operational tasks
that are to be trained. As experienced pilots practice a combat task,
they also frequently experiment with new tactics to be employed in the
performance of the task. Thus, new tactics are often developed as part
of the process through which experienced pilots continue to improve their
skills.

In view of the capabilities of some modern WSTs, tactics development
can be pursued systematically in an environment that permits safe
exploration of maneuvers as well as opportunities for analyzing their
strengths and weaknesses. For example, visual displays can be designed
to provide geometric perspective for relations among opposing aircraft,
or attack aircraft and ground targets, that are often impossible to
follow in imagery. Paths of aircraft and missiles can be simulated
through stochastic functions, removing the uncertainties about what an
aircraft or a missile "might" be able to do. The use of airborne
avionics in ATDs permits realistic practice with all the offensive and
defensive aids available to a pilot in the aircraft. Alternative path-
ways and procedures for approaching targets can be investigated, as can
various target handoff procedures. In short, many aspects of air tactics
from basic maneuvering to electronic warfare can be investigated and
trained in modern ATDs.

ATDs may vary in their utility as a function of whether they are
used for developing, disseminating, or training tactics. For example, a
l abcratory device might be modifiable in ways that would not be possible
with an operational ATD at a unit. Unless such a laboratory device,
assuming it to be useful for tactics development, could be made available
for dissemination and training purposes, little might be gained
operationally. Thus, a complete system view of tactics training is
required for maximum ATD utility.

Of perhaps more important concern are the research questions related
to device utility as a function of classes of tactics and training
requirements. For example, use of ATDs in the development of ACM tactics

would require a high degree of flight dynamics and visual field fidelity,
as would their use in the dissemination and teaching of such tactics. In

contrast, ATD tactics development and dissemination in EW activities
might make quite different fidelity demands. Thus, attention must be
given to the relationships between tactical task taxonomic considerations
on the one hand, and device characteristics and fidelity on the other.
It is obvious, also, that the extent of simulation of the threat
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environment (e.g., ground radar, AAA, SAMs, jamming, etc.) has
implications for that which is feasible with ATD tactics applications.

Regardless of the classes of tactics being developed or the nature

of the ATD used in their development, it will be necessary to demonstrate
that such tactics developed ii th,. ATD can be employed in aircraft. Then
it will be necessary to establish the value and limits of ATD
dissemination of such tactics and of their training in an ATO. These
limits will probably vary, as the ATDs used for dissemination may well
differ in capabilities from those of devices employed during tactics
development. Also, the content and manner of ATD training for pilots in
general likely should vary depending on the prior achievement levels and
experiences of the pilots to be trained.

The purpose of the research outlined below is to investigate (1) the
development of tactics in ATDs; (2) how tactics developed in ATDs can be
validated for aircraft use; and (3) how dissemination programs can be
evaluated.

RESEARCH OVERVIEW

The study would consist of the six major tasks shown below.

Task 1: Identification of general techniques for the use of ATDs
in the development and dissemination of tactics.

Task 2: Development, using an ATD, of a set of tactics for a
selected tactical problem.

Task 3: Validation of the tactics in an airborne simulation of the
problem.

Task 4: Development of alternative wethods for disseminating
information describing the tactic, and use of the methods
to introduce the tactic to different groups of pilots.

Task 5: Evaluation of the airborne performance of the different
groups of pilots.

Task 6: Preparation of a final report describing (a) techniques
for use of ATDs in tactics development and dissemination,
and (b) results of the experiment.

ANALYTIC REQUIREMENTS

In developing new tactics, it will be necessary to select one or
more representatives from different classes of tactics. In view of the
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importance of upcoming visual system procurements, selection of a tactic
requiring visual cues would seem appropriate. Ideally, the tactical area
selected would be one in which there is a known need for improved
performance or means of countering a threat. The details of analysis of
the tactical needs cannot be specified here, but the analytic effort is
critical to the developments to be investigated in the ATD. Likely, a
good deal of try and revise effort would be required.

The development of the tactics would also include specifications for
evaluating performance and for the contexts in which the tactics would be
employed. Therefore, no additional analytic efforts would be needed for
aircraft validation other than those necessary to instrument the study,
obtain measures, and establish safety requirements.

The program for dissemination would require substantial analytic
preparation, however. While the cue and response discriminations
involved in executing the maneuvers would be identified to a great extent
during development of the tactics, optimum ways to teach them ordinarily
would not. Therefore, learning analyses would be completed as necessary,
focusing on cues, cue interpretations, cue processing, and responses, and
ways to capitalize on pilots' past learning so ds to enhance acquiring
the new discriminations while minimizing interference from past habits
that are not conducive to performing the new skills. Problems in
trl-ining resulting from di'f rin(, competencies and ATD capabilities would
be anticipated, and alternative teaching strategies would be developed so
as to assure a 0iable program. Criterion measures for evaluating the
"erformance after training would also be identified and procedures for
obtaining them defined.

Of particular interest would be examination of ATD capabilities for
automated demonstration/trainiug ith reference to dissemination (in the
informatthnal ;ense) and t-rining. It is possible that some tactics do
not require training or practice as much as they require illustration or
demonstration. The 'D might fulfill such needs with auto-demo capabil-
ities, as wel! as the more usual training needs.

EXPERIMENTAL ' 1ETHQD

Considerations for Experimentzl Control

The purpose of the validation part of the study would be to
demonstratp that the tactics could be executed in the aircraft, and that
Lhv viouj be efe.:tive for the crceived purpose. Therefore, to the

e,%tent or.tc there would be provisicrs for realistic targets,
threats, ar 2trer O.spec. cf tr,e combat environme,,t.

-or the dissemination study, pilot trainees wou'd ,,sually serve as
their own controis, i.e., baseline measures of performance would be
obtained at least in the ATD for comparison with proficienc.y achieved
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during ATD training. When practical, aircraft baseline measures would
also be obtained, and/or a control group would be used who received all
their training in the aircraft.

All personnel involved in instrumenting either study and obtaining
measures would be trained to fulfill their roles in a standardized
manner.

Procedure

For the validation, expert combat pilots would be trained to use the
tactics, usually in the ATD in which the tactics were developed. Then
they would attempt the tactics in aircraft, with other expert pilots
filling roles of hostile forces if appropriate. Measures would be
obtained as specified in the evaluation plan. In addition, the pilots
trained in the ATD as well as the "hostile" pilots would be queried
through questionnaires and interviews regarding their analyses of the
tactics, the value and shortcomings of ATD training to perform them, and
their operational applicability.

The dissemination study would begin after the tactics had been
validated and the value of the ATD for training expert pilots to employ
the tactics had been demonstrated. Pilots who would be expected to
undergo such training, representing the full range of levels of
experience and competence, would serve as subjects. They would be
trained according to the exemplar program, with baseline measures and/or
a control group included as explained above. Following ATD training, all
subjects would perform the maneuvers in the aircraft. Measu es would be
obtained so as to reflect rate of learning in the ATD, proficiency level
at the end of ATD training, and, as applicable, original proficiency ii,
the aircraft upon transition and rate of progress to proficiency in the
aircraft. These subjects would also be asked to critique the tactics and
their training.

SUBJECTS

Only expert combat pilots, at least 3 in number, would be trained in
the validation part of the study. For the dissemination study, at least
15 pilots should be used in the ATD training group if they serve as their

*1 own controls. If a control group is used, and/or if any group is sub-
divided by experience or competence levels, the total number of subjects
should be sufficient to provide at least 16 inter-subject degrees of
freedom for any group comparison.

DAT4 COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS

Analyses of the validation data would focus on the extent to which
the tactics could be performed as designed in the aircraft.
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Qustieriraire and interview data would be analyzed for suggestions for
improvement of the tactics and the ATD training.

P aiyses of the dissemination data would focus on the transfer of
the AT, skills to the aircraft, level of ATD proficiency needed to effect
transfer, and the relation of ATD capabilities to skill acquisition and
transfer. Questionnaire and interview data would be anelyzed to identify
needed improvements in the training program and equipment.

FACILITIES

An ATD wi th a wide angle visual system would be employed in the
study. The ATO should be configured specifically as the aircraft in
which the tactic is validated. An ACMI would also be employed in the
study. The ATD that is selected for this study would be employed for a
total of approximately 130 hours. It would be employed in Task 1 for a
total of approximately 20 hours distributed over 2 months, in Task 2 for
a total of approximately 50 hours distributed over 3 months, and in Task
4 for a total of approximately 60 hours distributed over 6 months.

SCHEDULE AND CONTRACTOR PERSONNEL REQUIREMENTS

The study would take 18 calendar months and 4.00 person-years of
professional contract labor. The calendar time and level of effort
required for each task and the total study are as follows:

Schedule

(Contract Months)

Task Task Number of
Task start finish person-years

1. Identification of techniques
for tactics development and
dissemination. 1 4 0.75

2. Development of tactics. 4 6 0.75

3. Validation of the tactics. 7 8 0.50

4. Development and use of methods
to disseminate the tactics. 9 14 0.75

5. Evaluation of pilot
performance. 14 17 0.50

6. Preparation of the report. 16 18 0.75

Total person-years 4.00
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9. TECHNIQUES FOR CREW INSTRUCTION

PROBLEM

Crew training in aircraft is expensive, and often difficult to con-
duct because of constraints imposed during flight. Although ATDs offer
unique training capabilities that can be employed to improve the effi-
ciency and effectiveness of crew training, these capabilities are fre-
quently not exploited due to the use of the inappropriate inflight
training model during crew instruction in ATDs.

While there has been some research on team processes and team
training, relatively little is known concerning how best to utilize ATDs
for such training. For ATDs to be used effectively in crew training,
there must be systematic investigation of the dimensions of crew behav-
ioral processes and the learning problems related to such processes, and
of the means to manage, manipulate, and control the learning of such
behaviors through ATD use.

In order to achieve effective ATD usage in this area, a number of
questions need answering. For example, there is need to determine which
tasks require crew training in addition to individual position training.
Further, there 4s the qiestion of how best to integrate crew and individ-
ual training in the ATD and air raft. There is the rather findamental
question of whether pr ncipa) crew processes (e.g., coordination, com-
pensation, communicatior) are really trainable in the s2nse of deliberate
management of the instructional pucess; there is the possibility that
such crew process 'Jir! just 'grow" or "happen" as a by-product of prac-
tice and cxperience an.- ae Fiot iret-tly manageable through training
intervention. However, -ssumi-1g optimisticl31y that they are trainable
in the process !,ar-.-,ment. senc, training objectives must be formulated
and ATD training e.,p';no.;es designed to produce the desired learning.
Finally, ass,,; ng t~aiiL,il ity, there ,:re the specific instructional
questions such as how to prov'Je feedback and guidance to the team in the
ATD, how best to use cogiitive training, how to sequence and pace
training, and the like.

The pur'-ose ot th , -esearch outlined here is to develop an exemplar
program for trdi 4,'1 orie type oF airc:-ew in an 1D and to validate the
program emriri:-ally. The v.,idation would focus on the feasibility of
impl ementino the j'rorrm up ratio,-o iy, and or, training effectiveness as
exhibited ir, Cnew ,fo,,ce in aircraft. 7i ensure applicability of
general irstr-j:7tion, techniucF- in developing programs for other types
of crew,, the -xem I i- -rew task would be chosen so is to represent a
variety .f crew inLn- ,_t nS.
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RESEARCH OVERVIEW

The study would consist of the three major tasks shown below.

T~sk 1 Selection of crew tasks to be studied and development of
(a) an exemplary crew training program, and (b) measures
of crew performance; preparation of interim report.

Task 2: Conduct of ATD and flight training and collection of per-
formance data for crews trained in the experimental
programs and in an existing program.

Task 3: Analysis of the data and preparation of the final report.

ANALYTIC REQUIREMENTS

The intent is to develop a program that would maximize the use of
ATDs in crew training. An aircraft system would be selected that would
present the required variety of crew interactions. Factors to be con-
sidered in the selection would include crew complexity (e.g., F-4 vs. C-
5) and accessibility of crew to observation and data gathering. ISD
analyses would be completed for the selected system, as applicable, to
identify team tasks. This would be followed by a learning analysis to
identify essential discriminations in the team tasks, those amenable to
ATD instruction, and effective methods and ATD requirements for teaching
them and ensuring generalization to aircraft performance. Existing
techniques for crew training would be surveyed, focusing not only on
aircrew training, but team training in other military contexts and in
industry. Measures of crew performance would also be developed that
revealed separately the proficiency of individual crew members and the
proficiency of the aircrew as a unit. (An outline for the development
and validation of such a measure is included in this report. It would
not be necessary to wait for that project to be completed, however, for
existing, less th:)rough techniques of assessing individual and crew pro-
ficiency could be adapted to the needs of this study.)

The product of the analytic effort would be an interim report spec-
ifying skills to be taught, underlying discriminations to be achieved,
procedures for teaching them using a designated ATD, and techniques for
assessing training effectiveness.

EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

Considerations for Experimental Control

The validation of the ATD aircrew training program would consist of
an empirical investigation of its effectiveness and efficiency.
Therefore, all factors not relevant to the implementation of the program,
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but which could influence the quality of aircrew performance, should be
controlled either through manipulation of conditions and random
assignment of crews to concurrent experimental and control groups, or
through covarlance adjustments based on crew characteristics that differ
from crew to crew. All personnel involved in implementing the validation
study and obtaining measures would be trained to fulfill their roles in a
standardized manner.

Procedure

All crews would be assigned randomly, if practical, to concurrent
experimental and control groups. If a historical control group is used,
or if it is not feasible to assign crews randomly, measures of crew
characteristics would be obtained as needed for covariance analyses. The
control group would be trained in an aircraft and associated ATD
according to an existing regimen. The experimental group would receive
training in an ATO according to the newly devised program. The experi-
mental group would transition to the aircraft when and as specified in
the exemplar program. Measures would be obtained for both groups to
reflect rate of learning in the ATD, level of proficiency at the end of
ATD training, original level of proficiency in the aircraft, and rate of
progress to full proficiency in the aircraft.

SUBJECTS

Crews should be typical of those who would initiate crew training of
the sort covered by the exempiar program. At least 10 crews should be
assigned to each group. If the experience levels of crews or individual
crew members are heterogeneous, experimental and control groups should be
subdivided into homogeneous levels, with enough subjects per group to
provide at least 18 degrees of freedom for any inter-group comparisons.

DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS

Measures would be obtained as stated above. Multiple group,
repeated measures analysis of variance would be used, with different
skill measures and times they were obtained comprising two correlated
dimensions. Covariance adjustments would be included as needed for
between-group compari sons.

FACILITIES

The ATD and other resources of the CCT unit selected for the study
would be employed for the research. The ATD would be used for a total of
approximately 230 hours in this study. It would be employed in Task 1
for a total of approximately 30 hours distributed over 4 months, and in
Task 2 for a total of approximately 200 hours distributed over 8 months.
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SCHEDULE

The study would take 24 months to complete. Approximately 4.00
person-years of professional contractor labor would be required. The
calendar time and level of effort required for each task and the total
study are as follows:

Schedule
(Contract Months)

Task Task Number of
Task start finish person-years

1. Selection of tasks, develop-
ment of training and measures,
and interim report preparation. 1 12 2.50

2. Conduct of training and
collection of data. 13 20 0.75

3. Data analysis and report
preparation. 18 24 0.75

Total person-years 4.00

i
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10. TECHNIQUES FOR EXTENDED TEAM FrAINING

PROBLEM

Aircrews and personnel in different systems must coordinate their
actions during combat. This "extended" team varies in composition from a
strike aircraft pilot coordinating a bomb run with a forward air
controller, to pilots of multiple aircraft being coordinated by a combat
center at a remote airborne or ground location. Training extended teams
is expensive in the actual systems, and difficult because of complex
logistics and coordination problems, lack of control over training, and
concern for safety and exigencies of flight.

Extended team training is also difficult to conduct in existing
ATDs. Indeed, most ATD training programs do not include extended team
training other than as part of routine communication tasks. If interac-
tions with remote members oc an extended team are included in training,
the instructor usually must ;:nulate these interactions himself. The
instructor is frequently burdevi d with other instructional tasks and may
lack sufficient knowledge of t-,e other team system to simulate it
appropriately. As a result, the quality and frequency of simulation of
remote team members is often degracded. Moreover, since inflight training
models are usually employed, there are no attempts to exploit the
potential for training effectiveness and efficiency offered through
simulation.

Programmatic research is needed to determine (1) effective and
efficient techniques for teaching extended team tasks in ATDs, and (2)
design requirements for ATDs for extended team training.

The research outlined below focuses on the development of effective
techniques for the use of ATDs in the instruction of extended teams. The
analytic efforts involved would by necessity address design requirements
and manners of use of ATDs. The task of training two fighter pilots in
separate aircraft to work with one another in air combat engagements has
been selected for prototypical development because adequate facilities
now exist for the study of this type of task coordination. Also, it is a
critical tactical training area for which little is known concerning how
to exploit the unique training capabilities of ATDs.

RESEARCH OVERVIEW

p, The study would consist of the three major tasks shown below.

Task 1: Selection of extended team tasks to be studied and devel-

opment of (a) an experimental extended team training
program, and (b) measures of extended team performance.
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Task 2: Conduct of extended team training in the ATD and aircraft
and collection of performance data.

Task 3: Analysis of the data and preparation of the final report.

ANALYTIC REQUIREMENTS

ISD analyses would be performed as applicable, followed by a
learning analysis to relate the interactions of the pilots to essential
discrimination, coordination, and interference problems involved in team
learning and performance. Reviews of literature and interviews with
pilots experienced in extended team performance, and with pilots
undergoing training, would help identify task requirements and current
training problems and shortfalls. A training regimen would be developed
to optimize team training, including the accommodations of interferences
arising within each aircraft and in coordinated efforts. Measures of
proficiency of the extended team performance would be developed that
focused on the adequacy of coordination of actions as well as of the
actions themselves.

EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

Considerations For Experimental Control

The purpose is to demonstrate that extended team training occurring
in ATDs transfers to performance in aircraft. Therefore, no formal
control group is required, provided the amount of effort currently needed
to train in aircraft is, or can be, known. If such information is not
available, then a control group must be trainel in the aircraft and their
progress monitored as for the experioiental group.

Procedure

Subjects would be assigned randomly to an experimental and a control
group (if used). If a historical control group is used, measures of
subject characteristics likely to affect training results would have to
be available in the files of control subjects, and obtained at the outset
for the experimental subjects. The experimental groups would be trained
as specified by the newly developed program. Measures would be obtained
to reflect rate of learning in the ATD, level of proficiency at the end

of ATD practice, original level of proficiency in the aircraft, and rate
of progress to full proficiency in the aircraft.

SUBJECTS

rSubjects should be typical of those initiating training of the sort
covered by the new program. It is assumed that they will have previously
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mastered the individual piloting skills relevant to the aircraft of con-
cern. If they are heterogeneous in levels or types of experience, they
should be subdivided into homogeneous groups for comparisons of results.
If only a single experimental group is used, at least 15 pairs of pilots
should be involved, with the number increased as needed to provide at
least 16 inter-pair degrees of freedom for any subgroup comparison. If a
concurrent control group is used, each individual group should have at
least 10 pairs, and any between-group comparison for subdivided groups
should have at least 16 inter-pair degrees of freedom.

DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS

Measures would be obtained as stated above. Analyses would focus on
rate and level of ATD learning and original level of proficiency in the
aircraft and rate of progress to full proficiency in the aircraft. The
two learning rates and levels would be compared task by task for
experimental and control groups, using repeated measures analysis of
variance as appropriate for total and/or subdivided groups.

FACILITIES

Two full FOV visual ATDs configured as fighter aircraft would be
required for the study. These ATDs must be capable of being coupled
together for joint ACM training. Candidate facilities include (1) NASA
Langley DMS, (2) McDonnel Douglas MACS, and (3) AFHRL/OT SAAC. The
ATOs that are selected for this study would be employed for a total of
approximately 230 hours (summed over both ATDs). They would be employed
in Task I for a combined total of approximately 30 hours distributed over
4 months, and in Task 2 for a combined total of approximately 200 hours
distributed over 10 months.

SCHEDULE AND CONTRACTOR PERSONNEL REQUIREMENTS

A total of 20 calendar months would be required for the study.
Approximately 4.00 person-years of professional contract labor would be
required. The calendar time and level of effort required for each task
and the total study are as follows:
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Schedule
(Contract Months)

Task Task Number of
Task start finish person-years

1. Selection of tasks and
development of training and
measures. 1 8 2.00

2. Conduct of training and
collection of data. 9 18 1.00

3. Data analysis and report
preparation. 17 20 1.00

Total person-years 4.00
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11. OPERATIONAL TRAINING PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT

PROBLEM

There have been relatively few instances in the military in which
comprehensive ATD training programs were developed following a training
model, as opposed to a flight model, approach. Systematic procedures
such as ISD have generally not been applied to ATD training programs.
Even so, when they are applied, ISD and similar approaches do not exploit
all learning technology has to offer to ATD training program design.
While the need to learn cue discriminations, for example, is recognized
and some provisions for their learning are included, these systematic
approaches do not address the complexities of acquiring discriminations.
There are no comprehensive provisions for anticipating interferences
within the learning processes themselves, nor for distinguishing among
types and patterns of discriminations of cue and response dimensions that
can be generalized readily when needed to transfer skill performance from
an ATD to an aircraft, ur even to appreciably different situations within
the same vehicle. Mediational foundations of transfer are especially
slighted, and general rules for providing guidance and feedback do not
address specific difficulties in acquiring generalizable discriminations
that are invulnerable to interference. In fact, the routine dependence
on proficiency criteria ignores possible future interferences that must
be accommodated for superior retertion.

There is a system-wide need to develop ATD operational training
programs that consider all facets of the learning process as they relate
to the development of stable, enduring skills. Equally important, skills
and the underlying cue and response discriminations developed in one
program should systematically anticipate, and provide for, building more
advanced skills during training subsequent to the program. Current
training programs, including portions developed using ISD, address this
aspect of transfer only intuitively if at all.

The purpose of the research outlined below is to develop an exemplar
operational training program that takes all of these factors into
account. The primary effort is analytic, but an empirical demonstration

* of the value of the product would be made. It is through such
demonstrations that the program gains credence, and the value of training
media used is established. Evaluation of the effectiveness of the
op , -ational ATD training program would also provide information con-
cerning the effectiveness of instructional techniques and ATO design
features employed in that program. Furthermore, the success of an
operational program also indicates, although indirectly, the effec-
tiveness of the techniques used to develop the training and design the
ATD. Thus, knowledge would be gained concerning the effectiveness of the
systematic application of training technology to ATD instruction and
design.
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RESEARCH OVERVIEW

The study would consist of the three major tasks shown below.

Task 1: Development of specifications for the conduct of the
operational training program; preparation of interim
report.

Task 2: Conduct of training, and collection of training effec-

tiveness and efficiency data, and revision of training
program.

Task 3: Analysis of the data and preparation of the final report.

ANALYTIC REQUIREMENTS

A relatively comprehensive ATD training program would be selected so

that a wide variety of training problems would be included, and vali-
dations of the program in actual use could address the training strate-
gies derived for the variety of problems. Thus, adaptations of analyses
could be made readily to a number of other ATD programs with related
problems, and occasional shortcomings in the first effort could be
corrected with predictable results.

Thorough ISD analyses would be completed as needed and applicable.
Literature reviews would seek to identify the full range of cues needed
for the tasks to be taught. (A number of other experiments outlined in
this report, particularly those concerned with ATD instruction of opera-
tional tasks, would provide many useful insights and data in this
regard.) The ISD analysis would be followed by a thorough learning anal-
ysis addressing issues such as those identified above. Also, reports
describing development of training programs by commercial airlines should
be consulted, for, all in all, they have made more extensive use of
multi-media resources and alternative training strategies.

The final product would be an interim report with specifications for
the conduct of the operational training program, including training
strategies and media and schedules for their use. Additionally,
requirements for all other aspects of the aircrew training program would
be specified as necessary to ensure proper preparation of the trainee and
instructor for ATD training, and exploitation of ATD trained skills in
the aircraft. All guidance pertaining to various aspects of ATD training
provided in the Utilization report of STRES would be heeded.

o1t
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EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

Considerations for Experimental Control

The purpose of the empirical part of the study would be to
demonstrate the value of the exemplar program, which may or may not
involve comparisons with alternative programs. Thus, the primary con-
cerns of experimental control are (1) that the program be implemented as
conceived; (2) that all levels of students to be served by the program be
included; and (3) that achievement measures and other data be collected
in ways and at times that permit diagnostic as well as overall
evaluations. Preparation of instructor and measurement personnel would
be crucial, of course, but all personnel who are involved in managing and
implementing the program should be fully aware of its nature and their
responsibilities.

Procedure

The program would be implemented as designed. Student progress and
instructional practices would be monitored regularly. Measures and other
data would be collected as needed to identify student personal and
background characteristics; rates of learning, separated by skills and
media/phases/stages of training; proficiency levels achieved in the ATD
and aircraft; and cost benefits.

SUBJECTS

Subjects would be students normally entering the training covered by
the program. Data would be obtained from successive classes as
available, and as needed to confirm the value of the program and identify
shortcomings to be corrected.

,ATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS

Measures and other data would be collected as indicated above.
Analyses would provide summary statistics revealing ATD training effi-
ciency and effectiveness of transfer to the aircraft. Additional
detailed analyses would focus on strengths and weaknesses related to
individual skills, media, training strategies, and individual student
characteristics. Also, overall cost analyses would be made. If students
trained previously under an old regimen are to be used as a historical
control group, comparisons of their achievements with those of students
in the new program would be made for those aspects where historical data
were available.
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FACILITIES

The ATDs and other training resources of the unit selected for study
would be employed. If it is determined that the existing ATD employed in
the program selected for study is deficient in design, then a laboratory
ATD, such as the ASPT, would be configured to remedy the deficiencies.
The simulator that is selected for this study would be employed for a
total of approximately 2,050 hours. It would be employed in Task 1, if
available, for a total of approximately 50 hours distributed over 5
months, and in Task 2 for a total of approximately 2,000 hours
distributed over 13 months. The actual amount of use of the simulator in
Task 2 would depend on the training syllabi developed during Task 1 and
the flow of students through the program.

4'

SCHEDULE AND CONTRACTOR PERSONNEL REQUIREMENTS

If an existing ATD is employed, the study would take approximately
36 calendar months to complete and require 8.00 person-years of
professional contract labor. The calendar time and level of effort
required for each task and the total study are as follows:

Schedule
(Contract Months)

Task Task Number of
Task start finish person-years

1. Development of training and
interim report preparation. 1 18 4.50

2. Conduct of training, col-
lection of data, and revision
of training program. 19 31 2.00

3. Data analysis and report
preparation. 30 36 1.50

Total person-years 8.00
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12. ATD DESIGN REQUIREMENTS AND TECHNIQUES
FOR TEACHING SELECTED OPERATIONAL TASKS

PROBLEM

With the advance of simulation technology, opportunities for simu-
lator training of aircrews have expanded appreciably. The use of ATDs in
CCT and CT programs especially appears likely to result in considerable
savings in cost. At the same time, many of the constraints imposed in
aircrift training by environmental factors and safety requirements can be
reduced or removed, permitting more efficient and effective training.

If the full value of simulation is to be realized, ATDs and the CCT
and CT pro',,rams in which they are employed must be designed to capitalize

on the unique contributions ATDs can make to skill learning. Generally,
this means that an optimum training model should drive ATD and program
design. Such a model would usually be different from the aircraft model
of task performance. At present, guidance for the development of
training models for these expanded uses of ATDs is rudimentary at best
due to the lack of experience, systematic or otherwise, with the use of
the latest simulation technology in the instruction of operational (CCT
or CT level) tasks.

To address this deficiency, the research proposed here would

generate knowledge concerning the design and use of ATDs and provide

specific recommendations for ATD design and training requirements for

selected operational tasks (e.g., teaching specific ACM maneuvers to F-16
pilots). The immediate goal of the research would be to develop models

for the use of ATDs that cou d be employed in the CCT or CT programs in
which the particular tasks in estigated are taught. The ultimate goal
however, would be the developn.nt of general guidance for the design and
use of ATDs, and the assessment of the validity of the application of
this guidance.

The research would be conducted utilizing a wide variety of opera-
tional tasks to ensure a broad basis for the development of the guidance.
Tasks selected for stud) would be (1) those currently being trained
inefficiently, if at all in existing ATD programs; or (2) those tasks
that have not been previously trained in ATDs, but will soon be trainable
in the newest generation of ATDs (e.g., ACM). The STRES high value tasks
include examples of such tasks. The following plan describes a
prototypical experiment for a selected task.

RESEARCH OVERVIEW

The study would consist of the four major tasks shown below.
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Task 1: Development of experimental, exemplar models for ATD
design and use for training the selected tasks.

Task 2: Configuration of the ATD to meet study requirements, and
development and conduct of ATD instructor training.

Task 3: Conduct of experimental training for one group of trainees
and of conventional training for another group;
collection of trainee perfornnce data in the ATD and
aircraft.

Task 4: Analysis of the differences in ATD training effectiveness
and efficiency between the two groups, and preparation of
the final report.

ANALYTIC REQUIREMENTS ,

The value of the project would depend entirely on the thoroughness
of the analytic effort in developing the program. All aspects of ISD
processes would be involved as applicable. In addition, learning analy-
ses would pick up where usual ISO efforts stop. Specifically, it would
not be sufficient to identify cues to be discriminated, responses to ,e
associated with them, and contexts for task performance, or to identify
only general provisions for guidance and feedback. Learning analyses
would be required to identify problems of learning the discriminations
involved; patterns and variations in task presentations that would cir-
cumvent the problems; facilitative mediational competencies to be built
through judicious sequences of learning tasks; contingencies for using
and adapting guidance and feedback; specification of generalization
structures to be taught to ensure transfer; etc.

The products of the analytic efforts would be the identification of
, a set of skills to be taught and an exemplar model fcr training them in

given ATDs. Additionally, ATD design requirements for the conduct of
this training would be specified. (if an ATD already exists for the task
of interest, it may be beneficial to use that ATD and simply attempt to
maximize effectiveness and efficiency of training of the task in the
existing device.)

EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

Considerations for Experimental Control

Two possibilities for control groups, or a combination of them,
should be considered. First, the skills selected for training program
development may be currently taught only in aircraft. Second, training
on at least some of the skills may currently be provided in ATDs. In
either case, aircrews trained by current practices could serve for
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control comrarisons, with as many control groups (including historical)
as needed to cover current practices. Training practices for these
groups would not be changed, except as needed to ensure that all subjects
in them received a standard regimen, and that all tasks to be learned by
the experimental group(s) were included at some stage.

Instructors would be trained to conform to the specified regimen,
and measurement personnel would be trained to obtain measures in a stan-
dardized manner.

Procedure

Subjects would be assigned randomly to concurrent control and
experimental groups. If historical control subjects are used, prelimi-
nary measures on current subjects would be obtained comparable to those
in the files for the historical groups. Each control group would receive
a standardized form of current training. The experimental group would I
receive training specified as most appropriate in the training model.
All subjects undergoing ATD training would transition to the aircraft
following the schedule specified in the model. Measures and other data
would be obtained that would permit assessments of rate of learning in
the ATD and of progress to proficiency in the aircraft; level of
achievement at the end of ATD training; original level of proficiency in
the aircraft; and cost effectiveness.

SUBJECTS

Subjects would be aircrew students at the stage they should normally
enter training on the skills of corcern. If they are heterogeneous in
experience, either they shou'd be drawn from a homogeneous part of the
subject pool, or preferably, ill levels of experience would be included
but controlled by subdividing !xperimental and control groups. The total
number of concurrent subjects ,hould be sufficient to provide at least 18
inter-subject degrees of freedni for any comparison.

DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS

Measures would be obtained as appropriate for the tasks being
trained, and on a schedule permitting the assessments identified above.
In addition, data needed for cost estimates would be collected following4 standard guidelines. Training effectiveness and efficiency would be
determined through inter-group comparisons using multiple group repeated
measures analyses of variance. (Covariance adjustments for student
characteristics would be made if historical control groups are used.)
Cost analyses would normally focus on only those items that differed
among groups. (It may be desirable for general management purposes,
however, to conduct a comprehensive cost analysis of at least the
exemplar program.)

10
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A "ihoratory ATD, such as the ASPT, would be configured to meet
study requirements and would be employed for a total of approximately 120
hours. It would be employed in Task 1 for a total of 20 hours distrib-
uted over 4 months, in Task 2 for a total of 30 hours distributed over 2
months, and in Task 3 for a total of 70 hours distributed over 4 months.

SCHEDULE AND CONTRACTOR PERSONNEL REQUIREMENTS

Given the existence of an appropriate ATD, the study would take 18

calendar months and require 3.00 person-years of professional contract
labor. The calendar time and level of effort required for each task and
the total study are as follows:

Schedule
(Contract Months)

Task Task Number of

Task start finish person-years

I. Design of the ATD and devel-
opment of training. 1 8 1.50

2. Configuration of the ATD
and development and conduct
of instructor training. 5 12 0.50

3. Conduct of training and
collection of data. 13 16 0.25

4. Data analysis and report
preparation. 15 18 0.75

Total person-years 3.00 :1
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13. DEVELOPMENT AND VALIDATION OF A MODEL
FOR PREDICTING ATD TRAINING EFFECTIVENESS

e-isi., s regarding the design and utilization of ATDs should be "
:,h a knowledge of the potentials and limitations of alternative
-apabilities for effective training. Such decisions now are based

, o, the assumption that effective ATD training can be achieved
the extent devices provide stimuli and permit tasks to be

., AJ st as they are in a target aircraft. As a result, physical
ly of ',TDs co aircraft has been the criterion for acceptable
of thE devices and for allocating training to them.

necame apparent during the STRES study just how restrictive this
-';. ."on I:as been. The potentials of many ATDs were not exploited

3:1 aircraft training model could not be adapted to them with the
reo of realism assumed necessary. The impact of this assumption on

:.." requirements is revealed by the statement of one researcher who
;--d that his gc2! was to have a pilot emerge from a simulator saying

felt exactly like the -ircraft simulated.

'' a valid technique were available for predicting the training
.. 'eness of devices, oecisions regarding their utilization could be

a reaiistic assessment of their training values rather than on
lmed requirement of physical fidelity. Formalized a a model,

t (-hciee would .Iso )ro~ide predictions of training value for
LE -tiVEo Jevice cnaracteristics that wojld be of vale when design
J. >, a.-e made. In ;a ct, a comprehensive model for predicting
:. . effect*,. cness of ATDs would make possible numerous informed

,. IS(c. that nc, , are more or less guesswork. If the effectiveness of
-iy pr-Accices using an ATD with given capabilities could be

-.,;a'ed reliebly, tasks co:Ild be allocated to devices for training
-.lear undcr tanding of the likely o'itcome. Inadequacies of de-

-,s cruld be identified beforehand, permitting supplementary training
i,,.s to be pinpointed. In brief, if ne knew in advance what an ATD

i ,ire could accomplish in training, he would know how to design the
levc,- and how to make optimum use of it.

A few attempts have been made to develop models for predicting the
efiectiveness of training devices. None has been of practical use, and
for ;j very simple reason: They all focus on the physical characteristics
of the device. How the devices are used in instruction is a secondary
cun.-ileration if indeed it is even included as a factor. Proposed models
aalo have ignored the medi3tional capabilities of students who might

F sjbstitute imagery for phy',.cal and task fidelity. They have used
simplistic notions of transfer of training and very superficial
mathematical analyses in formulating equations for predicting training
effectiveness.
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The rese3rch outlined below would develop a model for predicting
traini:ig effectiveness of ATDs that incorporates, and formulates in a
reasonable manner, the complex processes of skill learning. It provides
for validating the model using various types of ATDs. Five types of
factors would be represented in the model: (1) fidelity dimensions of
device characteristics and capabilities; (2) skills underlying perfor-
mance of individual tasks; (3) adequacy of instructional practices; (4)
mediational capabilities of students as inferred from their past
experiences; and (5) a logically consistent and coherent conception of
transfer of training. The model would differ substantially from those
previously developed because of realistic appraisals of the last three
factors.

RESEARCH OVERVIEW

The study would consist of the four major tasks shown below.

Task 1: Development of a model for predicting ATD training effec-

tiveness; preparation of an interim report.

Task 2: Conduct of trainiag in the ATD and aircraft and collection

of data concerning ATD training effectiveness.

Task 3: Analysis of the relation between predicted transfer of
ATD-traineu skills to the aircraft and actual manifesta-
tions of the transfer.

Task 4: Pre'aratiorn of a final report that describes the model and
the results of the validation study.

ANALYTIC REQUIREMENTS

The research is primarily analytic in nature, and its success would
depend entirely on the thoroughness with which the model incorporates the

complexity of learning processes and device characteristics identified
above. At the same time, the model should readily be adaptable to
practical applications under conditions in which predictive assessments
would be made. Som, 4ompromises between thoroughness and practicality
would be necessary, but under no condition should the current penchant
for simplicity be the criterion for making them.

EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

Considerations for Experimental Control

The first four of the five types of factors to be represented in the

predictive model are each of procedural concern in the validation of the
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Each of these four types has countless numbers of possible
jr.ations. However, these variations pose no difficulty for validation

S....n as (1) two or more realistic, representative variations within
T_.pe can be included in the validation experiment; and (2) the model

I- ;ts quntifications of the differences between variations within a

Trius, the validation experiment would be a four-factorial design
,q2 at 'eas' two divergent levels for each factor as indicated below:

Factor Level s

uevice/task fidelity Relatively low vs. relatively high

Ii, Lonsonea.ce of task require- Conditions for task performance
rients to device physical fulfilled objectively by device
ctaracteri stics design vs. partial fulfillment

only

ill. Instructional practices Training designed for optimum use
of feedback, guidance, and media-
tion, using available instruc-
tional features vs. less than
optimum (but common) uses of
tnese influences and features

:V. Relevance of students' Could be varied directly, but more
experiences economical in this original vali-

dation to vary in relation to both
types of tasks in Factor II

?ote that a variety of representations of each factor would be
acceptable, so long as there is variation on each, and each factor is
measured. The model would provide a prjo _i the procedures for measure-
mert based on analytic considerations. Additional factors to be held
constant during the validation experiment would be any influences (e.g.,
tquipment functioning, periodicity of practice) that would introduce
Irrelevant effects on measures.

Procedure

Subjects would be assigned randomly to as many groups as levels
(types) of ATDs used. A small number of tasks would be trained, with
half at each level for Factor- II above. Each task would be practiced on
each device by all students using that device. Instruction appropriate
for each task would be standardized within levels of Factor III, and
instructors would be trained to follow the standard regimens. Rates of

• , progress during ATD training and level of achievement just prior to
transition to an aircraft would be measured. All students would tran-
sition to the aircraft immediately upon completion of ATD training, and
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initial aircraft performance level and rate of progress to proricle:,ic'
would be measured.

SUBJECTS

Subjects would be student pilots with comparable training and
experience backgrounds. The total number of subjects would be determined
by the number of levels used for Factors I and III above. Assuming -)P'y
two levels of ATDs (1) and two of instructional practices (Ill), a total
of 32 subjects, 8 per subgroup, would be needed. With additional levels
6 subjects per subgroup would be adequate.

p

uATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS

A necessary minimum of instructors would be trained to obtain the
measures in a standardized mcnner. If preliminary reliability c.Iecks ui
any measure reveal inter-instructor reliabilities below .75, the average
of measures obtained by at least two instructors would be used for anal--
yses involving those measures.

Data required to implement prediction via the mode" would be
acquired before the validation experiment was begun. The model wojlu
specify the data needpd and how it would be quantified an6 red ,:ed
Periodic measures of performance in the AT, and in the aircraft would be
at intervals adequatr to deternine ,-ale o; skill acquisition. Levels o+
ATO lerfor-.,ance at the onvI of ATD training and in the aircraft i,iae
diately following -rAr. s tion wo I he ass;ssed at these times

Aalyscs of u.ta woId ficus on *.he relaticn betwee i ;redicted

transcer -f AT-,r. nec skills to aircraft ind actual manifestatiors -,f
*hp rans~ar. At this staae, the predictions would have to be in rel.-
tive tern,s. There would be ro way a prioj to calibrate measuremeTL
units in the model arcainst units of performance that must vary with tasks
and how profic-:ency is asse.;sed in aircraft. Relative rankings of

predicted transfer, and proportionate metric differences between theseranks, would h- compared wi,,hI rarkings of manifest transfer and their
proportionate nifference metrics. These comparisons would be made task by
task for homoq-neouF subgroup.; as uefined by levels on Factors I 'rl IIi.
W Witnin the scope of this design, tests of statistical signilicance
w:.u not be needed, although confidence intervals of measures of mani-
fest transfer should be computed so that distinctness of subgroup dif-
terences could be determined.

FACILITIES'I

No special facilities would be required for the analytic pdrt o" the
study, although access to a variety of library materials would be
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necessary. For the validation experiment, two or more ATDs would be
required that are alternative designs for the same training program. It
may be possible to employ alternative F-16/A-10 or B-52 WST designs in
the study. Additionally, laboratory ATDs configured to meet specific
study requirements could also be employed. The ATDs that are selected
for the study would be employed in Task 2 for a combined total of
approximately 320 hours distributed over 8 months.

SCHEDULE AND CONTRACTOR PERSONNEL REQUIREMENTS

If existing ATDs are employed in the study, the research would take
30 calendar months and require 6.00 person-years of professional contract
labor. The calendar time and level of effort required for each task and
the total study are as follows:

Schedule
(Contract Months)

Task Task Number of

Task start finish person-years

1. Development of a model and
interim report preparation. 1 12 2.50

2. Conduct of training and
collection of data. 13 20 1.00

3. Data analysis 18 24 1.50

4. Final report preparation. 24 30 1.00

, Total person-years 6.00

-4
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14. DESIGN REQUIREMENTS FOR ATD USE IN PROFiCIENCY EVALUATION

PROBLEM

The assessment of aircrew proficiency is an expensive iFi UfL~r
quite difficult endeavor. Aircraft are used for those assessienU. ais
rule, but a number of factors make it desirable to use AT~s a_,~r ~ -
tical . In addition tc the cost of aircraft operati on, the-,_: facU'!-.
include the expense of ranges and other fdcilities empluyed tc pr-,~
combat envircninents, safety considerations that restrict what
done, and where, in aircraft, and the need to consc Ye cC.9JC
Furthermore, objective and comprehensive measures of individLaf a rc
system performance, particularly for certain combat skills, are .
difficult, in some cases impossible, to obtain in aircraft. Aod 'cr
measures that can be obtaiined sati sfactorily, reliabilities and ;.ie...r. rS
are frequently compromised beca~je of uncontrollable variati iis te
weather, atmospher- I condi ti ,ns, and other asJpec ts of the envr'.Y-rur -f.

When simulators can h- used, as they iave been rov certa:r; 2emi. :c
procedurcs evalia 'ions, iistrumerit Ch~ecks, andO soi; ' tactical ch- V
expc nse is genet'c;l yn ie, ard trle diffic-ulties imposed cy
f ac to rs a rE redu::-e( a;- vie I I ir.ilar benefits will 3ccrue a -',

~.~sisexele ~fte: ,pes of prufincy assessiert; A. it',
isse -sments o" soile skil'is w --cr cannoc. ;:e1 b iYOrO
Jner rea I.Vc c.&,Jtions in ircraft may w,211 be ~ae w,.th i.-,or: .

Expacdi. eg The : of AT' s fcr prm', _ . .,' hclks rcQu~re,_ -_s,'
'hat ('qci1 Ltioes'', r- e :-1 J7I wcaYl L1b sseni~il~y the sl!p, r(. .

-I Ia I- f ~ <fa i , if i wIi d a,
task A i2 wuj , a O Hs -tt In ji~rr

h e h, il i )a a' Sc:Fa in :-hr- aircraf't.

:.cru.c-,. 'rit be 'h '_ritions o':ta1r1 .811-s ,;e t) U-2 u~rCt
4 ~as.sess profic 'enc5  if - ircra t ptirformance. Ki)Me s tudis at le,,

tangentially addd-s<.ing t .iF PrblEm nave iot prc,ided adequ~tely for'
both cond ti ens, tre caj .,e of i nadequo t expe imer,'tal de-signs or

i np~r u- ~.! at...) Prerequ i s i t, s t(-- ,- Id cir ~ rts i
A-Ds a re rev c, I4 1 are char.c _-.ri s I es th,. Pc -cV

*f I wi L? nt cf t',: t io ~ui o to be determincj.

1 i . 2 :-(_ yra p'-: ; seal 1' wi I L> ne -L.ss -ry aC *r
-2qe'; Y t I ev i :e I~jh; I ',I &aric terit -i c, -) vl ,-,d-,t- rnf

c~e~y ner t. r t'sk ;h ' sK'is wT~psu i 0
be ,icei Iker crywr. tc- 'p QI wo!j j-L1' 5 1'_-'i

air p- --)ar ti a: v 'L,~1~.if ey:4 tin- ATDbs. It COL a b,
r >i I ; . i~>r~ lg t \ll j an(, p,.ofi 2] -din en ce

~ 1y k ProfI~ i_ eic ' bc btad 1 n

taS th y ' a- r A. ,u;. $ ~sCt 5 "
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normally participating in the ATD program. As soon as practical,
comparable measures would then be obtained during performances of these
tasks in aircraft. Intercorrelations of the various measures would
reveal the extent to which aircraft proficiency could be predicted from
performance in the particular ATD used. As a data base accumulated that
included similar studies using different tasks and types of aircrews,
patterns of intercorrelations could be examined as they related to task
requirements and ATD capabilities.

The second type of study would involve formal experiments. It would
have the advantage, however, of arriving at definitive answers sooner.
The strategy for the experiment would be to (1) identify all cues and
responses normally involved in aircraft performance of the tasks
involved; (2) provide, to the extent practical in an ATD, these cues and
opportunities to perform all required actions in a realistic manner; (3)
determine baseline correlations among measures of ATD performance levels
and those in aircraft; (4) remove or degrade cues in the ATD and its
performance dynamics to determine the effects on the baseline
correlations; and (5) identify minimum ATD cues and dynamics needed for
adequate prediction of aircraft performance on separate tasks from
performance in the ATD.

RESEARCH OVERVIEW

The study would consist of the fi'e major tasks shown below.

Task 1: Identification of device capabilities and characteristic,
potentially related to the use of ATDs for proficiency
evaluations and selection of feasible device factors for
study.

Task 2: Selection of skills to be assessed and development of

procedures for assessing them using the ATD and aircraft.

Task 3: Assessment of the skills using the ATDs and aircraft.

NDevice factors identified in Task 1 will be varied as
appropriate.

Task 4: Analysis of the data to determine the contribution of each
ATD design factor to prediction of aircraft performance.

Task 5: Preparation of a final report that described (a) all device
capabilities or characteristic factors analytically deter-
mined to be related to the use of ATDs for proficiency
evaluation, and (b) the results of the experiment.
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ANALYTIC REQUIREMENTS

Tasks to be used in the experiment would be identified as well as
cue and response requirements for each task. An ATD would be selected
and adapted as necessary so as to provide for these cue and response
requirements in as realistic a manner as practical. Measures of task
proficiency would be adapted from existing proficiency check criteria for
use in the ATO and the aircraft. Additional measures would be developed
for aspects of performance that are likely to correlate with proficiency
either in the aircraft or the ATD. ATD measures should be more detailed
and comprehensive than those used in aircraft so as to provide as broad a
base of candidate predictors as practical. Also, measures would be
automated to the extent feasible.

Special attention would be given the problem of reliability of cri-
terion measures of proficiency in the aircraft. If they are not highly
consistent for a given level of proficiency, no substantial correlation
between them and a predictor measure is possible. Variations of flight
conditions often result in fluctuations of measures that would be con-
sistent for constant flight conditions Also, inflight measures often
depend heavily on subjective judgments of persons obtaining the measures.
Unless rating scales are clearly anchored to objective bases for
judgments, criterion measures are likely to be low in reliability.

EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

Considerations for Experimental Control

Ideally, all candidate device cue and dynamic capabilities should be
varied factorially in each experiment, for the need for a particular
device capability could vary with the presence or absence of others.
Generally, this approach would not be practical. Instead, all possibly
significant design features sho!d be identified and documented in the
report, whether or not they are varied during the experiment. As a data
base accumulated, it could be examined for patterns of device capabili-
ties that affect prediction of aircraft performance.

The ATD capabilities under study would be varied from full to zero,
or degraded, employment as applicable. Problems affecting certain
variables, e.g., transport lag, would be avoided if previous research had
shown them to be disruptive of performance. Tasks to be performed would
be standardized as to conditions and requirements. Criterion aircraft
proficiency measures would be obtained only when weather and other
operating conditions conform to a predetermined set of requirements that
can ensure reliable criterion data. In the event that performance under
adverse conditions is at issue, such conditions would, of course, be
chosen for aircraft proficiency measures.
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Procedure

Subjects would be assigned randomly to all groups. Each group would
perform in an ATD under a single condition of device cue or dynamic
capacity present/absent (or degraded). All subjects would also perform
the same skills in an aircraft under conditions normally used for profi-
ciency assessments, but in this case standardized to the extent prac-
tical. Half of each group would "fly" the ATD .:irst, and the other half
the aircraft. Measures in both vehicles would be those commonly obtained
duiring- proficiency assessments, although special care would be taken to
standardize the procedures and conditions for measures which typically
var-y in practic.e. Also, additional measures would be obtained during ATD
perfomcnc2- of any variable that previous research--or well-grounded
intuitio-, -- :7geStS mright be predictive of aircraft performance.

S U) J rT,

Suj.acts would be aircrew pcrsonne'1 who normally would undergo the
P v Fc "'eky aSssm;cTts cf concern. ii-jever, it is crucial that poor,
11, 1-1. -C rl3 y qL: l1i f ied ai rrarew pe rsonitel be i nc I ,dcd al ong wi th better

qu I -, thpt both predictive outc oies cited earlier can be
Ov r' . -(ries of studies, ctfercnt experience levels would be

0r %r m-'. ;1 .; ATIa ~nd .i r;, t pr f i ,i ency may welI
r ~ ,_ttcr or lir Ac rse Po~ I, ed-c t iv t purposes, with the

s ~ 1, c ne.:1 eh x p e -i erNe . The
* .1 'r re 1 r -dld Jcn i , the number of

i ! tis h replicat 2 under czrlitions as nearly
* . A' ') ecaus - the criter-) Is improvement in
hrnkage" in -ij p"; -e s 4zc i c rtdi cti o:s ca, be

- ~ ~ - r i00 b 1K0 (e 2j1' bls em ploed.- Thus,
r ato -?' rro ~ e b Ie , o!r i t nmu st
T, ctl 7)e r y'u, Wou LC

,.) cCK ,-teU as 1resrr twi a' c-- A;;&ayses would be
tn h t e f ,rip e, 1i i o n the nature of the

r f "~c'in~rib, iur of - h ITO variable to pre-
bi c 3hc y t sini the differ '1Yt nce between correla-

r r- !i th and withoux.
a I r im :n udies, the pre-
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FACILITIES

A laboratory ATD, such as the ASPT, would be employed in the study.
The ATD would be varied as appropriate during the study. The ATD would
be used for a total of approximat.1y 350 hours. It would be employed in
Task 2 for 30 hours distributed over 3 months, and in Task 3 for 320
hours distributed over 7 months.

SCHEDULE

The study would take 18 calendar months and require 3.25 person-
years of professional contract labor. The calendar time and level of
effort required for each f k and the total study are as follows:

Schedule

(Contract Months)

Task Task Number of
Task start finish person-years

1. Selection of device factors
for study. 1 2 0.25

2. Conduct of training and
collection of data. 2 6 0.50

3. Assessment of the skills. 7 13 0.50

4. Data analysis. 11 16 1.00

5. Report preparation. 15 18 1.00

Total person-years 3.25
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15. DETERMINATION OF VISUAL CUE REQUIREMENTS

PROBLEM

Aircrew skill performance depends more on visual cues than any other
kind of cue information. While intra-cockpit visual cues have been well
provided for in most ATDs, representations of extra-cockpit cues are
still in relatively rudimentary stages of development. Furthermore, as
extra-cockpit visual cueing systems are presently being developed, the
thrust is for realism of scene content and its representation. This
thrust has not only resulted in expensive visual systems, but as some
researchers have pointed out, realism of scene content may result in
reduced training efficiency for some tasks.

ThE problem is that aircrews do not use scene content per se as
cues. Rather, they extract cue information from scenes. Necessarily,
the cues they learn to use transcend peculiarit'es of specific scenes.
They comprise characteristics shared by any number of possible terrains,
atmospheric conditions, other aircraft, etc. Futhermore, the cues used
for any particular task vary with both the task and the kinds of cue
information that can be gleaned from a given set of circumstances.

The question of desired scene content in ATD visual systems is
complicated, because we can only guess at present what generalizable
dimeisions of scenes become cues to aircrews, and what aIternative
dimensions may be used as circumstances vary. Futhermore, even if the
guesseF were: on target, we still would not know what cue dimensions are
needed for training. Perhaps all are needed, but more likely a nucleus
of dimensions would both permit adequate cueing for ATD training and
provide a basis for the rapid learning of additional cues after tran-
sitior to ar, a*rcraft. Such o basis for generalization and transfer is
impo-tant, for, even with the best visual system technology, the scene
rep~kresentation will always be incomplete and imperfect.

The exc.-iment outlined below addresses only the first part of this

dilemma: Wnat dimensions of scene content are used as cues by pilots as
evidenced by their effects on skill performance, and under what kinds of
circumstarnes? The tasks to be performed and the circumstances would be
selected t, represent a variety of possible visual cue requirements, thus
Increasing the likelihood that findings would have implications for other
tasks and circumstances, as well as for the identification of a "nucleus"
for training referred to earlier. However, additional research would be
required to develop the full implications for ATD training.

RESEARCH OVERVIEW

The study would consist of the five major tasks shown below.
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Task 1: Identification of a set of candidate visual cue dimensions
and preparation of an interim report.

Task 2: Selection of flight tasks to be studied in terms of visual
cues required for the performance of the tasks.

Task 3: Assessment of the performance of pilots who attempt to
perform the tasks under varying visual cue conditions.

Task 4: Analysis of the data to determine which cues are used by
pilots to perform each of the tasks.

Task 5: Preparation of a final report that describes (a) the anal-
ysis of visual cue dimensions, and (b) the results of the
experiment assessing visual cue requirements for different
tasks. *

ANALYTIC REQUIREMENTS

The success of the experiment depends on how completely likely cue
dimensions are identified. Thus, a list of candidate dimensions must be
drawn up. Training literature has occasionally addressed this problem,
and with considerable insight. However, suggestions from the literature
directly concerning visual cue dimensions should be supplemented by anal-
yses of training outcomes, with and without visual cueings, when
dimensions of scene content were not themselves being deliberately
studied. Perceptive analyses could discover patterns of visual cueing
that, when viewed vis-a-vis well established principles of visual per-
ception, reveal dimensions worthy of empirical study. Interviews with
pilots would also be helpful, but they should be undertaken with a clear
recognition that pilots seem often unaware of the cues they use.

When a list of candidate dimensions has been compiled, a set of
flight tasks must then be selected for the experiment. These tasks
generally must require, at le-ist ostensibly, a variety of cues useful for
a variety of purposes. The tasks chosen should be representative of the
spectrum of aircraft visual tasks varying from simple aircraft attitude
control to the interactive complexities of ACM and visual weapons tasks.
Also, a number of different (visual) circumstances for task performance
should be possible--day vs. night; high altitude vs. low altitude; cloudy Ivs. clear atmosphere; etc.

Finally, the list of candidate dimensions and tasks must be culled
using six criteria: (1) the task requires extra-cockpit visual cueing;
(2) the task can be performed in an ATD that will be used in the study,

r and in a manner that permits a realistic evaluation of performance; (3)
a visual system is available that permits presentation of the cue in
realistic (dimensional) form and permits withdrawing the cue entirely (it
would also be desirable for the cue to be available in a degraded or
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"weakened" form, so long as the cue is not distorted); (4) transport lags
for cue onsets and changes are known not to be disruptive of perfortvance;
(5) duplications of task cue requirements are minimized except as needed
to study cue preference and interactions; and (6) the final lists of cue
dimensions and tasks are reasonable considering time and other
constraints that must be satisfied.

EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

Considerations for Experimental Control

The critical requirement is that some minimum of cue integrity be
available in the visual display, and that the cue be removable (or
degradable) without distorting other cue dimensions. It would probably
be better if ostensible realism of scene content is kept at a minimum
within limits of adequate cue representation so the extraction of cue
information would not be either enhanced or interfered with by pecu-
liarities of specific terrains.

Cue patterns must be varied systematically in ways that permit
effects of cues, separately and jointly, to be identified. It is likely
therefore that a considerable amount of effort would have to be devoted
to developing and checking out software.

Procedure

Experienced pilots, with recently demonstrated aircraft proficiency
in those tasks they are to perform, would fly the various tasks in the
ATD(s). No pilot need fly all tasks, but patterns of task assignments
would be devised so that analyses of correlated (within pilot) and
uncorrelated (between pilots) performance would not be compromised by
inextricable mixtures of the two classes of data. Also, all pilots would
fly their tasks with complete cueing enough times to establish stable
bases for comparisons when some cues are not available. These trials
would occur at the beginning of a pilot's participation so that his
familiarity with the device could be assured. A given task under a given
set of conditions would be repeated enough times, either by the same
pilot or by different ones, to establish stable mean results. Quality of
performance would be measured as appropriate for each task, with emphasis
upon objective indicators to the extent possible. Also, a
carefully constructed questionnaire and/or interview following completion

5+ of reduced-cue trials would identify the pilots' subjective impressions
of the cues, their adequacy, and their utilization of them.

SUBJECTS

All pilots used in the study should have recently demonstrated
aircraft proficiency on all tasks they are to perform during the study.
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The number of pilots needed depends upon the number of tasks to be flown
and the number of cue patterns used per task. As a minimum, at least 2
pilots should perform each task under a given cue condition, with a
third pilot used for those instances where disparate results are obtained
for two pilots.

DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS

Measures of quality of performance would be obtained on each trial
of each task. Measures should be as objective as possible, and personnel
responsible for obtaining the measures would be trained sufficiently to
ensure accurate results. The analysis of the data would focus on
relative quality of performance for the presence/absence of each cue
separately, and in interactions with other cues. A complex univariate or
multivariate analysis of variance design would most likely be used to
identify cue and pattern effects. Follow-up analyses would be determined
by results of the overall analyses.

FACILITIES

A laboratory ATD. such as the ASPT or SAAC, would be required for
this study to enable precise control over manipulation of the content of
the visual scene. The ATD that is selected would be employed in Task 3
for a total of approximately 110 hours distributed over 3 months.

SCHEDULE

The study would take 18 calendar months, assuming mathematical
aodels will a-reudy exist for the aircraft to be simulated. Four and
one-half pers)r, years of )rofessional contract labor would be required.
The calendar Lime and level of effort required for each task and the
total study are as follows:
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Schedule
(Contract Months)

Task Task Number of
Task start finish person-years

1. Identification of visual cue
dimensions, and interim report
preparation. 1 12 2.00

2. Selection of tasks to be
studied. 11 12 0.25

3. Assessment of pilot performance
under varying cue conditions. 13 15 0.75

4. Analysis of data. 14 16 0.50

5. Report preparation. 14 18 1.00

Total person-years 4.50

I
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16. SCENE CONTENT ALTERNATIVES FOR PRESENTING VISUAL CUES

PROBL, A

SpeLific details of scene content are of concern in ATD design
because of the cost involved in providing various kinds and degrees of
detail, and because of different effects various details and overall
scene content may have on training. The issue is complicated by the fact
that aircrews do not use scene content per se as cues. Rather, they
extract cue information from scenes by identifying aspects or dimensions
of the content that are relevant to the need at the time.

A separate research effort was proposed for identifying cue dimen-
sions that pilots use, i.e., the invariant aspects of scenes that provide
visual referents and guides for performing various tasks. A follow-on
effort implied in the outline of that research would determine, in
addition, which cue dimensions are needed specifically for training. The
research proposed here addresses thQ issue of how the dimensions needed
for training should be represented in scenes. It is one thing to know,
for example, that the apparent converging of parallel lines is a distance
cue. It is another thing to know whether it is best in training to
represent such parallel lines as highways, rectangular fields, power
lines, or even simple checker-board patterns. Further, distance cues can
be presented through other content dimensions such as texture gradient,
interposition, etc.

Almost no previous research has been concerned with this topic.
Instead, degree of realism in content has been the focus. In a few
studies, however, incidental observations revealed that the nature of
scene content had a significant impact on pilot performance. In fact,
simulated fields, laid out in realistically uneven contours, were found
in one study to be relatively useless for cueing, while fields laid out
unrealistically in patterns with only straight lines and right angles
were very useful cues.

The problem appears to be that when viewing a real terrain, a pilot
can scan it for whatever features he can find to use as cues; but in a
simulated CGI terrain, for example, he can use only those actually
programmed into the computer that generates the image. Hence, it is
important to know what to put into the computer or other image generating
mechanism.

There are countless variations in possible scene contents. Not only
may given cues be represented in a variety of scenic details, but the
nature of the task dictates classes of representations as well as degrees
of realism. A number of referents might be used to judge motion relative
to the ground, but if an object on the ground, say, a tank, is to be a
target for a bomb drop, it must be identifiable as a tank. Even so, it
would not necessarily have to resemble a tank, unless it is to be
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distinguished from some other similarly tank-shaped or -sized object that

is a nontank. If the objective of training is to teach real-world target
recognition and identification of tanks, the realism of the display
content does, of course, become of concern.

The research outlined below is a prototype experiment for deter-
mining the effects of different scene cue representations on skill
acquisition in ATDs, and on transfer of ATD-trained skills to aircraft.
A number of replications of the experiment will be needed to study the
most efficacious representations of cues for separate tasks. Also,
understanding of training values of various cues, which is very limited
at present, will increase if this research is carried out, visual simu-
lation technology will improve, and a data base regarding effects of cue
representations will accumulate. These three advances will provide a
continuing impetus to refinements in scene contents.

RESEARCH OVERVIEW

The study would consist of the five major tasks shown below.

Task 1: Selection of tasks to be inve-t-l,. eu.

Task 2: Identification of candidate characteristics of visual
scene content believed to be related to the effectiveness
with which each Lask is learned.

Task 3: Development of ATD training and of measures for assessing
trainee performance.

Task 4: Comparison of the effectiveness and efficiency of perfor-
mance of trainees who are trained in the aircraft with
that of students who are trained under varying visual
scene content conditions.

Task 5: Analysis of data and preparation of final report.

ANALYTIC REQUIREMENTS

A necessary condition for the success of any experiment on effects

of various representations of visual cues is that the nature of the cues
needed be known. Presumably, other research would have established types
of cue information needed for training performance of various tasks.
This research should also be examined carefully for suggestions as to
effective representations of cues. In addition, any training research
using extra-cockpit visual scenes should be reviewed for suggestions, and
literature on visual system technology should be consulted so that
decisions regarding the design of scenic details would be consistent with
technological capability. Ir the earlier experiments, existing
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programs for visual displays could probably be adapted for experimental
purposs with relatively little difficulty.

EXPERIAETAL METHOD

Considerations for Experimental Control

The efficacy of given visual scene representations will vary as cue
requirements differ for separate tasks. The concern is scene require-
ments for separate tasks, and for those groups of tasks that have similar
scene requirements. Therefore, tasks to be trained during the experiment
should be homogeneous in visual cue requirements. However, even though
these requirements are ostensibly trie ame, amount of detail of object
characteristics, and interactive effects of cues within patterns, could I
still result in different efficacies of given scenes for different tasks.
Hence, the experimental design should permit colilection of performance
data separately for each task.

Objects in simulated scenes would not be appreciably disparate from
the terrain where aircraft transfer trials will be flown. (It is not
necessary to duplicate the actual terrain; transfer, i.e., generaliza-
tion, of visual cueing is the object.) However, realism in represen-
tations would be varied.

The instructional regimen would be standardized for all students.
Instructors would be trained to follow the standard instructional proce-
dures.

Procedure

Subjects would be assigned randomly to all groups. A single control
group would either receive ATD training without the visual display (if
practical), or receive all training in an aircraft. (If the latter,
subsequent aircraft trials for all groups should be in a different
terrain area so that generalization will be required of the control group
as well as ATD-trained groups.) All other groups would be trained in the
ATD, with a different set of visual cue representations for each group.
Level of performance would be measured periodically during training, and
at the end of ATD training (except for an aircraft control group). ATD
subjects would transition to an aircraft immediately upon completing ATD
training. Their initial performance level in the aircraft would be
measured, and additional measures would be made periodically until
proficiency was achieved.

SUBJECTS

For whatever tasks trained, all subjects should have comparable, and
usual, previous experience. There should be multiple subjects in each
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group, with the number per group sufficient to provide at least 18 inter-
subject degrees of freedom in the error term for all comparisons.

DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS

The periodicity of measures would be adequate to reveal the rate of

skill acquisition in the ATD and rate of progress to proficiency in the
aircraft. Measures would also be obtained in the ATD at the completion
of ATD training, and on the first or early trials in the aircraft.

The analyses would focus on rates and 1,=vels of achievement as
revealed by these measures. Special attention would be given to ascer-
taining whether negative transfer to aircraft occurs as evidenced,
separately, by original aircraft performance or rate of progress to pro-
ficiency. Multiple group, repeated measures analyses of variance would
be used with training tasks comprising the repeated measures.

FACILITIES

A laboratory ATD in which visual scene content can be manipulated
would be employed in the study. it would be used for a total of
approximately 100 hours. In Task 3, it would be employed for a total of
approximately 20 hours distributed over 3 months, and, in Task 4, for a
total of approximately 80 hours distributed over 4 months.

SCHEDULE AND CONTRACTOR PERSONNEL REQUIREMENTS

It is assumed that this effort would build on the results of the
previous study of visual cue requirements. Given that background, the
present study would take approximately 16 calendar months to conduct and

3.00 person-years of professional contract labor. The calendar time and
level of effort required for each task and the total study are as
follows:
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Schedule
(Contract Months)

Task Task Number of
Task start finish person-years

1. Selection of tasks to
be studied. 1 2 0.20

2. Identification of candiddte
characteristics of visual
scene content. 1 6 1.00

3. Development of training
and measures. 5 8 0.30

4. Conduct of training and
collection of data. 9 12 0.50

5. Data analysis and report
preparation. 11 16 1.00

Total person-years 3.00
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17. DETERMINATION OF MOTION AND FORCE CU'- REQUIREMENTS

PROBLEM

Patterns are emerging in results of researLh on force and motion
cueing in ATDs. Visual cues are obviously needed for some tasks; g-cues
arising from g-seats, g-suits, and helmet and arm loaders have facili-
tated performance in a few studies; anl platform motion appears to be of
little use for training certain tasks. In addition, seat and stick
shakers have been studied, but not in a context where their value for
training could be assessed.

Visual cue requirements are addressed in two other research efforts
proposed in this report. The concern here is with the analysis of motion
and force cue requirements that may be provided by other than visual
means.

The motiun and force cues used by aircrews have not been systemat-
ically identified. It is not known which particular sensory mechanisms
are involved or how they may t-? stimulated most effectively for training
purposes. Most research effort,, in this area have centered on a-tTiiir
motion, and while, as noted, such motion has been found of little
training value in several studies of specific tasks, there remains some
lack of agreement on motion. Fo, example, two reviews of research on
platform motion concluded that platform motion may be useful when it
alerts the pilot to forces arfsing outside the control loop. One reason
for the lack of agreement in this area stems from the fact that most of
the research has been based on a stimulus fidelity approach rather than a
cue learning approach.

The purpose of the research outlined here is to identify nonvisual
motion and force cues aircrews use during performance of various skills.
The orientation is a task-behavioral one rather than stimulus fidelity.
From this knowledge, follow-on efforts as described irn a subsequent
outline of an experiment could determine which of these cues are needed
for training in ATDs, and how they can best be represented.

RESEARCH OVERVIEW

The study would consist of the four major tasks shown below.

Task 1: Development of a set of candidate dimensions of motion and
force cues, and preparation of an interim report.

Task 2: Selection of tasks to be studied in terms of motion and
force cueing requirements.

Task 3: Performance of the tasks by subjects in the ATD under
varying conditions of motion and force cueing.
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Task : Analysis of performance data to determine the separate,
joint, and redundant effects of motion-force cueing on per-
formance of the tasks, and preparation of the final
report.

ANALYTIC REQUIREMENTS

To a great extent, this would be an analytic effort devoted to
syntheses of research literature focusing on motion and force cueing. A
number of studies have used differert ,eing mechanisms that provided
different kinds of information on tne -',and, and through different
body receptors on the other. In reviewing this research, the focus would
not be on one cueing device as opposed to another, but on identifying
sensory inputs arising from devices that appear facilitative of
performance and learning versus inputs from devices that do not aid per-
formance.

In addition, the psychological literature on perception of motion
and force would be examined thoroughly. While occasional training
studies have alluded to well known principles of visual perception in
analyses of visual cues, comparable uses of psychological knowledge
regarding motion and force perception have been much less frequent-
Instead, attempts have focused on duplicating motion and gravity effects
simply by providing quasi motion and quasi accelerative conditions. With
this emphasis on device characteristics as opposed to perceptual

irncpls, there na s 'Deen little concern with unoerstanoing now force
,n: moticto Cues are kntegroteo inestetically to :coroinate motor and
zag', itive actions :.io now sucn factors nay relate aifferentially to
vartius tasxs.

The product of the analytic efforts would be a list of candidate
dimensions of force and motion cueing. To the extent possible, the
integrative use of each dimension in different classes of task perfor-
mance would be identified as well. Experiments would then be run to
determine which cues affect performance of experienced aircrews.

EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

Considerations for Experimental Control

Candidate dimensions would be held constant, and manipulated, singly
and in patterns that permitted the assessments of (1) separate
contributions of each dimension; (2) joint contributions of combinations
of dimensions; and (3) redundancy of cue information. Each perceptual
dimension would be represented by at least one available device, with
alternative devices used when practical. Cueing would be both of an
either/or nature, and with partial degrading when possible without
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distortion. Tasks to be porformed would be standardized, and would
represent dS far as practical a b'oad range of aircrew skill performance.
All subjects would have rec~niy demonstrated c-icraft proficiency on
each task.

All persoonel involved in running the experiment would be trained to

fulfill their roles in a standard me.>er.

Procedure

Subjects would be assigned randomly to groups. Each subject would
be given preliminary practice in t he ATD sufficient to familiarize him
with the device. Each grour would "fly" the AID for at least one fac-
torial combination of dimens'nrs/device representations. Preferably, the
same subjects would "fly" un&, more factorial combinations, even all of
them, unless too many are invoiy'ed, or successive trials would lead to
criterion coritamination due to fatigue or practice effects. Also,
aircraft practice would .e systematically interspersed with ATD trials to
avoid over-adaptation to the limitations of the device. Counter-
balancing of conditions arc *,&raft trials would avoid otherwise
unidentifiable cumulative effec,.

Measures would be obtained on each trial as appropriate to assess
each task perfnrmance, and in sufficient detail to reveal separate
aspects of performance. Subjects would also be queried via question-
naires and interviews regarding their subjective evaluations'of the cues
available and felt need for additional cues.

SUBJECTS

All subjects should be aircrew personnel who had recently
demon,trated aircraft proficiency on the tasks used. Total numbers of
subjects would vary with the number of experimental conditions used for
each subject, but at least 6 subjects should be used for any one fac-
torial condition.

DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS

, Measures would be obtained on each trial as appropriate for eachtask, using standardized procedures and techniques. Data analyses would

focus on similarities and differences in performance that revealed

separate, joint, and redundant effects of cueing on performance. A
complex analysis of variance would be used for most data, with the
correlated main effects of multiple tasks, and of multiple conditions for
separate groups, represented in a way that correlated and uncorrelated
measures would not become mixed in the analyses.
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FACILITIES

The experiment would be conducted in a laboratory ATD in which
motion-force cues could be presented and varied through a number of dif-
ferent motion-force cueing devices. The ATD would be employed in Task 3
for a total of approximately 110 hours distributed over 4 months.

SCHEDULE AND CONTRACTOR PERSONNEL REQUIREMENTS

Given the existence of an appropriate ATD, the study would take 16
calendar months and require 3.00 person-years of professional contract
labor. The calendar time and level of effort required for each task and
the total study are as follows:

Schedule

(Contract Months)

Task Task Number of
Task start finish person-years

1. Development of candidate
motion and force cues, and
interim report preparation. 1 9 1.50

2. Selection of tasks to be
studied. 9 10 0.20

3. Performance of the tasks
under varying motion and force
cueing conditions. 11 13 0.50

4. Data analysis and report
preparation. 12 16 0.80

Total person-years 3.00
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18. ALTERNATIVE MECHANISMS FOR PROVIDING MOTION-FORCE CUEING

PROBLEM

While some patterns are emerging in results of research on motion-
force cueing in ATDs, there is no consensus on the need for such cues or
on the means of providing them. G-cueing through simulated stimuli
arising from g-seats, g-suits, and helmet and arm loaders has been shown
in some studies to aid coordination of control movements. Stick and seat
shakers have less empirical support as effective mechanisms, but at the
same time they have not been demonstrated to be ineffective. And there
is a general impression among some training researchers that platform
motion makes little or no contribution to aircrew training for certain
skills.

However, significant questions remain, eien regarding platform
motion. Studies of the effects of platform motion on transfer of ATD-
trained skills to aircraft, while sometimes well conceived, have often
used statistical analyses irappropriate for the data, and valid
interpretations are impossible. As for most other g-cueing devices and
stick and seat shakers, their effects on transfer are not known.
Futhermore, in studies showing improvement in performance in ATDs,
experienced pilots have typically served as subjects. Thus, it also has
not been established that these cueing mechanisms even aid skill
acquisition in ATOs.

The research outlined below recognizes the complexity of the effort
needed to establish clearly the value of various motion-force cueing
mechanisms in training. The experiment is a prototype that may be con-
ducted at various levels of complexity, depending on the resources
available for a particular study. Replications of the experiment, using
various factorial combinations of cueing devices, will be necessary to
sort out all the separate effects and their interactions and redundancy
(for training).

The question to be answered is, What are the separate and interac-
tive effects of the force and motion cueing devices used (1) upon skill
acquisition in ATDs and (2) upon transfer of ATO-trained skills to
airctaft?

RESEARCH OVERVIEW

The study would consist of the four major tasks shown below.

Task 1: Selection of the tasks and motion-force cueing mechanisms
to be studied.
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Task 2: Development of ATD training and of measures of trainee
performance.

Task 3: Assessment of the differences in performance of students
trained under varying motion-force cueing conditions.

Task 4: Analysis of the contribution of each motion-force cueing
mechanism to training effectiveness and efficiency for
each of the tasks studied, and preparation of the final
report.

ANALYTIC REQUIREMENTS

No prior analytic efforts would be needed other than those directly
involved in implementing the experiment and instrumenting measures.

EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

Considerations for Experimental Control

The manipulation of cueing mechanisms under study should be such
that three kinds of information are obtained regarding each: (1) the
effect of each mechanism separately; (2) the redundancy of each pair of
mechanisms; and (3) the joint effects of each pair (or triple, etc) of
mechanisms. Tasks to be trained would vary as much as practical so as
to represent a wide range of skills, thereby permitting broader general-
izations of findings. The training regimen would be standardized, and
instructors trained to implement it in a standard manner.

Procedure

Subjects would be assigned randomly to each experimental group and
to a control group that received no force-motion cueing of any kind.
Some separate experimental groups would receive (only) the cueing from
each source. Other separate groups would receive (only) one combination
of a single pair of types of cues; still other separate groups a single
triple of types of cues, etc. Each subject would be trained on all tasks
used. Objective measures as well as instructor ratings of performance
would be obtained periodically during and at the end of ATD training.

Immediately following ATD training all subjects would transition to
an aircraft and continue practice to proficiency on the ATD-trained
skills. Measures of performance would be obtained on the first, or a set

0 of early trials, in the aircraft and periodically until proficiency is
achieved.
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SUBJECTS

The subjects should be pilots at a comparable level of training and
experience. (The level should vary often enough from one experiment to
another so that different levels of competence and of task difficulty
would eventually be represented.) No subject would have had prior
training on the skills to be taught during the experiment. The number of
subjects per subgroup should be adequate to provide at least 18 between-
subject degrees of freedom for each significance test.

DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS

A necessary minimum of instructors would be trained to obtain
measures in a standardized manner. If preliminary reliability checks on
any measure reveal inter-instructor reliabilities below .75, the average
of measures obtained by at least two instructors would be used in analy-
ses involving those measures.

The periodicity of measures would be adequate to reveal rate of
skill acquisition in the ATD and rate of progress to proficiency in the
aircraft. Measures would also be obtained in the ATD at Lhe completion
of ATD training, and on the first or early trials in the aircraft.

Summaries of data (e.g., means, standard deviations, percents) would
be compiled as appropriate. Multiple group repeated measures analyses of
variance 4ould be used with training tasks comprising the repeated
measures. (Depending upon types of groups and adequacy of overall
experimental controls, the various groupings according to cueing patterns
could be combined into a single complex analysis of variance.)

FACILITIES

The study would require an ATD with all available motion-force
cueing devices. A laboratory ATD should be employed to enable precise
control over use of mechanisms. The ATD that is selected for this study
would be used for a total of approximately 215 hours. It would be
employed in Task 2 for a total of approximately 25 hours distributed
over 2 months, and in Task 3 for a total of approximately 190 hours

4! distributed over 4 months.

SCHEDULE AND CONTRACTOR PERSONNEL REQUIREMENTS

Given the existence of an appropriate ATD, the study would take 16
calendar months and 3.00 person-years of professional contract labor.
The calendar time and level of effort required for each task and the
total study are as follows:
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Schedule
(Contract Months)

Task Task Number of
Task start finish person-years

1. Selection of tasks and motion-
force cueing mechanisms to be
studied. 1 3 0.50

2. Development of training
and measures, 4 7 0.50

3. Conduct of training and
collection of data. 8 11 0.75

4. Data analysis and report
preparation. 11 16 1.25

Total person-years 3.00
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19. ALTERNATIVE STRATEGIES FOR PRESENTING EXTERNAL
VISUAL SCENES TO THE INSTRUCTOR

PROBLEM

Two issues are involved here. First, the optimum display strategy
to present external visual scenes to instructors depends on what the
instructor needs to know. This need will vary with the tasks being
practiced by students, and probably with the level of the student in some
instances. Second, the optimum strategy varies as alternative modes of
presentation facilitate or hinder the instructor's processing of the
information they contain. Extracting information from multiple displays
of varying analytic detail, while simultaneously collating the
information to direct instruction, can be a harrying task.

For a number of learning tasks, an X-Y plot can be both the simplest
to present, and the most informative if an altitude reading is available
when needed. The concern here, however, is the instructor's opportunity
to recognize what a student responds to, and should respond to, as visual
cues. An obvious starting point is to let the instructor see duplicates
of everything seen by the student. There are two disadvantages to this
approach. First, visual displays used by students are usually quite
expensive. Similar capabilities at the instructor's console could
involve unnecessary expense. Second, the purpose of the student's visual
scene is to provide cues for learning and for task performance. The
purpose of the instructor's display is to provide information needed to
teach task performance. His display may well need to incorporate less,
or more, information of various types than does the student's. In some
instances, the instructor will need information for diagnostic purposes
that would never appear as suc) in a "real world" scene. Conversely, the
student may require types aod levels of visual information in the
learning of discriminations that are of no utility to the instructor for
his instructing functions.

. ,The prior question in this case is the analytic one: What does an

instructor need to know? Specifically, what information is needed to
assess the status of the student's cue and response discriminations
relative to task requirements so that guidance and feedback can be pro-
vided accordingly? When this question is answered, task by task, can-
didate alternatives for providing the information can be identified for
assessment through experimental analyses.

Nevertheless, the analytic and empirical issues can be pursued
simultaneously. Available alternatives for instructor displays can be
evaluated for training various tasks even while only partial answers are
known--or hypothesized--to the analytic question. Generally, the display
alternatives may be grouped as: (1) a full-scale reproduction of what
the student sees; (2) a reduced-scale reproduztion of what the student
sees; (3) reproduction of only selected aspects of what the student sees;
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(4) only graphic representations of what the student sees; and (5)
combinations of the first or second with the third and/or fourth, or of
only the third and fourth. In any case, experimental evaluations should
focus on alternatives that can reasonably be expected to provide
information useful for instruction as determined by analyses of the
earning processes inv-lved and ot an instructor's ability to process the
information with the training and experience he will have had.

A programmatic research effort is entailed, for which a prototype
experiment is outlined below. The question to be answered is, Which type
of available display (or displays to be designed following analytic
development) can an instructor use most efficiently and effectively for
teaching given tasks?

RESEARCH OVERVIEW

The study would consist of the four major tasks shown below.

Task 1: Identification of information that contributes to the
capability of the instructor to assess the status of the
student's cue and response discriminations.

Task 2: Development and conduct of instructor training.

Task 3: Use of standard test scenarios to assess instructor per-
formance under varying external scene display conditions.

Task 4: Analysis of the data and preparation of the final report.

ANALYTIC REQUIREMENTS

The general nature of the analytic requirements was identified
above. Specifically, a partial learning analysis would be needed, task
by task, to identify (1) d scriminations of cues and responses to be
learned by the student; (?P) cues/responses/conditions most likely to
introduce interference with the learning desired; and (3) what an
instructor needs to know to assess the status of a student's cue and
response discriminations. Thorough reviews of the literature would be
necessary, as well as careful logical analyses that focus on how aircrews
process cue information.

EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

r' Considerations for Experimental Control

The essential requirements for experimental control are that tasks
be clearly defined, conditions for their performance be standardized, and
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indicators of needed specific instructor participation occur in the
visual displays. The training regimen and contingencies for instructor
actions of concern should be standardized as well. Although actual stu-
dents could be used to perform tasks, it would be much better if
instructors, fully trained to exhibit anticipated difficulties in skill
acquisition, did so in standard scenarios. (Preprogrammed scenarios
would be even better.) Subject instructors would have received whatever
prior preparation and training they normally would have for teaching the
skills in the ATD.

Conditions for obtaining all dependent measures would be standard-
ized, and all personnel involved in implementing the experiment would be
trained to fulfill their roles in a standard manner.

Procedure

Instructors who serve as subjects would be assigned randomly to
groups. Each group would have information displayed according to one of
the five possibilities given earlier. (With proper counterbalancing and
appropriate choices of statistical analyses, each group could use more
than one type of display.) Scenarios would be presented, and measures
would be obtained that revealed (1) the recognition, or lack thereof, of
indications of need for specific instructor intervention; (2) the
appropriateness of the intervention (if any); and (3) the appropriateness
and acceptability of the delay in the instructor's reaction.

SUBJECTS

Subjects should be instructors qualified to teach the skills at
issue in the ATDs used. Numters of groups could vary with each experi-
ment, but the number of subjects per group should be adequate to provide
at least 18 inter-subject degrees of freedom for any group comparison. /

/

DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS/

Data would be obtained as indicated above. Analyses would focus on
adequacy of display alternatives for given tasks. Thus, a t test or one-
way analysis of variance would be appropriate, extended-for repeated
measures as needed to incorporate multiple observations on dependent

4 variables. If more than a single display format is used with each group,
an additional (correlated) dimension would be added to the basic variance
analysis.

FACILITIES

An ATD should be used that permitted all display options to be
employed. For full scale reproduction of the visual scene, slaved
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ccpits could be used. The remaining options would be available at the
LOS. The ATD that is selected for this study would be employed for a
total of approximately 220 hours. It would be employed in Task 2 for a
total of approximately 100 hours distributed over 2 months, and in Task 3
for a total of approximately 120 hours distributed over 4 months.

SCHEDULE AND CONTRACTOR PERSONNEL REQUIREMENTS

Given the availability of an appropriate ATD, the study would take
15 calendar months and 2.50 person-years of professional contract labor.
The calendar time and level of effort required for each task and the
total study are as follows:

Schedule

(Contract Months)

Task Task Number of
Task start finish person-years

1. Identification of information
that contributes to the capa-
bility of the instructor to
assess the status of the stu-
dent's discriminations. 1 8 1.25

2. Development and conduct of

training. 8 9 0.25

3. Assessment of instructor
performance under varying
external scene display
condtlons. 10 13 0.25

4. Data analysis and repor'
preparation. 11 15 0.75

Total person-years 2.50

13I3
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20. EFFECTS OF INSTRUCTOR LOCATION ON TRAINING
IN VISUAL SIMUI.ATORS

,e location of the instructor in future visually equipped simula-
;cther :n board or at a remote console, will affect simulator

s, an, therefore cost. His location might also have consequential
-...... ...> r training. It is important, then, to determine whether

ia i )uld be facilitated, or adversely affected, by one location
than the other, or whether instructor location is not in itself a
9 effoc''veness issue.

experi,.ent proposed here would examine the effects of on-board
'. rte location of instructors on training. Air combat maneuvers

isA'f wo.,d be taught in the study. PCM skills are selected because they
re ;ire vist.a information for oriettation, cueing, and execution, as

a as cor.tinuous visual feedback regarding appropriateness of control
.,s. n adr~tion, several previous investigators have reported
, .y 1on1trastiny Yesults as to the transfer of simulator-trained ACM

to aircraft performance. One possible reason that has been
a-c.d to explain this discrepancy in transfer ,-esults is the different

",Iticris of instructors during the si,nulator training. Therefore, a
,LL )n A'M training not only ensures that visual capabilities will be
c vted, but offers an opportunity to resolve the issue of instructor
atiei in a training probl(;q of considerable significance.

e essential question to be answered by the proposed experiment is:
V ui-board, as opposed to remote, locations of the instructor during
!-,ulator training have differential effects on (1) rate and level of ACM

-Jill ac Jistion in the simulator, and (2) on the amount and quality of
-11 transfer to iircraft performance?

'EA<CH OWLRVIEW

'he study would consist of the three major tasks shown below.

Task 1: Development of (a) ATD training models appropriate to each
condition of instructor location, and (b) measures of
trainee performance.

Task 2: Assessment of differences in the performance of students
trained by instructors on board the ATD in comparison with
that of students whose instructors are at a remote loca-
tion.

:s Task 3: Analysis of the data and preparation of the final report.
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ANAtLYFVC REQUIREMENTS

N- prior analytic efforts would be needed other than those directly
involvea in implementing the experiment and instrumenting measures.

EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

Considerations for Experimental Control

Instructor location can affect quality of simulator training only as
it facilitates or cnnstrains interactions with students. The nature and
quality of these interactions de2pend directly on (I) the information
available to the instructor; (2) his ability to interpret the
information; and (3) his knowledge of effective and efficient uses of
feedback and guidance. The training of instructors to be used in the
exoeriment should ensure (2) and (3). As for the information available
to the instructor, whether at the cockpit or remote console the instruc-
tor should receive whatever information would be provided at that loca-
tion during operational use of the simulator. The intent is not to
standardize the information received at each location, but to equate it,
separately by location, with operational reality.

The nature and quality of instructor-student interactions also
depend on indirect influences arising from their contacts. Briefly,
instructors and' students who "know" each other communicate more fully
than those who do not. The disembodied voice of a familiar instructor
over earphones ha more personal meaning than that of a stranger; and
insofar as emotional supoort (or threat) is concerned, the presence of a
familiar monitoring instructor at a remote console may wll be psycholog-
ically equivalent to his presence in a cockpit. Thus, the effects of
instructor location on training may well vary with whether a student has
the same instructor for all simulator sessions or a different one from
day to day.

Whether the same or different instructors are used for a given stu-

dent during the experiment should be determined by operational practices
during training, so that effects of instructor location could be related
to operational conditions. if research resources permit, of course, it
would be better to u. the same instructors for one part of the experi-
ment and different ones for another part, thus revealing the interactions
(if any) of this variable with instructor location. With this added
comparison, results could be generalized more readily across training
programs that differ in this particular regard.

Procedure

For the basic comparison, students would be assigned randomly to two
'1 groups. (These basic two groups would be randomly subdivided as

necessary to accommodate patterns of instructor usage as above or any
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, te-natic variation in additional independent variables.) Both
As iou J undergo the same training regimen, but each member of one

j, )L :,uld have an instructor in the cockpit with him (or at a jumpseat
t , .tudent station), while instructors for the second group would be

t _r. :.tP console.

o r ti 4al engagements in the aircraft, specifically trained
-.ctcrs would fly adversary aircraft according to a standard plan for
-al engagements, devised specifically for the experiment.

..... .......'.'rs rather than other students would be used for this purpose so
s -'. permit relative standardization of adversary actions. Also, safety
..l be less of a problem, and all adversaries would have a comparable
ve. ;f competence.

A miriiium of 20 subjects, 10 per basic group, should be used for the

-esi comparison. If basic groups are further subdivided, the total
r<rt-r of Subjects should be adequate to provide at least 18 inter-

,'.ect degrees of freedom for any comparison. All subjects should be
-. i from a pool of students typical of those who would undergo for the

-,tst t'me the training provided during the experiment.

)}AT,',. COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS

A necessary minimum of instructors would be trained to obtain the
'-asures in a standardized manner. If preliminary reliability checks on
,v measure reveal inter-instructor reliabilities below .75, the average
m measures obtained by at least two instructors would be used for anal-

.*es involving those measures.

Meaures on dependent variables would be obtained at periodic
rteovals during skill acquisition in the simulator; at the completion of

simuIator training; on the first trial, or for each of a set of early
trials, in the aircraft; and at appropriate later times in the aircraft.
Ac 3l schedules for data collection would depend on skills being taught
and expected rates of progress. The schedule would be such as to permit
comparisons of (1) rates of skill acquisition in the device; (2) levels
of skill acquisition on completion of device training; (3) levels of
pe'formance at the outset in the aircraft; and (4) rates of progress to
proficiency in the aircraft.

Summaries of data (e.g., means, standard deviations, percents) would
be compiled as appropriate. The statistical significance of group
diff,;rences would be determined by appropriate analyses (e.g., repeated
measures analysis of variance for multiple groups) to reveal nonchance
differences in rates of progress as in (1) and (4) above, and levels of
achievement as in (2) and (3).
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FACILITIES

Facilities requirements are driven by the need for a aorne p,j:tior
visual system (real imagery rather than virtual imagery) and the need for
provisions to locate the instructor either in the cockpit (or at a
jumpseat) as well as locate him at a remote console. Candidate
facilities are: (1) the Northrop LAW/WAVS; (2) the NASA Langley U;2 ard
'3) the McDonnel Douglas MACS. The simulator that is selected for th .
study would be emplo)ed for a total of approximately 220 hours. I io u6
be employed in Task I for a total of approximately 20 hours distribute:
over 3 months, and in Task 2 for a total of approximately 30 h.jrs
distributed over 9 months.

SCHEDULE AND CONTRACTOR PERSONNEL REQUIREMENTS

The study woul,1 take 15 calendar months to complete and requir. 3.jO
person-years of professional contract iabor. The calendar time and ,vel
of effort required for each task and the t(,tal study are as follow.,.

SchedJe
(Contract Months)

Task Task Number cf
Task- start --- finIsh_ person-years

1. Peveloprient of traininr
models and performance
measur-s. 1 3 0.75

2. Train, :g and evaluatic; of
s-udent de! foirai,?. 4 12 0.75

3 Datb afnalysis and report
preparation. 10 15 1.50

Total person-years ?.00
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21. REQUIREMENTS FOR DELAYED REMOTE DISPLAYS OF PERFORMANCE

PROBLEM

Most new ATDs offer excellent oportunities for feedback regarding
adequacy of performance during practice sessions via record/replay
features, and during debriefings following sessions via hardcopy print-
outs. Distinct advantages of record/replay during sessions are the
opportunities to isolate separate aspects of performance for scrutiny,
feedback, and guidance while the cues and actions used by the student are
still freshly in mind. Distinct advantages of hardcopy printouts are the
opportunities they provide for later analytic, meditative--mediational--
contemplation of what a student did, why he did it, and how performance
could be improved.

Use of hardcopy printouts during debriefing is typically hampered by
the inability of the student, and often the instructor, to identify
precisely what the conditions and step-by-step actions were at the time a
decision was made or .n action was initiated, altered, or terminated. A
replay during debriefing of the actions would probably aid the
mediatlonal analysis and synthesis considerably. However, the value of
delayed remote displays of perfoirnance segments surely varies with the
training task at hand and with the eyperience of the student. In either
case, the training issue reduces to .he type and amount of information
needed in the playback and how it shoud 'e presented.

The prototype experiment outlined below addreses these thr.e
questions: (1) What kind of information is needed? (2) In how much
detail? (3) How should it be presented? A programmatic effort will be
required, but fortunately a lot can be learned through initial experi-
ments with current recora/replay features of ATDs.

RESEARCH OVERVIEW

The study would consist of the three major tasks shown below.

Task 1: Development of a regimen for ATD training that incorporates
and exploits the use of a delaied remote display.

Task 2: Comparison of the effectiveness and efficiency of perfor-
mance of students who are trained using the delayed remote
display during debriefs with that of students who do not
have access to the display.

Task 3: Analysis of the data and preparation of the final report.
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ANALYTIC REQUIREMENTS

The prototype e±xperimnent would require no prior analytic effort-
other than those necessary to implement the experiment and 'rstr-Jmen"-
measures. Once a data base accumulates, critical examindtiz-rs cf
research results would, of course, be necessary for decisions rt~gdrdin:
the design of delayed remote displays.

EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

Considerations for Experimental Control

For delayed remote displays to be of value, they should cv,
demonstrable utility for efficient and/or effective training as evidenced
by (1) improved skill acquisition in an ATD; (2) improved roynitivc.
comprehension of requirements and contingencies for skil pror11'e
and/or (3) increased transfer of ATD-trained skil's to a~rc;-.'t
performance. Thus, all extraneous variables that could affeci 0. ce
dependent variables should be held constint. Instructor utfizitio of
experimentally manipulated information should be- standardiZee as t"
strategy, but allowcd to vary in content as needed to focus on de,. I of
individual st,.oent perfor-marces. The instructors, of cource, -znou'( r~
comparable in knowl edge of instructi.rlel technology. Even ',0, tiie sarm&:
instructors shoul d be uset! for all experimental 'groups, ir el s, fenouQ!-
instrjictors should be available so that r;.ndom assignments t gr,.f's
would revicve any systematic instructor effects. The training -Cl.mr,
woul,' be the same f,'2 r il i groups exc,'1 . for the utilI i zat i on cf n; 1: yed
repl ay.

All1 mc.-, res N.-Iu1(i te obtaii-j srtandardized condi :ions, using
speci,-.lly rai-icd it-,sonne 11

Procedure

Subjects wouiJ be assigne' lrindomly to (usually) t -o groups. I-ach
group would be trained per the standard regimren. One group would undergo
standard debr-.efings using whatever aids (e.g., hardcupy printouts) are
usually availabie. The other !group would also havc these a-*,s as ~'id
but i n addi ti Lnr, at. lecast part of their debrief ings woul - occur aii t ie4 rolote termi nal wher- previously recorder, segments of their perf irnance
could he pl ,yed back as desired. Vurbal tests of cognitive comprehension

.4of spocifi. cuei.;'esponse task re'quirements would be administered at
appr:spriate times, 3nd measurcs; would 60C obtiined during ATD pr,:,tice to
revreal r3te of skill icquisition, at the end of ATD practice to show
level of e.-heveT ;ent, at the beginnirc, uf ailcraft prd-ctico to show
original level of proficiency, and duri- c a rcaft practi - to, rev,-ai

rate 0f progress to; proficiency
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SUBJECTS

Subjects should be aircrew students who normally would undergo

training in the tasks used in the experiment. Program wide, a variety of
tasks, and levels of tasks, would be used so that the value of delayed
remote displays could be related to levels of student proficiency. At
least 10 subjects should be in each group.

DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS

Measures would be obtained as above so as to show rate of skill

acquisition in the ATD, level of proficiency at the end of ATD training,
original proficiency in the aircraft, and rate of progress to proficiency
in the aircraft. Cognitive measures would be obtained at such times as
needed to show the relation between level of understanding of task
requirements and use/non-use of delayed remote playback.

in addition, students and instructors for the delayed display groups
would be queried by questionnaires and interviews regarding the features,
aspects, details, etc., they found useful, of no use, and of questionable
value. They also would be asked to suggest other information they could
have used but which was not available.

Basic analyses of data would compare the two groups on all measures,
either as t tests or repeated m t;;sures analysis of variance as
appropriate.- Intercorrelations of cygnitive and performance measures
would be determined. Questionnaire/interview data would be cross-
classified so as to reveal fel needs for informational details accordi ig
to tasks and types of problems.

FACILITIES

A remote computer-driven video terminal would be the best instru-
mentation for the study. For the present effort, however, IS displays
could be employed (but it should be noted that employment of remote ter-
minals in the future would reduce such demand for the ATD and lOS). The
ATD that is selected for the study would be employed for a total of
approximately 170 hours. It would be employed in Task 1 for a total of
approximately 20 hours distributed over 2 months, and in Task 2 for a

4I total of approximately 150 hours distributed over 9 months.

SCHEDULE AND CONTRACTOR PERSONNEL REQUIREMENTS

The study would take 15 calendar months to conduct and require 2.50
person-years of professional contract labor. The calendar time and level

• , of effort required for each task and the total study are as follows:
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Sc hedul e

(Contract Months)

Task Task Number of
Task start finish person-years

1. Development of training that
exploits use of a delayed
remote display. 1 4 0.75

2. Conduct of training and
collection of data. 5 13 0.75

3. Data analysis and report
preparation. 11 15 1.00

Total person-years 2.50
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The topics included in this appendix were judged to be important
with respect to their potential impact on ATD training, but of lesser
priority than the topics in Appendix B. Brief research plans are
provided that discuss the nature of each research topic and outline
certain analytic and experimental issues of concern.

The topic titles are shown below. Page numbers are included to aid
in locating each plan.

Page

1. Guides for learning analyses ...... ................ 146

2. Relationships between conditions for practice on separate
tasks and the subsequent integration of the tasks .. ..... 147

3. Techniques for teaching robust aircrew skills ... ....... 149

4. Measures of transfer of training . .. .. .. .. .. . .. 150

5. Techniques for control of the quality of ATO training . . 151

6. Field of view requirements ...... ................. 152

7. Effects of asynchronization of visual and motion-force cues 153

8. Design and use of an automated procedures monitoring system 154

9. Use of computer speech recognition and generation technology 155
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1. GUIDES FOR LEARNING ANALYSES

ISD and similar approaches to training problem analyses have had a
valuable impact on military training. However, for optimum use in
program design, it is necessary that all cues involved in skills be
already known, and alterndtive cues needed for training be clearly
identified. Just as crucial is the necessity for personnel making the
analyses to use considerable intuitive expertise to design training
scenarios that exploit all aspects of efficient and effective learning.

These conditions are rarely met in practice, and the designs of ATD
training programs reveal that these prerequisites are not fully
understood. Physical correspondence of device characteristics to the
aircraft and flight environments substitutes for a knowledge of cues
actually used by aircrews; cues used in training are determined by
compromises regarding device technology and cost; and the complexities
of the transfer of ATD training to .ircraft are glossed over by equating
transferability of ATD learning with device and task fidelity.

Learning analyses would go beyond ISD by determining, for example,
(1) cues used by aircrews; (2) cues needed for training; (3) student
capabilities to substitute mediation for physical cues; (4) optimum
conditions (total cue complex, practice schedules, employment of
guidance and feedback) for developing stable cue discriminations,
separately and as integrated into cue-response patterns; (5) optimum
conditions for teaching of cue-response discriminations that would be
resistant to interference and forgetting; (6) transferable dimensions of
cues and responses so as to maximize transfer; (7) cognitive bases of
skill performance; (8) sequencing of learning to maximize contributions
of cognitive and noncognitive mediation; (9) experiential requirements
for effective mediational development; and (10) alternatives available
for adaptation of any aspects of this training as indicated by student,
device, aircraft, and performance characteristics.

Aircrew skills are complex; and when taught in ATDs, the complexity
of teaching them is compounded by dependence on transfer, a complicated
process in itself. It is because of this complexity that learning
analyses are needed. No existing procedure for developing training
programs addresses any of the example topics in any depth, if at all.
In fact, there is no extant systematic guidance for attacking such
issues. In brief, learning analyses would pick up where ISD leaves off.

The research proposed here would develop a systematic format and
procedural guide for performing learning analyses. The focus would be
on ATD training, but the format and procedures would be generalizable to
any kind of training.

14
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2. RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN CONDITIONS FOR PRACTICE ON
SEPARATE TASKS AND THE SUBSEQUENT INTEGRATION OF THE TASKS

The way in which tasks are organized for practice can influence the
efficiency and effectiveness of skill acquisition. Learning is often
facilitated during the early stages of skill acquisition by the
separation of tasks for practice in ATDs that are normally performed
concurrently or in succession in the aircraft. As these separated
skills are developed in ATDs, the student should then be taught to
integrate these separately practiced tasks so that he will be prepared
to perform in complex operational situations.

Such integration will eventually occur simply if the larger task is

practiced as a whole after separate parts have been learned. As
discussed in the Utilization report, however, the integration of p
separately learned tasks will be made easier if provisions for their
integration are made when the separate tasks are practiced. Unfortu-
nately, knowledge concerning such provisions has not been formulated
into applied principles that could be used by nonspecialist military
personnel who frequently design ATD training programs. The guidance
provided by ISD procedures, for example, is not sufficiently specific to
enable many task level decisions to be made by these personnel.

As part of programmatic investigations of learning analysis
procedures, research is needed that will focus on specific factors that
influence the efficiency with which separately practiced tasks are
integrated. Candidate factors include level of proficiency attained on
the tasks before the student attempts to learn to integrate the tasks,
the sequerce in which the separate tasks are learned, the use of verbal
mediation, and the provision of cues during practice on separate tasks
that serve as "bridges" to related tasks.

The purpose of the research proposed here is (1) to formulate
principles for separate task practice that incorporate guidance
pertaining to the facilitation of subsequent integration of the tasks;
and (2) to determine empirically the adequacy of the principles through
examination of the effects of their use on student learning.

Several research projects outlined in Appendix B would involve
learning analyses for particular purposes. If these efforts were
completed first, investigators involved in the research proposed here
would have actual examples available for guidance in deriving guides for
general use.

V Two kinds of validations of learning analyses would be of interest.
e! First, recommended facets of each program developed could be compared
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with existing programs to see what differences, and additional insights,
resulted from learning analyses. Second, the efficiency and
effectiveness of any program developed following the guides could be
validated as outlined in Appendix B for demonstrating the value of an
operational program, or a program for teaching selected skills.

I
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3. TECHNIQUES FOR TEACHING ROBUST AIRCREW SKILLS

7xperienced pilots can transition from one type of aircraft to
anothe - more readily than inexperienced pilots. They can more readily
adapt performances to the requirements of the situation at hand. They
can also adapt quickly to the peculiarities of an ATD. This adaptability
is possible because, with experience, the "bandwidth" of flying skills
usually increases to accommodate variations, even distortions, in cues
and in response requirements. Skills characterized by the ability to

make these accommodations with only temporary, minor deterioration in
performance have been termed "robust skills" by some researchers.

The development of robust skills is an important goal for any career
aircrewman, for usually he will transition to a number of different
aircraft and have to perform under a variety of situations. The sooner
his skills become robust, the less transition training he will need and
the safer will be his performance.

As ATDs are used more and more in training, and especially as their
use in continuation training increases, the early development of robust
skills could overcome many fidelity shortcomings of the devices. Since
some fidelity shortcomings will always exist in ATDs, and others can be
remedied only at great cost, robust skills can provide assistance to the
mediational processes. Thus, there is a need to develop techniques for
teaching skill robustness, both for training efficiency and for improved
safety in performance.

The purpose of the research proposed here would be to develop such
techniques. A programmatic effort would eventually be involved, but the
analytic portion of early projects would target the general problem in a
way that subsequent efforts would reduce to validations of procedures for
particular skills. It would be necessary to analyze in substantial
detail dimensions of cues and responses involved in skills so that
general izable discriminations could be specifically targeted for
training. In empirical tests of proposed training regimens, it would be
important to recognize that negative transfer would be common, but that
it is by overcoming, not necessarily avoiding, negative transfer that
robustness will be acquired. Of course, disruptions in performance
should be minimized, but only so long as their avoidance does not vitiate
the purpose of the training.
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4. MEASURES OF TRANFSER OF TRAINING

The value, of ATDs rests entirely in the extent to which skills
trained in them become manifest in aircraft performance. This transfer
of ATD learning is a very complex process, and current measures of it do
not identify facets that are crucial to valid evaluations of ATD
training effectiveness and efficiency. For example, the widely used
Transfer Effectiveness Ratio (TER) confuses enhanced levels of original
aircraft performance upon transition from an ATD with improved rate of
aircraft learning because of foundations acquired in ATDs. Furthermore,
the projected maximum benefit, i.e., the asymptotic level of aircraft
performance, has not even been recognized as dependent on transfer of
ATD skills.

The complexity of transfer exceeds these three types of manifes-
tation, i.e., original proficiency level in aircraft, rate of aircraft
learning, and asymptotic level of performance. Nevertheless, separate
reliable measures of at least the first two would be of inestimable
value for training decisions and research. They would permit
determination, for example, of positive versus negative transfer either
as a beginning aircraft proficiency level or as a rate of aircraft
learning. Had adequate measures been available, almost surely some
previous research would have revealed that, in spite of favorable TERs,
negative transfer on one factor, either a beginning level or a learning
rate, had to be compensated for by positive transfer on the other. If
it could be known reliably where the negative transfer occurs, more
enlightened decisions regarding its avoidance would be possible.

This is only one example of how more precise measures could be of
value. The pervasive shortcomings of available measures are evident in
the wide acknowledgment that there are no measures of effectiveness of
training suitable for precise cost effectiveness analyses. For this
purpose, it would be necessary to estimate asymptotic performance levels
in addition to the other two measures of transfer.

The purpose of the research proposed here would be to devise
techniques for measuring transfer that would provide reliable estimates
of (1) beginning level of dircraft proficiency upon transition from an
ATD; (2) post-transition rate of learning; and (3) asymptotic perfor-
mance levels. The effort would be mainly analytic, and it would include
specifications for quantifying variables to assure that the derived
measures had desired meanings. Empirical efforts would illustrate how
the measures could e obtainud and used.
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5. TECHNIQUES FOR CONTROL OF THE QUALITY OF ATD TRAINING

Numerous factors can act to degrade the effectiveness of an ongoing
ATD tc'aining program--e.g., turnover in instructional personnel, changes
in the quality of student input, modifications of managerial practices.
To prevent degradation, the effectiveness and efficiency of ATD training
should be monitored routinely, and, when the quality of training is
observed to decrease, changes should be made to counter the degrading
factors.

As discussed in the Utilization report, the absence of a reliable
mechanism for systematically monitoring ATD training effectiveness on a
continuing basis was judged to be an important deficiency in the manage-
ment of most of the ATD training surveyed during STRES. It was also
observed that while ISO procedures explicitly require the monitoring of
all ISD developed training, these procedures have yet to be extended
formally to most ATD training. Furthermore, AFM 50-2 and other docu-
ments defining such procedures do not specify how monitoring of ATD
training should be accomplished.

To provide guidance for the development of systems for controlling
the quality of ATD training, programmatic research is needed to identify
effective techniques for routinely measuring the effectiveness and
efficiency of ATD training. The research proposed here would involve a
substantial analytic effort that would identify (1) specific require-
ments for effective training quality control systems for different types
of ATD training programs; (2) requirements for information concerning
student and instructor performance that is needed to support such
systems; (3) candidate measure sets and analysis procedures to provide
the needed information; and (4) requirements for training the personnel
who will use the system.

Following this analysis, a quality control system would be designed
and developed for a selected ATD training program. After its implemen-
tation, the system would be operated on an experimental basis for 12 -
18 months in crder to provide a basis for its evaluation. The results
of such evaluation would provide a basis for the development and
institution of ATD training quality control programs on a wide basis.
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6. FIELD OF VIEW REQUIREMENTS

The specification of field of view (FOV) requirements for ATDs is
an extremely critical design decision due to the substantial increase in
direct and indirect costs associated with increasing FOV, and to the
extensive impact of the decision on the number and types of tasks that
can be taught in the ATD. As discussed in the Fidelity report, this
decision is complicated further by differences in cue requirements
related to the use of foveal and peripheral vision.

While there has been considerable research on the processing of
foveally perceived information, little research has been conducted,
until relatively recently, that focused on the nature and use of
peripherally perceived information. This recent research has revealed
that peripheral vision is involved in a large number of perceptual
judgments that are extremely important to the performance of many
aircrew tasks--e.g., directing foveal vision in visual search, estima-
tion of relative velocity and of the path of motion of objects,
maintenance of bodily orientation. Much is still not known, however,
concerning the nature of cues that are processed via peripheral vision.
Thus, while it may be relatively easy to determine cue reouirements
associated with the use of foveal vision, it is more difficult to
identify requirements for cues that are processed peripherally.

Programmatic research is needed to identify FOV requirements
associated with the instruction of different aircrew tasks. As part of
this program of research, the study proposed here would determine cue
requirements associated with the use of peripheral vision. The results
of this research would aid designers in determining not only FOV
requirements, but also area of interest display requirements.
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7. EFFECTS OF ASYNCHRONIZATION OF VISUAL AND MOTION-FORCE CUES

Due to unavoidable time requirements for certain electronic and
mechanical actions in ATDs, an unnatural delay car occur between a
control input by a pilot and the provision of feedback to him through
visual display systems and motion-force cueing devices. As discussed in
the Fidelity report, two questions or problems arise. The first is, How
much delay in visual or motion feedback can be tolerated before the
pilot's ability to learn a task is compromised, before acceptance of a
device suffers, or before illness becomes a problem? The second
question is, Given the possibility of differences in the amount of delay
between normally simultaneous related visual and motion-force cues, how
much asynchronization in these delays can be tolerated before learning,
acceptance, or illness become problems?

While there has been sufficient research on the first question to
provide at least tentative guidance to designers, very little empirical
data exists that can be employed to develop specific guidelines con-
cerning cue asynchronization questions. Research is needed to develop a
data base that can be employed to focus simulation technology research
on the most critical aspects of the asynchronization problem, Qnd to
guide the utilization of existing ATDs with asynchronized visual and
motion-force cues.

The proposed program of research addresses the problems of deter-
mining the effects of asynchronization for different training
objectives. Independent variables in the research would be (1) type of
training objective classified in terms of required cue and response
discriminations; (2) type of asynchronization (i.e., visual lags motion
versus motion lags visual); (3) degree of asynchronization; and (4)
amount of delay of the visual and motion feedback. Dependent variables
would assess ATD training efficiency and effectiveness of transfer to
the aircraft.

4
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8. DESIGN AND USE OF AN AU!OMATED PROCEPLRE\, U',5NITORING SYSTEMS

Most automated performanc neasurement research nas focused on the
assessment of psychomotor perfor:nance. There is also a need for the
capability to measure and evaluate procedural performance automatically.
While the monitoring of procedures is usually a simple task for an
instructor, it is also time consuming. Automation of the process would
provide him with more time to devote to other instructional functions.
Additionally, automated procedures monitoring would enable greater use
of self-instruction, peer instruction, and instruction by non-rated
personnel.

The design of an automated procedures monitoring system is
complicated, nowever, by the existence of procedur-s that are not
inflexible, linear sequences--e.g., procedures where steps can be
performed in different orders, procedures in which certain steps may be
optional depending on the situation, procedures in which any one of a
set of alternative steps can te selected. Thus, automated recording,
analysis, and evaluation of pr ediral performance can present difficult
design problems. (Indeed, a max" enoineering research effort is needed
to develop software that can handle these problems at a practical cost.)

Moreover, little is known concerning the information requirements
of the instructor with respect to evaluation of procedural performance.
Since the output of an automated procedures monitoring system must be
useful for real-time management of the learning process, these
information requirements need to be identified.

Research is needed to (1) identify candidate dimensions of pro-
cedural performance that can be measured; (2) develop means for their
quantification; and (3) develop methcds of evaluating and scoring the
measures.

The research proposed here has a substantial analytic component
thac would address these issues on a general level. A subsequent
experiment would also be planned in which an automated procedures
monitoring system would be developed for a selected ATD and its use in
training evaluated.

.4
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9. USE OF COMPUTER SPEECH RECOGNITION AND GENERATION TECHNOLOGY

Computer speech recognition and generation technology has advanced
considerably in the past decade and promises to develop rapidly in the
near future. Numerous possibilities exist for the application of this
technology in ATD system design. For example, the computer could be
employed to relieve the instructor of the burden of simulating crew or
extended team members during individual training. Limitations on the
simulation of these personnel by instructors now restrict this type of
training. Additionally, computer speech and recognition capabilities
could be used to replace the instructor and to facilitate ATD-controlled
instruction for some tasks. When the instructor is present, the
computer could automatically relieve him of selected coaching, cueing,
and tutoring tasks. It would also be possible to use computer speech
understanding systems to enable oral control of the ATD. Finally, given
the use of computer speech recognition and generation systems as an
interface option onboard aircraft, these systems will need to be
employed in ATDs to enable practice of their use.

Research is needed now to determine if, when, and how this techno-
logy can be incorporated into ATD system design. Indeed, the use of
these systems in some training devices is already being investigated by
various agencies. However, given the numerous possibilities that exist
for the use of computer speech capabilities, programmatic research is
required to enable efficient exploration of ATD applications.

Part of the research proposed would be devoted to the analysis of
computer speech recognition and generation technology to identify
potential applications of the technology to specific Air Force ATD
training programs. In recognition of the urgent need to improve
extended team training in the ATDs, the second part of the research
would (1) identify feasible applications of the technology for extended
team training that are currently possible; (2) develop a computer speech
recognition and generation system that could be employed in an existing
ATD; and (3) evaluate the effectiveness of the use of the system for
training extended team tasks.

155.
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APPENDIX D

MASTER LISTING OF POTENTIAL RESEARCH TOPICS
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This appendix contains the list of 111 potential research topics
from which the final sets of primary and secondary topics were selected.
Based on the procedures described in Chapter II, each of the topics was
classified in one of three categories of research priority (denoted by
the numbers "1", "2", and "3", in the column next to the topics). Topics
that were judged to warrant detailed consideration were classified in the
first category ("1"). The appendix, B or C, in which these topics are
discussed is identified in the "comments" column next to each topic.

Topics that were deemed to be important, but not to warrant detailed
consideration were classified in the second category ("2"). Generally,
nothing appears in the "comments" column for these second category
topics. Topics classified in the third category ("3") were judged not to
warrant research. The reasons for their exclusion from research
consideration are included in the "comments" column next to each of these
topics.

To facilitate their review, the 111 topics were grouped into the 17
major areas shown below.

Research Topic Area Page

A. Learning analysis and the development of
ATD design and training requirements . .... ....... 161

B. Organization of tasks for practice in ATDs ... ...... 161

C. Individualization of ATD instruction .... ......... 162

D. Locus of control of ATD instruction .... .......... 162

E. ATD design requirements and techniques for
management of the instructional process ... ........ 163

F. Methods of use of instructional support features . . 164

G. Design of ATDs and development of training for
the instruction of crews ...... ............... 167

H. Design of ATDs and development of training for

" high arousal tasks ..... .................. ... 167

I. ATD instructor factors ...... ................ 168

J. Performance measurement in ATDs .............. ... 169
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Research Topic Area Page

K. Cue analysis and the development of ATD design

requirements ...... ..................... ... 170

L. Motion-force cue requirements ... ............. .. 170

M. Visual cue requirements ...... ................ 171

N. Instructor station design ..... ............... 172

0. Design of ATDs and development of operational
training programs ..... ................... .. 173

P. Design of ATDs and development of training for

complex cognitive skills .... ............... .. 173

Q. Miscellanea ........ ...................... 174
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